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Summary
Blistering, during cure, resulting in subsequent coating delamination has been found
to occur in a poly (urea-co-urethane) cement composite coating used for the
protection of new and existing industrial concrete surfaces. Refurbishment of the
blistered material, leads to time delays and increased costs.
The reaction kinetics within this product is complex due to one of the reactants being
water dispersed. The presence of water causes carbon dioxide evolution during cure
through the decomposition of carbamic acid formed from the reaction between water
and isocyanate functional groups of the resin. Water also reacts with cement and lime
in the reactive aggregate, thus a multitude of reactions occurs, during cure of these
complex materials.

Due to the complexity of the composite coating, the cure

chemistry for the polyurea and polyurethane reactions were investigated individually,
with reference to the reactant ratios used by the industry. Although the competing
reactions between isocyanate and hydroxyl groups and isocyanate and water
molecules has been studied extensively for monomeric systems, carbon dioxide
reduction in these systems has resided in the use of catalysts to increase the rate of
the preferred reaction. This solution was not economically viable nor was it practical
for the industry partners. Solutions were therefore aimed at the reduction or
elimination of carbon dioxide in the coating formulation through the addition of a
slower reacting polyol. Glycerol was chosen as the slower reacting polyol, because
of its ability to reduce the viscosity of the polyol emulsion as well as increase gel
times, improving the coating‟s pot-life and application ability.
The relative rates of cure of the polyurethane/polyurea reactions have not previously
been attempted for oligomeric isocyanates with tri-functional polyols, such as castor
oil and glycerol dispersed in water. There was a lack of literature describing cure of
oligomeric isocyanates and polyol emulsions and the rate of carbon dioxide evolution
from these systems. A novel Pressure Differential Scanning Calorimetry (PDSC)
technique was used to understand the cure of the polyurea reaction as well as the
carbon dioxide evolved from this system and was compared to volumetric tests for
this system. The effect of changing the ratios of isocyanate and the reactive
components of the polyol emulsion on carbon dioxide evolution was therefore
investigated. Understanding how these changes affect the application of the coating

vi

system was also taken into consideration through rheological assessment of the
polyol formulation. Hydrated lime or quicklime, added to polyurethane coatings was
found to aid in the absorption of carbon dioxide, therefore improvements to the
cement aggregate by the addition of hydrated lime or quicklime was also considered.
The curing mechanism for the composite coating containing the cement and inert
fillers was out of the scope of this thesis.
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Terminology
Carbon dioxide evolution. Evolution of carbon dioxide specifically from the
reaction between isocyanate and water in the coating measured through volumetric
tests.

Diffusion control. Also known as vitrification, used to describe kinetics of cure
when the material is cured below the glass transition temperature and there is a
change from a chemically controlled system.

Gel time. The gel time is the time at which the reaction has reached a constant
conversion, when an infinite molecular crosslinked network has formed.

Pot-life. The pot-life is considered as the time at which the mixed coating
formulation is workable before application and is dependent on the gel time of the
reactions.

%Reduction in CO2. This is a measure of the change in carbon dioxide levels
between the control sample and that which is being compared. These values are
specifically obtained from the volumetric tests performed.

Viscosity build-up. The build up in viscosity represents the molecular weight
growth of the polymer during rheological analysis.

Volumetric analysis. This term is used for all tests which measures the amount of
carbon dioxide evolved from the coating mixture using the apparatus described in
Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Concrete floors are by far the most abused surfaces encountered in industry.
Although concrete is considered to be tough and durable, most concrete floors cannot
withstand continual long-term wear and chemical attack. The porous structure of
concrete enables significant chemical attack to occur, through migration of liquids
and vapours.[1] Mineral acids and organic acids, such as citric acid in fruits, lactic
acids in dairy products and organic acids found in wine production, can rapidly
attack calcium hydroxide silicates in Portland cement and cause severe damage to the
surface.[2-4] Other common surface damage is due to forklifts and vehicular traffic.
Industry has routinely sought to apply coatings over concrete surfaces, to improve
the appearance of the surface and to protect the concrete floor. Maintenance coating
materials currently in use include alkyds, chlorinated rubbers, vinyls, inorganic zincs,
epoxies, acrylics and polyurethanes as well as combinations of the aforementioned
resins.[5] Polyurethanes provide longevity and low maintenance costs with a life
expectancy of up to 10-12 years.[6,

7]

There is a great interest in cement-based

polyurethane systems. However, such screeds have not reached their full market
potential due to inherent technical, application-related problems such as blistering
during cure. Unlike conventional polyurethane coating systems, the highly
crosslinked poly(urea-co-urethane) screed discussed within this thesis exhibits
exceptional resistance to chemical attack from acids, bases and solvents, whilst
retaining the high abrasion resistance properties of polyurethanes, with a life
expectancy of 30-35 years. The floor screed under investigation is used in industrial
settings on concrete floors to provide a range of protective coatings that are resistant
to corrosive chemicals, acids, alkalis and abrasion.
The poly (urea-co-urethane) concrete floor screed system manufactured by Prestige
Concreting Additives, and applied by Baker Technical Services, consists of three
packaged components – a polyol emulsion, an oligomeric diisocyanate and a blend of
inert and cementitious fillers.
The move to solventless polyurethane applications in the coatings industry has been
to reduce Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) levels emitted by solvent-borne floor
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coatings. Due to the solvent-less composition of the industry coating it places the
product as a front-runner for use in industry for specific flooring needs. In addition to
minimal VOC emissions, the industry product exhibits little odour release during
cure and can be applied at sub-freezing temperatures and in the presence of food
preparation/processing.
A major disadvantage for the manufacturers of this coating is the consistency of
performance upon application, which is severely compromised by the formation of
blisters during cure. A representation of blistering during the first few hours of cure
is shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Blister formation during cure of the poly (urea-co-urethane) floor screed

This literature survey presents the basics of polyurethane chemistry with particular
reference to the crosslinkers used in the industry product. Following this,
investigations performed by researchers into the polyurethane reaction kinetics which
yield carbon dioxide as either the preferred reaction or as a side reaction will be
discussed. Examination of thermoset reaction kinetics and cure profiles and the
various methods that have been used in the past to study reaction kinetics is
considered. An insight into emulsion technology and stability will be introduced as
well as theory surrounding the use of cementitious fillers in polyurethane resins. The
review will provide a basis to how the product was systematically investigated for
blister formation and how viable solutions to blister formation evolved during the
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course of the research.

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Polyurethane and polyurea reaction chemistry
The coating under investigation obtained its properties from the polyurethane and
polyurea crosslinks formed during curing. The functionality of the raw materials, in
addition to chemical structure, defines the reaction chemistry and cure kinetics of the
reacting polyurethane material.[8-19]
Urethane and urea polymers are significantly chemically different and exhibit
different material properties.[14, 20-29] Polyurethane materials containing considerable
levels of urea bonds should strictly be considered as poly (urea-co-urethane)
copolymers, whereby the urea bonds form by the reaction of isocyanate with water.
Polyurea, on the other hand, is formed through the reaction of a diamine with an
isocyanate crosslinker, or the reaction of water and multifunctional isocyanates.
Polyurethanes are formed by an addition polymerisation reaction between a polyol
and an isocyanate (Scheme 1.1).[30, 31] When an isocyanate functional group reacts
with an alcohol, a urethane bond is formed (Scheme 1.2). This reaction is relatively
slow when uncatalysed [25], although it is highly exothermic.
OCN-R-NCO + HO-R′OH

-

-[O-OC-HN-R-NH-CO-O-R′] n

Scheme 1.1 Polyurethane reaction

R-NCO + R′-OH

R-NH-CO-O-R′

Scheme 1.2 Reaction between an isocyanate group and hydroxyl group resulting in urethane
bond formation

A poly (urea-co-urethane) polymer is formed through the simultaneous reactions of
isocyanate with polyol (Scheme 1.2) and isocyanate with water (Scheme 1.3).[32-35]
The isocyanate-water reaction liberates carbon dioxide. This reaction is often utilised
to produce polyurethane foam materials, where controlled carbon dioxide evolution
from the use of selective catalysts acts as a primary blowing agent.[13, 14, 36-39] Carbon
dioxide has gained importance as a blowing agent in recent years due to revisions of
air quality laws and adoption of the Montreal Protocol, which requires elimination of
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carbofluorocarbons (CFCs) from polyurethane foam formulations. [40, 41]
Carbamic acid
R-NCO + H2O

R-NH2 + CO2

intermediate

Scheme 1.3 Reaction between an isocyanate group and water resulting in a highly reactive
amine and carbon dioxide

The reaction of an isocyanate group with a primary amine generates a urea bond
(Scheme 1.4): [28, 42]
R-NH-CO-NH-R

R-NH2 + R-NCO

Scheme 1.4 Reaction between a highly reactive amine and isocyanate group resulting in a urea
bond formation

Competing reactions will be apparent if water is present during crosslinking in a
polyurethane system. The water-isocyanate reaction yields a carbamic acid
intermediate, which undergoes rapid decomposition to form a highly reactive
primary amine and carbon dioxide.[43] The amine then reacts immediately with
isocyanate groups to form urea linkages (Scheme 1.4).
Scheme 1.5 and Scheme 1.6 detail the reactions that occur during polyurethane
crosslinking in the presence of a nucleophilic catalyst and water, respectively.
Nu
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Scheme 1.6 Urea bond formation: reaction of water with isocyanate

A catalysed polyurethane system is susceptible to blistering when the substrate
contains more than 5% humidity,[23] which is due to the competition between
hydroxyl-polyol groups and water for reaction with isocyanate groups. Carbon
dioxide evolution is problematic during cure of polyurethane mixtures containing
water. The rate of polyurethane cure will affect the rate of carbon dioxide diffusion
from the coating, often resulting in blistering and coating delamination.[44,

45]

One

method of reducing the effect of carbon dioxide evolution in thicker polyurethane
coatings is the addition of powdered calcium oxide to absorb the carbon dioxide.[25,
46-50]

Other reactions which yield carbon dioxide are isocyanate reactions with carboxylic
acids as well as carbodiimide reactions. The reaction of isocyanate with carboxylic
acids yields carbon dioxide gas (Scheme 1.7).[13] Aliphatic isocyanates react readily
with fatty acids to give amides, while aromatic isocyanates will react to give
anhydrides.[25] Anhydrides are only intermediates and may react further with
hydroxyl groups or amides present in this system, increasing crosslinking in the
product.[51] This reaction is important when the polyol contains free fatty acids, such
as in the commercial grade castor oil used in the product under investigation.
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′

′

R-NCO + R -COOH

R-NH-CO-R + CO2

Scheme 1.7 Carbon dioxide formation resulting from the reaction of a free fatty acid and an
isocyanate group.

In the presence of heat or a catalyst, the reaction of isocyanate with itself yields a
carbodiimide and carbon dioxide gas (Scheme 1.8).[25] The carbodiimide can react
further with isocyanate groups to form uretone imines, which decompose back to
carbodiimide at temperatures above 160 °C. Carbodiimides may inhibit the
hydrolysis of polyurethanes because of their ability to increase the crosslink density
of the polymer network at temperatures below 80 °C.[13, 51]

Scheme 1.8 Formation of carbodiimide [25]

Secondary crosslinks of isocyanates form through the hydrogen atoms of the urea
and urethane linkages commonly referred to as the biuret and allophanate linkages
(Scheme 1.9) respectively.[13] Allophanate and biuret crosslinks are formed when
excess isocyanate is present in the polyurethane/polyurea system, or alternatively
when the curing temperature is greater than 120 ºC for urethanes, 100 ºC for ureas,
or for extended periods of time (12-18 hours).[25] The presence of secondary
reactions is critical to the formation of extensive crosslinking, increasing the hard
segments in the polymer network.[52, 53]
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″

R-NH-CO-N-R

R-NH-CO-NH-R + R -NCO

CO-NH-R′
urea

biuret

R-NH-CO-O-R + R′-NCO

R′-NH-CO-N-R
CO-O-R

urethane

allophanate

Scheme 1.9 Secondary polyurethane reactions

1.2.2 Isocyanates
There are two main isocyanate classes used in the formation of polyurethanes and
polyureas, namely aliphatic and aromatic isocyanates.[13] Diphenyl methane
diisocyanate (MDI), polymeric MDI and toluene diisocyanate (TDI) are aromatic
isocyanates that make up approximately 90% of the total diisocyanate market

[54]

.

One major disadvantage of aromatic isocyanates is oxidation from ultraviolet
radiation causing yellowing of the cured polyurethane.[25] Nevertheless, aromatic
isocyanates are widely employed due to their high reactivity and relatively low cost.
The high reactivity enables short curing times and low reaction temperatures. Some
of the more common isocyanates employed in industry are depicted in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2 Common isocyanates used in polymeric materials [25]

The isocyanate of interest in this project is 4,4‟-methylene diphenyl diisocyanate
(PMDI). PMDI is a mixture of varying molecular weight oligoisocyanates and as the
number of n repeat units increases, the viscosity also increases, influencing the
physical properties of the resultant material. [43, 54] Varying reactivities of the terminal
isocyanate groups compared to the internal isocyanate groups could also exist within
the PMDI oligomers.[8, 11] The terminal/internal isocyanate ratio is reduced as number
of repeating units (n) is increased. This ratio may have implications for the
preference of urethane or urea bond formation in the presence of water, suggesting
that molecular weight could play a role in the kinetics of the competing reactions. [5557]

Wang et al. [58] discussed the difference in reactivity of the isocyanate groups in 2,4‟9

TDI, with the isocyanate group in the para and ortho positions exhibiting different
reactivities. The isocyanate group in the para position is more reactive than the ortho
isocyanate group; however, the difference in reactivity decreases because the relative
reactivity of the ortho-isocyanate group increases with increasing temperature.

1.2.3 Polyols
Polyols are the second building block for polyurethane formation, with the hydroxyl
functional groups reacting with isocyanate groups to form urethane bonds. Polyols
are considered to be chain extenders, with ethylene glycol, glycerine, butanediol, and
trimethylolpropane typically used for this purpose.[25] Multifunctional polyols
include glycerol, trimethylolpropane, pentaerythritol and castor oil.
Castor oil (ricinus oil) is a biodegradable and a renewable product so is largely used
in the manufacture of coatings and adhesives. [8, 59-68] It is a vegetable product that is
highly consistent in its composition, with its structure comprising of a tri-ester of
glycerine (Figure 1.3).[69] Fatty acid content, moisture level, colour and purity are
the four main attributes which are used to grade the purity of castor oil. To be useful
in polyurethane formation, castor oil must have low free fatty acid content, low water
content and high clarity. High free fatty acid content is detrimental, as carboxylic
acids can react with isocyanates yielding carbon dioxide gas. Polyurethanes that are
made from castor oil are relatively hydrolytically stable. However, as a result of the
carbon-carbon double bonds present in the castor oil alkyl chain, oxidation may
occur.[13]

OH
O
O

OH

O

O
O

O

OH

Figure 1.3 Typical structure of castor oil [69]

Glycerol has been used in emulsions and plastics formulations as a plasticizer. It has
been shown to reduce particle drop size in emulsion preparations as well as act as a
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plasticizer for the formation of thermo-molded plastics. In combination with castor
oil, the properties of a thermo-molded plastic were dependent on the ratio of castor
oil to glycerol, with higher castor oil to glycerol ratios reducing moisture absorption
and improving tensile strength and the Young‟s modulus. [70, 71]

1.2.4 Emulsion technology
The second component of the product under investigation is the polyol emulsion,
which is a mixture of castor oil and other components in water, dispersed by a nonylphenyl ethoxylated non-ionic surfactant. The polyol emulsion also contains silicone
oil for de-aeration properties, pine oil and a phthalate plasticizer. An emulsion is
formed when one liquid phase is dispersed in another, with the simplest form of
emulsion being either oil in water or a water in oil dispersion.[72] Surfactants are
regularly used to aid in emulsifying dispersions and can be either ionic (cationic or
anionic) or non-ionic in nature (Figure 1.4).[73] Ionic surfactants enable the formation
of micelles through their positive or negative charge causing particle repulsion
effects, thus stabilising the dispersion. Non-ionic surfactants are uncharged and
stabilise dispersions through steric and polarity effects. Some classes of non-ionic
surfactants include alcohol ethoxylates and alkylphenol ethoxylates, whose
hydrophilic nature comes from the poly(ethylene oxide) water soluble polymer. [74-79]

A

B

Figure 1.4 Surfactant stabilisation of oil in water droplets through A) solubilisation and B)
polymer adsorption[80]

The appropriate surfactant is required to decrease the interfacial tension between oil
and water and stabilise the droplet from coalescing with its neighbouring droplets. [81,
11

82]

Determination of the most appropriate surfactant system for emulsification is

made by considering the Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance (HLB).[72, 83, 84] HLB is a
measure of the hydrophilic component of a surfactant relative to its lipophilic
component. Low HLB (3-6) surfactants will normally form a water-in-oil emulsion,
while high HLB (8-18) surfactants will tend towards an oil-in-water emulsion. For
non-ionic surfactants, where the only hydrophilic group present is that of poly
(ethylene oxide), the HLB number may be determined by Equation (1-1) where E
represents the weight per cent of oxyethylene:[83]

(1-1)

Similar systems in the literature have been studied by Otsubo et al.[81], Princen
and Pal

[82]

[85]

,

. The oil fraction in oil-in-water emulsions is considered as the volume

fraction of the dispersed phase which can range from 0-1, with emulsions formulated
above a critical volume fraction, considered as high internal phase ratio emulsions. [82,
86]

Below the critical value, the dispersed droplets are spherical in shape, however

past the critical volume fraction; the droplets become deformed by their
neighbouring particles existing as polyhedral shapes. [85]
Important parameters in the analysis of emulsions are the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase, surfactant type, droplet size and ultimately, the stability over time.
The stability of an emulsion is characterised by its resistance to (Figure 1.5):[83, 87-90]


creaming or sedimentation (formation of a concentration gradient of droplets
within the emulsion without affecting the droplet size or distribution);



flocculation, where a build up of droplets occurs within the emulsion with no
change in droplet size;



coalescence of flocculated droplets or droplets that have undergone
sedimentation or creaming, changing the droplet size and distribution;



phase separation, and



Ostwald ripening, where the two phases aren‟t completely immiscible.
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Figure 1.5 Representation of emulsion stability[80]

Prediction of the stability and degradation of emulsions is therefore extremely
important in the determination of emulsion life. Characterisation methods suitable for
developing emulsion formulations include; particle size analysis, zeta potential
measurements, observation of emulsions for phase separation and creaming over
time and emulsion stability. Measurement of emulsion stability is usually performed
under centrifugation, whereby the interfacial tension strength is measured. However,
rheological measurements such as viscosity behaviour and dynamic viscoelastic
behaviour as a function of stress have also been used. [86, 87, 91, 92]
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1.2.5 Kinetics of competing reactions: Presence of Water and the production
of Carbon dioxide
The curing kinetics of the competing urethane and urea reactions in polyurethane
systems containing water are complicated and have been extensively investigated. [10,
17, 93-96]

Studies have focussed on various polyurethane systems using several

quantitative analysis techniques such as FTIR spectroscopy [97, 98], volumetric [32] and
rheological techniques

[35, 97, 99]

. The reactions occurring in two-component

waterborne polyurethanes are comparable to those in the product under investigation
because of the competing urea/urethane chemistry. In the last 10 years, waterborne
polyurethane coatings have become a primary focus of many investigations, in
response to increased government restrictions on VOC levels.[100] The increased use
of water-borne coatings has resulted in various kinetic studies, due to unwanted
production of carbon dioxide gas being particularly problematic in coating
applications.[10, 100, 101]
In waterborne systems, the polyol encapsulates the isocyanate after mixing,
effectively emulsifying it. This results in an increase in the size observed in the
mixed formulation and ensures that the preferred reaction with polyol dominates.[100,
102-104]

The relative rates of solvent/water evaporation and curing of the polyurethane

are important in waterborne systems. Hegedus et al.

[30]

suggested a timeline of

events. Immediately upon addition and mixing, particle coalescence occurs between
polyol and isocyanate, with their subsequent reaction within 2-5 hours, whilst the
isocyanate-water reaction occurs at a slower rate and is delayed for more than two
hours, as determined by isothermal calorimetry. Particle coalescence occurs 30
minutes after application of the coating to the substrate, as the evaporation of
volatiles allows diffusion of polymer molecules across particle boundaries,
increasing particle packing and favouring the isocyanate-polyol reaction.
Ihms et al.

[10]

and Jacobs et al.

[103]

also determined the isocyanate-water reaction is

delayed, with the isocyanate-polyol reaction initially possessing a faster reaction rate.
Despite this, the isocyanate-water reaction yields a primary amine, which is more
reactive than hydroxyl functional groups (on the polyol) as discussed in section 1.2.1,
resulting in the urea reactions dominating the crosslinking process.[33]

In the

presence of water, there is a rapid increase in molecular weight and viscosity due to
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the reaction with isocyanate, increasing the crosslinking, which subsequently reduces
the pot-life of the polyurethane mixture.[30]
Carbon dioxide evolution significantly affects film formation and properties upon
curing.[17] The rate of carbon dioxide evolution and the rate of the polyol-isocyanate
reaction can cause reaction bubble formation. Reaction bubbles are more apparent in
coatings displaying a greater thickness, although, monitoring the cure conditions and
air humidity enables this to be partially controlled.[100] The ability of carbon dioxide
to diffuse through coatings is explained by the diffusion-controlled mechanism,
whereby small molecules act as plasticizers to increase the number of reactions
occurring within the polymer network providing greater free volume within the
network.[98] Similar findings have been determined for different waterborne
polyurethane systems, with these studies including the effect of relative humidity,
solvent (H2O) evaporation and temperature on crosslinking. [17,

33, 98]

These studies

observed that an increase in the relative humidity, increases the amount of water
retained by the film. This in turn reduces water evaporation from the film, thus
increasing the probability of the water-isocyanate reaction producing more urea and
carbon dioxide.[17,

103]

Urban et al.

[17]

monitored the carbon dioxide gas band

intensity at 2237-2239 cm-1 and the isocyanate band intensity at 2275 cm-1
throughout the reaction of waterborne polyurethane.[17, 33] Characteristic vibrational
bands of carbon dioxide gas in the 1400-1300 cm-1 regions verified the assignment of
the asymmetric stretch of the carbon dioxide peak at 2339 cm-1.[33] As the reaction
progressed, the isocyanate concentration decreased while the carbon dioxide
concentration increased twice as fast as the reduction of isocyanate groups.[17, 98] The
amount of carbon dioxide produced was attributed to several factors, including the
amount of water retained in the film, the relative humidity surrounding the film and
the amount of shear stress applied to the system during mixing.[17]
Ludwig et al.

[98]

, studied the kinetics of an ambient crosslinked acrylic urethane

coating using the biuret of hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) as the crosslinker. The
films were examined for extent of curing at both the film-air interface and the filmsteel surface interface using FTIR in Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) mode.
There was greater curing at the film-steel interface, as the solvent or water
concentration was greater at this interface for longer periods of time, providing
mobility of the isocyanate groups to react with alcohol groups to form urethane
15

linkages. The solvent molecules were hindered in movement through the film from
the film-steel interface to the film-air interface after the first stage of crosslinking.
The evaporation of solvent molecules at the film-air interface increased the viscosity
of the film and hindered movement to the top layers. Kaminski et al. [33] also studied
the effect of water evaporation during film formation. Weight loss of the control
sample and polyurethane formulation at low relative humidities (5-10%) was
identical for the first eight minutes. After eight minutes, the solvent system continued
to evaporate at a high rate whilst the waterborne polyurethane slowed down. It was
considered that during the first eight minutes, the evaporation was due to partial
vapour pressure, subsequently becoming diffusion controlled

[100]

. As the relative

humidity increased, more water was retained by the film, thus decreasing the
isocyanate concentration. The reduction in isocyanate was attributed not only to the
direct reaction with water, but also to the ability of water to act as a plasticizer,
forming hydrogen bonds with the polar urethane carbonyl groups contained within
the network. Water also formed hydrogen bonds with the amide of the urea and the
hydroxyl groups of the polyol. These interactions interrupted the polymer network,
increasing the free volume of the system and thus allowing the isocyanate groups to
gain proximity to the polyol hydroxyl groups. The change in isocyanate
concentration with respect to urea and urethane formation was also studied at three
different depths by changing the angle of incidence at which infrared radiation enters
the ATR crystal. The polyurea content increased in proportion to the increase in the
depth of penetration.[100]
Kinetics of the isocyanate-water reaction were also established through volumetric
methods, via the direct measurement of carbon dioxide evolution [20, 32]. Borsus et al.
[20]

studied the effect of monofunctional isocyanates (phenyl isocyanate) with water,

whilst Ihms et al.

[32]

investigated a difunctional isocyanate (2,4-toluene

diisocyanate), as it was representative of an industrial foam. The evolution of carbon
dioxide followed first order kinetics with respect to water concentration, with only
72% of the theoretical carbon dioxide evolved over the range of water concentrations
tested. This suggested that not all of the water was reacting, or that the reaction
intermediate (carbamic acid) was not decomposing.
Temperature also influences the curing reactions in water-borne polyurethane films,
with higher temperatures causing the water-isocyanate reaction to dominate over the
16

polyol-isocyanate reaction.[35,

100]

The reduced extent of crosslinking between the

polyol and isocyanate, causes a reduction in coating elasticity. Decreasing the cure
temperature to 5 C before adding a water dispersed reactant slows the waterisocyanate reaction.[27] Investigations employing isothermal calorimetry at 21 C,
suggest the isocyanate-polyol reaction begins almost immediately, whilst the
isocyanate-water reaction is delayed for more than two hours at this temperature
According to Ludwig et al.

[30]

.

[101]

, a reduction in the curing temperature extends the

length of time of during which carbon dioxide is produced and increases the rate of
carbon dioxide diffusion from the coating. Bittner et al.

[100]

postulated that

increasing the temperature prior to the start of crosslinking allows the reactants in the
aqueous phase to inter-diffuse to a higher extent.
From the above investigations, it is apparent that under ambient conditions the
isocyanate-polyol reaction initially possesses a faster rate of reaction, with the
isocyanate-water reaction dominating the curing process at later stages or at
increased temperatures.
In the product under investigation the polyol-PMDI reaction is highly exothermic,
which will increase the rate of the isocyanate-water curing reaction. Thus,
investigation of the relative rates of reaction is of primary importance due to the
higher functionality of moieties used in this coating system, in addition to the rate of
carbon dioxide release, which may affect the polyurethane network formation during
cure.
1.2.6 Catalysts
Compounds used to promote urethane reactions are generally nucleophilic catalysts
such as tertiary amines and the salts of weak acids. Suitable electrophilic catalysts
are organometallic compounds. [13, 25]
Cement based polyurethane coatings possess an in-built catalytic mechanism when
one of the reactant components (either the polyol or isocyanate) is water dispersed.
When hydrated, the complex silicates in cement (further detailed in section 1.2.8)
form large quantities of hydroxide anions, which act as a nucleophilic catalyst.[27]
Catalysts have also been used to promote urea over urethane linkage formation or
vice versa. Extensive work has been performed to investigate catalysis of the urea
reaction in polyurethane foams.[10,

20, 32, 37, 105]
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However, urea formation is an

unwanted side reaction in some applications, as the carbon dioxide produced causes
gassing and foaming, leading to a low gloss and reduced pot life due to a rapid
increase in molecular weight and viscosity. [33]
The selectivity and catalytic activity of the catalyst used for the isocyanate-polyol
reaction or the isocyanate-water reaction is determined by its molecular structure.[25]
An example of a tertiary amine catalyst which is selective for the isocyanate-water
reaction and has been used in the blowing of foams is, N, N‟-dimorpholinodiethyl
ether (DMDEE). DMDEE contains five potential hydrogen-bonding sites with a high
coordination number for water, allowing water to be in close proximity to the active
amine centres. Bis(2-dimethylaminoethyl) ether (BDMAEE) is also highly selective
for use in foam formation, but it does not provide as many hydrogen bonding sites as
DMDEE. However, BDMAEE allows greater access to the isocyanate-polyol
molecules because of less steric hindrance to its nitrogen centre. Tertiary amine
catalysts that possess high selectivity for the isocyanate-polyol reaction include
triethylene diamine (TEDA), 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane (DABCO) and N,N, N′,
N″, N″-pentamethyldipropylene triamine. These compounds have fewer sites for
chelation of water, are less sterically hindered and are able to bind the larger
isocyanate-polyol complex.[25]
Organo-tin compounds

such as

dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL),

dibutyltin

didodecylmercaptide and diisooctyltin diisooctylmercaptoacetate have been used to
catalyse isocyanate-polyol reactions. The latter two of these compounds are delayedaction catalysts. Tin mercaptides are usually employed in waterborne systems due to
their resistance to hydrolysis. Combinations of tertiary amine and tin catalysts have
also been used due to their synergistic action, which conserves the amount of catalyst
used.[25]
Recently, it has been reported that organo-zirconium catalysts promote preferential
selectivity for the isocyanate-polyol reaction for two component waterborne
coatings.[106, 107] Gas chromatography and titration techniques have been used by Ni
et al.

[108]

to show that for hexyl isocyanate in the presence of water, only urea

formation results with the use of conventional catalysts such as p-toluene sulfonic
acid monohydrate (p-TSA), DABCO and DBDL.
In the present project, addition of selective catalysts for the polyurethane reaction is
not considered an option. A major disadvantage of using a catalyst is the increased
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cost. This alteration to the formulation would not make it an economically viable
solution for the industries involved. The large excess of alkali present in the cement
fillers in the reaction mix also renders the addition of other catalysts relatively
ineffective.
1.2.7 Theory of Reaction Kinetics
In order to better understand the product under investigation, a fundamental
understanding of the reaction rates and cure profile is required. Polyurethane
thermoset curing utilising monomeric or diisocyanate compounds has been widely
investigated

[8, 11, 63, 109-114]

, although little work has been reported using oligomerc

isocyanates with trifunctional polyols. [15, 62, 115] Characterisation of kinetics through
complimentary techniques has become increasingly important in understanding the
curing of polyurethane coatings.[116-118] Thermoset curing reactions have been
extensively studied using three main techniques; Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC), rheology and infrared spectroscopy. [42,

119-121]

The reaction theory for each

technique is discussed below.

1.2.7.1 Thermal techniques
Thermal methods, such as DSC, are considered to be indirect methods of measuring
the reaction rate. Using DSC, the extent of reaction is determined by measuring the
change in heat flow. This is a convenient method to use, however it is only suitable
for prolonged polyurethane reactions, as the heat evolved during mixing and sample
preparation is unable to be monitored.[122] DSC has been widely used to study
thermoset reactions in both isothermal and non-isothermal modes.[111,

123-127]

Isothermal analysis is performed by monitoring the heat flow at a constant cure
temperature, with the kinetic parameters such as activation energy, reaction order and
rate constant obtained through the evaluation of data at several different isothermal
temperatures.[128] Kinetic analysis by DSC assumes the amount of heat generated
from a reaction (ΔHT) is directly proportional to the degree of cure (or the extent of
reaction) and therefore the rate of cure (dα/dt) can be related to the heat generated by
Equation (1-2):[129]
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d
1 dH

dt
HT dt

(1-2)

where dH/dt is the differential heat flow during cure.
In isothermal mode, the total heat (HT) is given by Equation (1-3):

HT  Hiso  Hres

(1-3)

where Hiso is the isothermal heat of reaction and Hres is the residual heat taken from
the area under a non-isothermal run performed after the isothermal run.
By using the partial integrals at time equals zero to time equals t, the conversion can
be determined using Equation (1-4):

t

dH
dt
dt
0

H T



(1-4)

where α is the conversion at time t.
The non-isothermal method for DSC measurement is performed by monitoring the
heat of reaction at a constant heating rate. By using the same initial composition and
obtaining data at several different heating rates, the kinetic parameters can be
evaluated.[128] In non-isothermal mode, HT is the total heat per gram of mixture,
which is determined by measuring the area underneath the exotherm. The ratio of
partial area over total area thus corresponds to a certain degree of conversion,
assuming one of the reactants has been completely consumed. Consequently the ratio
of partial area over total area under the exotherm is equivalent to the ratio of partial
enthalpy over total enthalpy as in Equation (1-5).[130]



H partial
H T

(1-5)
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The reaction enthalpy for polyurethane systems has been reported in the literature to
range from -69 to -90 kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate.[115,

122]

Analysis of reaction

rates using the rate of heat evolution assumes that there is only one rate-determining
step and so the rate is not affected by changes in the reactant concentration. [118]
A general approach in determining the conversion function for thermoset reactions,
ensuring that the model is truly phenomenological, is achieved by assigning the cure
rate to a conversion-dependence function multiplied by the reaction rate constant k,
given by the Arrhenius equation, shown respectively in Equations (1-6) and (1-7).
d
 kf  
dt

(1-6)

  Ea 
k  A0 exp 

 RT 

(1-7)

Where α is the conversion and k is the rate constant. A0 is the pre-exponential
constant, Ea is the apparent activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is the
absolute temperature.
It is well known that polyurethane curing reactions follow n th-order kinetics where n
is equivalent to two giving a second order cure rate expression shown in Equation
(1-8):[122, 130]

d
 k (1   ) n
dt

(1-8)

where n is the reaction order with the other variables as above.
The simple nth order kinetics predicts the maximum reaction rate will occur at t = 0
for an isothermal process.
For non-isothermal kinetic evaluation, the Borchardt-Daniels expression (Equation
(1-9)) [131] has been applied in the calculation of activation energy, frequency factors
and reaction order. It requires only a single DSC thermogram, and has been applied
to polyurethane systems by Hernandez-Sanchez et al.
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[130]

through a slight

modification of Equation (1-9) to relate the heat flow to the rate of conversion
(Equation (1-10)).

(1-9)

Where dH/dt is the enthalpy change with respect to time, k is the rate constant at a
constant heating rate, and At and Ap are the total and partial areas under the
thermogram.

(1-10)

Where d/dt is the conversion rate and  is the conversion, derived from a single
thermogram.
Hernandez-Sanchez et al.

[130]

also applied this equation with some success, using

two or three different heating rates in order to determine the activation energy and
reaction order by equalising the rate of conversion. They determined that equalising
the conversion rates was the only way to evaluate the kinetic parameters in the
polyurethane system (2,6-TDI and DEG) while equalising the conversion did not
yield any results for that system. However, for a similar system (2,4-TDI/polyol),
equalising the conversions and not the conversion rate allowed the kinetic parameters
to be evaluated. They observed the difference in reactivity of the isocyanate groups,
complexity of the reactions and the heating rate would determine which method was
applicable.
Hernandez-Sanchez et al.

[132]

developed a more accurate way to determine the

reaction order, activation energy and the Arrhenius prefactor from a manipulation of
the form of the Arrhenius equation used by Hager et al.

[133]

by employing an

equalization process of the conversion rate using the simple nth order expression.
Using the Arrhenius equation in the form shown in Equation (1-11) with the
application of two heating rates, the reaction order could be calculated and used to
determine the activation energy.
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(1-11)

Where d/dt is the conversion rate,  is the conversion, R is the universal gas
constant, T is the temperature, E is the activation energy, K0 is the Arrhenius
prefactor and n is the reaction order. The data used to calculate the kinetic parameters
from this method were manipulated to exclude the beginning and endpoints of the
temperature range.[132]
If the maximum cure rate for the reaction is found to be at t ≠ 0, then nth order
kinetics do not hold and the reaction is considered to be autocatalytic with two rate
constants and two reaction orders as described by Kamal‟s model
[134-136]

[120]

. Kamal et al.

proposed the following empirical kinetic expression (Equation (1-12)) for the

rate of curing of autocatalytic thermosetting resins.

d
 (k1  k 2 m )(1   ) n
dt

(1-12)

Where k1 and k2 are rate constants that are temperature dependant according to the
Arrhenius expressions below, and m and n are constants whose sum is equal to the
reaction order.

  E1 
  E 2 
k1  A1 exp
 k 2  A2 exp

 RT  ,
 RT 

(1-13)

A1 and A2 are pre-exponential factors, E1 and E2 are activation energies, R is the
gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.
If the initial cure rate is close to zero then k1 is assumed to be zero and the rate of
cure is described by Equation (1-14):
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d
 k m (1   ) n
dt

(1-14)

This form of the autocatalytic model has previously been used to describe
polyurethane cure, as the carbamate groups formed have autocatalytic properties. [68,
137, 138]

Another approach in determining kinetic profiles is through the use of
isoconversional methods (model-free kinetic analysis). Isoconversional methods are
useful because a variety of kinetic models yielding different reaction variables such
as activation energy, reaction order etc., have been shown to fit the same
experimental data.[139, 140] During polyurethane polymerisation, several reactions are
apparent, because of differing reactivities of functional groups or secondary reactions
that occur at higher temperatures or during extended periods of curing. [25, 52] Despite
the reaction complexity, many authors studying polyurethane reactions assume one
reaction model describes the entire cure process.[8, 56, 67, 112, 138] The activation energy
and other kinetic parameters such as the rate constant and reaction order are assumed
to remain constant throughout the entire cure.
Isoconversional methods suggest that if the apparent activation energy changes with
conversion then the reaction mechanism is complex and can be used to describe the
physical curing process of the reacting system. [141] The most popular isoconversional
methods used are that of Flynn, Wall and Ozawa.[131]
Ozawa developed an expression to evaluate activation energy based on the use of
multiple heating rates and is shown in Equation (1-15).[131]

d log  / d (1 / Tp )  0.4567 Ea / R

(1-15)

Where is the heating rate in °K/min and Tp is the peak temperature of the reaction
exotherm.
The Ozawa expression above, contains a factor of 0.4567 determined from
mathematical deduction[131]. The temperature (Ti) is obtained from several
thermograms at different heating rates at temperatures with equal conversion. This
method works well for single step processes, as the activation energy does not
change with conversion, although, can be used as a reasonable approximation for
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multi-step processes.[142] A major advantage of using this expression, compared to
the Borchardt -Daniels expression and the method developed by Hager et al.

[133]

, is

that the reaction order is not needed to determine the activation energy.
It is also possible to obtain kinetic parameters such as apparent activation energy (Ea)
from Equation (1-16) at a fixed conversion for isothermal data, by using an integral
isoconversional method.[143] Integrating Equation (1-6) for a fixed conversion, such
as at the gel point; an expression for time is obtained, as the terms in square brackets
are constant and represented by A (Equation (1-17)).[119, 144] The activation energy
can therefore be determined from the slope of the linear relationship lnt vs. T-1. The
dependence of the activation energy on the degree of conversion may also be
determined using Equation (1-17).

ln t 

a

Ea   d 
  ln(k0 )
 ln 
RT   0 f ( ) 


ln t ,i  A 

(1-16)

E
RTi

(1-17)

Vyazovkin [145, 146] states that determination of the kinetic triplet of activation energy,
reaction order and rate constant is not required to understand an applied kinetic
process and to predict what will occur at varying temperatures and times.
Understanding how the activation energy changes with conversion provides
information on how the cure progresses.[141] The advanced integral isoconversional
method developed by Vyazovkin

[145]

, states that at a constant conversion, the

reaction rate is only a function of temperature and allows the activation energy to be
determined without choosing a reaction model. The kinetic equation used in the
advanced integral isoconversional method, Equation (1-6), changes to Equation (118) when non-isothermal data is used.

(1-18)

Where β= dT/dt is the heating rate.
The integral form of the reaction model is represented in Equation (1-19).
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(1-19)

The integral I (Eα,T) is approximated by a function p(x), where x= Eα/RT and p(x) is
represented by the Senum-Yang approximation (Equation (1-20)).[141, 147]

(1-20)

In the advanced integral isoconversional method, a set of experiments n performed at
varying heating rates and or temperatures are used to determine the activation energy
by minimizing the function in Equation (1-21) for constant heating rates.[141]

(1-21)

In isothermal experiments, the integral is performed over small time intervals where
the integral is represented by J(Eα, T(tα)) and is given in Equation (1-22).[141]

(1-22)

1.2.7.2 Rheological techniques
Rheological techniques have been widely used in conjunction with thermal and
spectroscopic methods to elucidate the cure mechanism of reactions. [35, 56, 99, 110, 129,
148-161]

The rheological investigation of thermosets, identifies critical points of

conversion, such as at the gel point and the onset of diffusion control kinetics from
chemically controlled kinetics.[155] Gelation is a critical component in thermosetting
systems as it describes the formation of an infinite molecular network and the
commencement of the cross-linking reaction.[119, 125, 162] It is important in industrial
applications, as the gel time is the point where polymers will no longer flow and also
determines the pot-life and processability of the curing system.[160] The gel point is a
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non-reversible process whereby a constant conversion is achieved. [163] This largely
depends on the functionality distribution of the monomers and the reactivity of the
functional groups.[16,

113]

Consequently, changing these parameters affects the

reaction kinetics and subsequently the pot-life of the polymeric coating.
The most widely accepted criterion to determine the gel point is the frequency
independence of tan δ.[148, 161, 162, 164, 165] However, it is believed that gelation is a
process which stems over a period time and that different criteria can be used to
elucidate the gel time, especially when gel particles and fractions appear before the
entire sample gels.[166] Laza et al.[167-170] proposed several methods to determine the
gel point during isothermal cure, because in some cases, it is not possible to detect
gelation by a certain criterion depending on the instrumentation, variables used and
curing system studied. Other criteria employed to determine the gel time include:


The maximum peak in tan δ due to the maximum difference between the
elastic and viscous behaviour.[164]



The crossover between G′ and G″ [119]



Tangent line to G′ (where the tangent to G′ at a value of 100 kPa is drawn
back to the baseline where G′=0) [169]



Where the viscosity reaches several determined values (1000, 2000 and 5000
Pa.s) [171]



Frequency dependence of G′ at 1 Hz [169, 172]



Extrapolation of steady state viscosity to infinite viscosity [127, 173]

Rheological investigations have also been employed to follow viscosity build up in
polyurethane systems.[16,

113]

Following the build up of viscosity of polyurethane

polymerisation further increases our understanding of the curing profile. Viscosity
increase in a system is due to an increase in molecular weight from the reaction
between functional groups.[9,

55, 57, 174]

When higher functional moieties (≥3) are

present in the monomers, chain branching will occur, providing a rapid increase in
molecular weight.
Piao et al. [35], investigated the progress of crosslinking of a waterborne polyurethane
through rheological studies. It was reported that when crosslinking occurs, the
network structure develops and can thus be broken by the applied shear stress
causing shear thinning. Once the structure develops, yielding occurs. The elasticity
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(G′) of the system was found to increase when the reaction between the polyol and
polyisocyanate predominated, forming network structures. An increase in isocyanate
concentration reduced the viscosity build up of the reacting polyurethane.
Empirical relationships of the viscosity build up in polyurethane systems have
previously been applied.[16, 56, 113, 175-177] The viscosity of the curing polymer can be
described by a first order exponential function shown below (Equation (1-23)):

(1-23)

where η0 is the viscosity at t = 0 and k is the rate constant for viscosity build up.
The rate of viscosity build up has been shown to follow a first order process for some
polyurethane systems and deviates from linearity when the process is diffusion
controlled or when there are varying reactivities of functional groups. [16]
Diffusion control (vitrification) occurs when the polymer is cured at an isothermal
temperature below its glass transition temperature (Tg). Similar to gelation,
vitrification can be detected through changes in the dynamic mechanical properties,
however, vitrification is a gradual thermo-reversible process.[172] A common method
in determining the vitrification time of a system is through the peak in tan δ at 1
Hz.[127, 162, 172, 178-180] Other accepted criteria for the identification of diffusion control,
include the point of viscosity divergence, frequency independence of G′ and the
appearance of a peak in G″.[127, 162]
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1.2.7.3 Spectroscopic techniques
FTIR analysis of polyurethane reactions is a direct method of measuring the
concentration of a functional group on a reactant and hence the concentration of the
reactant. FIR has been used to monitor several chemical changes simultaneously.[181184]

FTIR analysis employs Beer Lambert‟s Law, which correlates the concentration

of a functional group with the band intensity by calculating the molar absorption
coefficient (Equation (1-24)).
A=  l c

(1-24)

Where A is Absorbance,  is the extinction coefficient, l is the path length of beam
and c is the concentration.
The conversion can thus be obtained from the spectral peak areas (Equation 125)[150]
x (t ) 

A(0)  A(t )
A(0)

(1-25)

Where x(t) is the conversion at time t, A(0) is the area of the initial isocyanate peak in
the mixed sample, A(t) is the area of the isocyanate peak at time t.
Ritcher and Macosko

[31]

, utilised FTIR as a qualitative analytical tool to study

urethane kinetics. They employed an overall nth order rate expression (Equation 126) previously employed by Lipshitz et al.

[185]

to define urethane polymerisation.

Reported values of n ranged from 1.5-2, with most investigations assuming a second
order reaction. [31, 130, 185]

ra= k c n

(1-26)

Where k= A e-E/RT
The rate of reaction for polyurethane systems has been shown to follow an Arrhenius
rate equation due to the liquid phase present. [185] The rate of consumption of
isocyanate groups can also be described by Equation (1-27).
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(1-27)
Where k is the rate of reaction and given by the Arrhenius equation.
The polyurethane reaction is quite complex and several reactions may occur
simultaneously (as detailed in section (1.2.1).[122] Parnell et al.
al.

[186]

[122]

and Hentschel et

, discussed possible urethane dissociation reactions that may occur over 100

ºC for some polyurethane systems. The rate of reaction described by the Arrhenius
model can thus be considered as an average rate for polyurethane polymerisation
reactions and has been applied with success.[130]
Urban et al.

[45]

employed FTIR in transmission and ATR mode to analyse

polyurethane systems, taking into account the effects of water. FTIR showed that as
isocyanate groups were consumed, the band at 2270 cm-1 decreased and as urethane
linkages were formed, the bands at 1518 cm-1 (N-H) and 1145 (C=O) cm-1 increased
in intensity.[187,

188]

Two requirements are needed to quantitatively measure

isocyanate concentration through spectroscopic means; a calibration curve needs to
be constructed that relates the band intensity to the concentration of the functional
groups and secondly the spectra need to be corrected for optical effects. [189]
ATR-FTIR is a good technique to identify the progress of urethane/urea formation,
however only the first 1.14 m depth of the cured coating can be studied and
therefore crosslinking times of bulk polyurethane materials may vary.

[17]

NIR-

spectroscopy is a non-intrusive real-time method used to determine conversion
profiles of the hydroxyl component of polyurethane reactions during reactive
injection molding.[190]
The use of Raman spectroscopy as an analytical tool for polyurethane reactions, was
investigated due to its ease in sample preparation. Raman is a scattering technique
and samples of any shape and size can be examined. Isocyanate conversion was
analysed according to Equation (1-27) by expressing the concentration in terms of
conversion and solving the differential equation by the separation of variables
technique. Least squares linear regression was then used to apply the Arrhenius
kinetic model to the data. Reaction orders and activation energy data obtained
through Raman spectroscopy compared well to those achieved by isothermal DSC
measurements for the polyurethane reaction.[122]
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1.2.8 Fillers
Fillers are often added to polyurethane-based formulations to improve the physical
properties of coatings and foams, or to add bulk to the coating and lower the final
costs. Typical fillers used in foams and elastic materials include carbon black,
hydrated alumina, carbonates, silicates, silica, mineral fillers, glass fibres and
cement.[13]
Cement is discussed here in more detail due to its application in the project of
interest. The third component of cement-based polyurethane coatings consists of the
cement plus inert aggregate. The complexity of the reaction kinetics increases when
one of the components of the polyurethane formulation is water-dispersed, due to
cement hydration (refer to discussion below). The composition of a typical cement
plus aggregate mixture is shown in Table 1-1.[27] Portland cement comprises up to
15% of the cement aggregate, with the remainder being lime and a mixed graded
aggregate.
Table 1-1 Cement/Aggregate Filler for Polyurethanes[27]

Ingredient

Weight %

Mixed graded aggregate

78

Portland Cement

15

Lime

7

The mixed graded aggregate provides the bulk filler that extends the coating volume.
Portland cement undergoes reactions when hydrated to increase the cure strength of
the coating and to improve the coating‟s physical properties. Setting of the cement
requires the formation of calcium silicate hydrates and calcium carbonate to provide
increased strength.[191, 192] The lime present in the aggregate helps to control cement
hydration. Lime also absorbs a fraction of the carbon dioxide evolved from the
reaction between isocyanate and water according to Scheme 1.10 and Scheme
1.11.[27]
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CaO (s) + CO2 (g)

CaCO3 (s)

Scheme 1.10 Calcium carbonate formation

CaO (s) + H2O (l)

Ca (OH) 2 (aq)

Scheme 1.11 Calcium hydroxide formation from calcium oxide

The molecular composition of Portland cement is detailed Table 1-2[193], while the
silicate compositions are presented in Table 1-3.[194] The most abundant form of
calcium oxide in cement is CaO.SiO2 at 42%, while the amount of free CaO is only
0.9%.
Table 1-2 Portland cement molecular composition[194, 195]

Composition

%

CaO

64.1

SiO2

22.90

Al2O3

4.5

Fe2O3

3.11

MgO

0.79

TiO2

0.24

Na2O

0.54

K2O

0.64

SO3

2.37

Loss

0.81
100.00
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Table 1-3 Portland cement Silicate Compositions[194]

Compounds as present

%

in Cement
4CaO.Al2O3.Fe2O3

9.5

3CaO.Al2O3

6.7

3CaO.SiO2

42

2CaO.SiO2

34

Free CaO

0.9

CaSO4

4

Loss

2.9

Upon hydration, the main reaction that occurs in Portland cement is shown in
Scheme 1.12, where calcium hydroxide is formed and the less basic calcium silicate
hydrate gel remains.

aCaO.SiO2 + bwater

cCa(OH)2+ dCaO.SiO2.aq

Scheme 1.12 Hydration of calcium oxide silicates in cement

When the solution is saturated with calcium hydroxide, hydration of the calcium
oxide silicate continues with the calcium hydroxide formed, deposited as crystals.
The remaining hydrated calcium oxide silicate is in equilibrium with the dissolved
calcium hydroxide and is stable in contact with the saturated lime solution. Thus,
when more water is added, further solubilisation occurs, raising the concentration of
calcium hydroxide in solution where it restabilises in its silicate form.[194] The
amount of calcium hydroxide released from the hydration reaction depends on the
water: solid ratio, temperature and the cement particle size distribution.[196-199]
Studies have also shown that the relative humidity affects the hydration rate during
cure.[193, 200]
To determine the amount of calcium hydroxide evolved during the hydration process,
solvent extraction can be used, however this method yields the total free calcium
oxide and hydroxide present in cement. The amount of calcium hydroxide can also
be determined by Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) through monitoring water
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loss at two different temperatures, corresponding to the combination of water
associated with silicates and calcium hydroxide, respectively. The quantity of free
calcium hydroxide can be determined as the mass loss in the temperature range 460560 °C and the loss of carbon dioxide from calcium carbonate can be observed in the
range 720-920 °C.[191,

201, 202]

X-ray methods can also be used to determine free

calcium hydroxide content, however much lower values are obtained than those from
the solvent extraction method.[194]
Concrete structures are susceptible to alkali-silica reactions, which occur when
alkalis from the mixture or external sources increase the hydroxyl ion content,
catalysing the dissolution of silica.[203, 204] Once silica is in solution it precipitates,
forming alkali-silica gels that are able to hydrate in the presence of water causing
swelling. This swelling causes internal pressure in the concrete structure leading to
crack formation and propagation, thus reducing the mechanical strength and
properties of concrete. To avoid this, non-reactive aggregates, low-alkali cement and
lower water: cement ratio are used. The amount of cement is important as it is the
reactive aggregate that provides a high alkaline internal environment.[203]
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1.3 Aim and Scope
A review of the available literature reveals that the blistering and delamination of
coating systems due to carbon dioxide evolution in polyurethane coating
formulations is very apparent; however, these coating systems comprise of thin films
with little work focusing on cement composite polyurethane formulations. Although
blending of castor oil and glycerol has been studied for reducing moisture absorption
and improving mechanical properties of thermo-moulded plastics, not much work
has been published on using this blend in thermoset polyurethane composite
coatings, for reduction in carbon dioxide evolution and ultimately unwanted
blistering.
Current solutions to reduce carbon dioxide formation in thin film coatings reside in
the use of catalysts to ensure that the crosslinking reaction between isocyanate and
polyols is the preferred reaction, minimising the water-isocyanate reaction and
therefore carbon dioxide production. In the present project, catalysts have not been
considered as a solution to the blistering problem due to the economic viability and
implementation for the industry partner. The use of multifunctional reactants also
makes the use of catalysts less desirable, as the polyurethane reaction proceeds at a
fast rate at standard conditions. However, a more attractive and economical route to
reduce the carbon dioxide evolution is achieved by the addition of a slower reacting
polyol; glycerol, to the product formulation. In addition, using this process requires
no additional equipment or processing step for manufacturing, which in turn, means
the use of existing resources without new investments.
From a scientific viewpoint, the use of glycerol, which has a very slow reacting
secondary hydroxyl, in addition to castor oil (currently used) has a two fold effect on
the curing reaction; to increase the crosslinking and minimise the water-isocyanate
reaction. Thus, the aim of this work is to improve the composite coating performance
through the reduction of carbon dioxide evolution, with one solution being the
addition of a second polyol, glycerol.
The cement composite coating investigated in this thesis consists of multifunctional
reactants as opposed to many kinetic studies focussing on mono or difunctional
reactants. Currently, no systems are present in the literature which completely
characterise the reaction of an oligomeric diisocyanate with tri-functional polyols.
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For this reason, it was of fundamental and technical importance to study the reactive
system of the product under investigation using a combination of thermal,
rheological and spectroscopic techniques.
Many thermoset reactions have been extensively investigated through DSC and
rheology, determining reaction rates, activation energies and reaction orders. These
systems have been analysed through the application of kinetic models, even though a
number of differing models can fit the same experimental data. The approximation of
a single reaction model may suffer in general applicability because of varying
activation energies throughout the cure process. However, for the sake of simplicity
and having a general idea of the kinetic data and activation energy, many researchers
still use the model based approach.
In contrast, Vyazovkin‟s isoconversional method (as introduced in section 1.2.7.1)
states that conversion is only a function of temperature, and therefore the reaction
mechanism of complex systems can be evaluated without assuming reaction
variables. Little work exists in the literature describing complex polyurethane cure
using Vyazovkin‟s advanced integral isoconversional method, thus, it was of
fundamental importance to describe the polyurethane reactions using isoconversional
methods and to compare this technique to the most commonly used kinetic models
for polyurethane systems.
Furthermore, in the coating formulation a significant amount of variables exists
which could affect the coating performance. The cure chemistry in the entire
formulation is very complex. Reactions exist between the isocyanate and the polyol,
isocyanate and the water, as well as the reactions between water in the polyol
emulsion and the cement and lime fillers and the reaction of cement and lime with
carbon dioxide evolved through the water-isocyanate reaction. A number of variables
can affect the reaction rate and curing progression of this coating system, including
concentration of components in the polyol emulsion, viscosity effects, particle size
distributions of the aggregate and environmental factors affecting reactants and their
subsequent curing, such as relative humidity and temperature. Very little is known on
the influence of all these variables on the coating performance during application and
cure. Thus, the present study was undertaken with the following major goals:


Identify the cause of blistering.



Develop a carbon dioxide measurement apparatus to compare formulations.
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Evaluate the reaction kinetics of the multifunctional polyols and water with
the commercial diisocyante resin.



Characterise

systematically

the

coating

composition

by

changing

concentrations of coating components and determining their affect on carbon
dioxide evolution, as well as their affect on the stability of the reactants and
ease of coating application.


Determine an economically viable solution for easy implementation by the
industry partner

The scope of the project was divided into two overlapping sections of fundamental
and applied research in order to solve the blistering problem of the coating as shown
in Figure 1.6.
Due to the complexity of the composite coating, the cure chemistry for the polyurea
and polyurethane reactions were investigated individually with reference to the
reactant ratios used by the industry. Although the competing reactions between
isocyanate and hydroxyl groups and isocyanate and water molecules has been studied
extensively for monomeric systems, the relative rates of cure has not been attempted
for oligomeric isocyanates with tri-functional polyols, such as castor oil and glycerol
dispersed in water. Thus, there was also a lack of literature describing cure of
oligomeric isocyanates and polyol emulsions and the rate of carbon dioxide evolution
from these systems. The effect of changing the ratios of isocyanate and the reactive
components of the polyol emulsion on carbon dioxide evolution was therefore
investigated. Understanding how these changes affect the application of the coating
system was also taken into consideration through rheological assessment of the
polyol formulation. It is well known that lime added to polyurethane coatings aids in
absorption of carbon dioxide, therefore leading to investigations in the improvement
of the cement aggregate by the addition of lime was also an option.
The curing mechanism for the composite coating containing the cement and inert
fillers, as well as the fundamental aspects of solid-liquid mixing is out of the scope of
this thesis; however material properties such as the glass transition temperature and
storage modulus were necessary in characterising the final coating properties and the
improvements suggested by the work performed.
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Figure 1.6 Approach to solving blistering in the coating during curing

This thesis was produced with the aim of identifying the causes of random blister
formation through systematic tests of the coating components and to identify
economically viable solutions for the industry partner.
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1.4 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 describes the general techniques and methods used in the characterisation
of the reaction kinetics and materials used throughout this research. Details
pertaining to particular aspects of this work are provided in the relevant chapters.
A review of the literature has shown that very little work has been reported on the
reaction between oligomeric isocyanates with trifunctional polyols or water, which
are the main two crosslinking reactions within the industry product. The focus of
Chapter 3 is to thus investigate the reaction kinetics and develop an understanding of
the curing profile of the polyurethane reaction between castor oil and oligomeric
diphenylmethane diisocyanate (PMDI) using isoconversional methods (model-free
kinetic analysis) and the kinetics of the polyurea reaction between PMDI and water.
The reactions have been studied using complimentary techniques including
calorimetry, rheology, infrared spectroscopy and volumetric analysis of carbon
dioxide evolution. A novel technique utilising pressure differential scanning
calorimetry (PDSC) is employed, to determine the polyurea kinetic profile and to
elucidate the mechanism of carbon dioxide evolution.
Glycerol, another trifunctional polyol, has been identified as a solution to the
industry problem, as it has the ability to reduce carbon dioxide evolution in the
coating, as well as lowering the viscosity of the polyol emulsion to aid application
ability. A study of the reaction kinetics between glycerol and PMDI is presented in
Chapter 4, which is important from a fundamental and technical viewpoint.
The first component of the industry coating package is a water dispersed reactant in
the form of a polyol emulsion. The polyol emulsion consists of a castor oil-in-water
dispersion, emulsified by a nonyl-ethoxylated surfactant, also containing a
plasticizer, fragrant oil and silicone oil used to aid in de-aeration. The polyol
emulsion gains its rheological properties as well as its emulsion stability which is
detrimental to the shelf-life, from the effective dispersion of the castor oil in water by
the non-ionic surfactant. Emulsion stability has been investigated using rheological
measurements in Chapter 5. The properties of the final coating are also dependant on
the reactive components of materials and small variations of the composition can
affect the gas expansion rate. Inconsistencies between batches of the polyol emulsion
can affect the final outcome of the crosslinking reaction and therefore the final
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coating properties, thus, the effect of surfactant, water and castor oil concentration
within the polyol emulsion on carbon dioxide evolution is determined.
Characterisation of the emulsions has been performed using rheological
investigations and volumetric testing of carbon dioxide evolution.
In Chapter 6, attempts to characterise the ability of the reactive aggregate (the third
component in the coating formulation) to reduce carbon dioxide evolution and
methods which improve or inhibit this function have been investigated. The
reduction of carbon dioxide evolution through the addition of calcium oxide and
calcium hydroxide is detailed, with the subsequent material properties of the
optimum compositions tested through Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA).
Combinations of the improvements detailed in this chapter and those suggested in
Chapter 5 have also been investigated, with the material properties determined
through DMA analysis.
Finally,

the

major

conclusions

evolved

from this work, together

with

recommendations and future research that could benefit the industry, are summarised
in Chapter 7.

1.4.1

Publications

1. Eleni Papadopoulos, Milena Ginic-Markovic and Stephen Clarke, Reaction
kinetics of polyurethane formation using a commercial oligomeric
diisocyanate resin studied by calorimetric and rheological methods,
Macromol. Chem. Phys. 2008, 209, 2302–2311.

2. Westlake, A.; Clarke, D., J.; Markovic, E.; Papadopoulos, E.; Nguyen, K. A.T.; Constantopoulos, K.; Fisher, M.; Pillar, R.; Mathew, S.; Clarke, S.;
McGlashan, S., provisional patent, 2008902610, Biodiesel additive, Meat
and Livestock Australia Limited, FILED 26-05-2008.

1.4.2 Conference Presentations
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Characterisation Techniques
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2 CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES
This chapter describes the techniques used for the investigation into the poly (ureaco-urethane) cement composite coating. Specific methods pertaining to the particular
aspects of the work are described in the relevant chapters. Unless specified
elsewhere, the details discussed for each technique are applicable throughout the
thesis.

2.1 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
Infrared spectroscopy is an analytical technique which examines the interaction
between a material and electromagnetic radiation in either the near (13000-4000 cm1

), mid (4000-400 cm-1) or far (400-40 cm-1) infrared regions where molecular

vibrational and rotational bands are observed. [1-3]
Chemical functional groups absorb infrared radiation of characteristic frequencies so
that infrared analysis can be used to detect the presence of different chemical
moieties present in the sample. FTIR analysis of polyurethane reactions is a direct
method of measuring the concentration of a reactant and has been used to monitor
several chemical changes simultaneously. [4-7] Quantitative FTIR analysis employs
Beer Lambert‟s Law, which correlates the concentration with the band intensity by
calculating the molar absorption coefficient (Equation (2-1)) [8].
A=  l c

(2-1)

Where A is Absorbance,  is the extinction coefficient, l is the path length of beam
and c is the concentration.

Many different configurations exist for the analysis of changes in functional groups
as reactions progress and for final film properties. The configurations have been
chosen based on their availability, surface sensitivity, non-specific sample geometry
requirements and the ability to rapidly acquire sample spectra without the need for
lengthy preparation such as KBr grinding or gas purging.
The cure kinetics was obtained using a Nicolet 8700 spectrophotometer fitted with a
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transmission cell. Transmission experiments were performed using disposable
pressed KBr discs to which a thin coating of the mixed sample was applied. Spectra
were taken intermittently to determine the curing profile with a maximum of 2 scans
per time interval over the wave number range of 400-4000 cm-1 using a DTGS
detector, aperture of 100 and resolution of 4 cm-1.
Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR) has been used extensively for the qualitative
analysis of films and coatings.[6,

7, 9, 10]

This technique requires the sample to be

placed in intimate contact with the ATR crystal. ATR spectra were obtained using a
„Smart Orbit‟ ATR accessory containing a diamond crystal internal reflection
element. The maximum penetration of infrared radiation into the sample was 1 m
and the average number of scans used to obtain an infrared spectrum was 32 at a
resolution of 4 cm-1. Both mid and near-infrared were used in this configuration
using a DTGS detector. Data analysis was carried out using the Omnic 7.1 software
to subtract the background from the sample spectra and to analyse the subsequent IR
spectra.

2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)
Heat flux DSC is a thermal analysis technique that measures the amount of energy
absorbed or released by a sample as it is heated, cooled or held at a constant
temperature. It is commonly used to analyse material characteristics such as melting,
crystallisation, glass transition, curing and chemical reactions. [11]
A schematic of the heat flux DSC cell is shown in Figure 2.1. Heat transfer to and
from the sample and reference pans occurs through a constantan disc. The
temperature difference between the sample and reference pans is measured through
the use of thermocouples and is converted to heat flow data which may then be
plotted as a function of time or temperature. Differences in heat flow compared to
the reference pan, correspond to either endothermic (absorption of heat) or
exothermic (release of heat) processes that provide information about physical and
chemical changes. A purge gas maintains a uniform and stable thermal environment
which assures a better baseline and increased signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 2.1 Heat flux DSC schematic[12]

A TA Instruments 2920 DSC equipped with liquid nitrogen cooling accessory
(LNCA) unit under a continuous nitrogen purge (50 ml/min) was used for the
measurement of reaction conversion for the polymerisation of polyol with isocyanate
in isothermal and non-isothermal DSC modes as detailed in Chapter 1. [13-19] Specific
heating programs are detailed in the relevant chapters.
A limitation of the standard DSC cell is that it cannot be used to analyse reactions
which evolve gasses or if the reactants are highly volatile. Pressure Differential
Scanning Calorimetry

(PDSC) can overcome this problem, eliminating sample

evaporation.[20] The high pressure cell was used for all reactions involving water
under constant volume conditions, with an oxygen gauge pressure of 3792 kPa (550
psig) to minimise evaporation of water. Specific heating programs and sample
weights are detailed in the relevant chapters. The instrument cell constant and
temperature for both standard and pressure DSC were calibrated using a sample of
pure indium. Analysis was carried out using Universal Analysis 2000 v3.3B software
(TA Instruments).
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2.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
Thermogravimetric analysis is based upon the accurate measurement of changes in
the mass of a sample as a function of time or temperature when undergoing a specific
heating program.[11] The sample is placed on a tared platinum crucible or aluminium
pan and onto an analytical balance enclosed by a furnace. The enclosed furnace is
purged with the desired gas and flow rate. A trace of the mass or the mass change
with temperature or time is obtained.
The materials used in this study were characterised by thermogravimetric analysis
performed using a TGA 2950 instrument as supplied by TA Instruments. The
conventional mode of heating from room temperature to 600 °C in aluminium pans
or to 900 °C using platinum crucibles at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 under a
nitrogen atmosphere with a constant flow rate of 50 ml min-1 was employed.
Temperature calibrations were performed using the Curie temperatures of nickel and
alumel standard reference materials (TA instruments). Analysis was carried out using
Universal Analysis 2000 v3.3B software from TA instruments.

2.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
DMA characterises the viscoelastic properties of materials as a function of both
frequency of applied oscillatory stress/strain and temperature. DMA supplies an
oscillatory force causing a sinusoidal stress to be applied to the sample which then
generates a sinusoidal strain (Figure 2.2). Measuring the amplitude of deformation at
the peak of the sine wave and the phase lag between the stress and strain sine waves,
a variety of fundamental material parameters can be determined. [21, 22]
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Figure 2.2 Fd represents the applied oscillatory force, while Fs is the clamping force, showing the
phase angle δ produced[22]

These include the storage modulus G′ also called the real or elastic modulus which
represents the energy stored within the sample, the loss modulus G″ (imaginary or
viscous modulus) which represents the energy dissipated, the complex modulus (G*)
and the damping factor (tan δ). The complex modulus is defined by Equation (22):[21]

G* = G′ +iG″=

(2-2)

The relationship between the complex, storage, loss modulus and phase angle is
depicted vectorially in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Relationship between the complex, storage and loss moduli [21]
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DMA measurements were performed using a TA Instruments DMAQ800 in single
cantilever bending deformation mode. A frequency of 1 Hz and a peak displacement
of 20 μm were selected to measure the glass transition temperature Tg, which was
taken as the temperature at which the loss factor tan δ reached a maximum. The
temperature was scanned from -70 °C to 140 °C and ramped at a rate of 2 °C min1 [23]

.

2.5 Rheology
An AR-2000 controlled stress and direct strain control rheometer from TA
Instruments, (US) was used to study the curing behaviour of the polyols with
oligomeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate (PMDI) as well as to characterise the
emulsion stability.[24-33]
6 cm 2° and 2 cm 2° cone and plate configurations were used for all measurements.
Calibrations were performed for the instrumental inertia and geometry prior to each
experiment. The instrument performance was regularly calibrated with an oil
standard.
A torque induction motor applies a sinusoidal or linear stress to the sample through
the upper plate of the geometry with the sample deformation monitored by the
deflection of the upper plate using an optical encoder. Analysis of the applied stress
and resultant strain enables the calculation of various rheological parameters. In
dynamic or oscillatory measurements, the angular frequency becomes analogous to
the rate of shear in usual rheological measurement. [34,

35]

The complex viscosity

Equation (2-3) contains an elastic component in addition to a term similar to the
ordinary steady state viscosity.
η*= η′-i η″

(2-3)

The dynamic viscosity η′ is related to the steady state viscosity and represents the
rate of energy dissipation. The elastic viscosity η″ measures the stored energy and is
related to the storage modulus through Equation (2-4).
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G′= ωη″

(2-4)

2.6 Carbon Dioxide Test Method
Measurement of the relative amount of carbon dioxide evolved from the reaction
between water in the polyol emulsion and isocyanate from the PMDI was performed
through volumetric water-displacement. The test method measures the volume of
carbon dioxide gas in millilitres, released from the reacting mixture through the
displacement of water from an inverted glass cylinder as set up in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4

CO2 measurement apparatus

The apparatus consists of a 5 L pyrex beaker filled to a specified level with 250 ml
glass jars used as the reaction vessels. Airtight screw cap lips seal the glass jars
which have silicon tubing (of equal length) inserted for gas transfer. The other end of
the silicon tube is inserted into the water-filled inverted 250 ml measuring cylinders.
The reacting mixture is firstly mixed in a glass jar using an overhead drill mixer at
650 rpm for 3 min. It is then transferred to clean jars, measuring the weight of
sample placed in each jar. The jars are then screwed into position as soon as possible.
The mixtures are left for a period of at least 24 hrs to measure the total volume of
carbon dioxide released. Minimal carbon dioxide dissolves in the water, as was
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initially established by allowing the evolved carbon dioxide gas to remain in the
measuring cylinder for up to a period of 4-5 days displaying a constant reading from
24 hours after the polyol emulsion and PMDI reaction was initiated.

2.6.1 Establishing the test method
Initially, a simple control polyol emulsion was made in order to minimise variables
while testing the emulsion. The simple emulsion consisted of castor oil, the
surfactant and water at the industry ratio. Dioctyl phthalate (DOP), Pine oil (PO) and
silicone oil (SO) were omitted from the formulation.
When reacting the simple emulsion with the industry ratio of PMDI (NCO/OH=1.7),
it was found that the polyol mixed well with the PMDI and formed a light brown
creamy mixture. As the mixture started to react however, separation of the polyol
layer with the PMDI occurred. This reacting mixture formed an interface where the
reaction progressed further, with the PMDI separating to the bottom of the jar.
Although this mixture separated, however, repeated tests gave equivalent levels of
evolved CO2 (4.13 ± 0.04 ml/g of mixture) (Figure 2.5). Therefore, it is believed the
curing mechanism and kinetics at the interface is the same even when the reaction
mixture is not homogeneous. Although separation of the mixture gave consistent
results in carbon dioxide gas evolution, the total volume of gas was not measurable
from the reaction, due to the non-homogeneity. To overcome this problem,
modification of the system was investigated that would prevent separation and
maintain homogeneity of the mix during the course of the reaction. An attempt to
keep the reacting mixture homogeneous was made by remixing the already reacting
components. When the reacting mixture started to separate, it was remixed for a
further minute and then left to react. Remixing caused the sample to foam up,
because the carbon dioxide evolved was entrapped in the reacting mixture. This
comparison is shown in Figure 2.6.
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a) 144 ml
Figure 2.5

b) 146 ml

The amount of CO2 evolved (from Figure 2.4) from the reaction of the simple

polyol emulsion and PMDI.

Remixed reactants

Non-homogenous reaction

a)

b)

Figure 2.6 Remixing reacting mixture evolved more carbon dioxide that was entrapped in the
polymer matrix

The remixing procedure, although partly successful at maintaining homogeneity, did
not provide consistent results. In some instances a homogeneous mix was obtained
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upon remixing, then on other occasions separation would be observed. Not all of the
reactants remained in contact with each other after the initiation of the reaction,
causing variable results.
A third procedure was trialled, which successfully overcame these issues.

The

reacting mixture was kept homogeneous by using talc as a fine powder to maintain
even dispersion of the reactants. This allowed the true extent of reaction to be
evaluated. It was found when talc was mixed with the reactants, at a level of talc to
liquid ratio of 0.18, the product mixture evolved an average level of 6.6 ± 0.5 ml
CO2/g mixture compared with approximately 4 ml CO2/g mixture of the separating
reactant mixture.
A calibration curve was constructed to determine the effect of sample mass on
evolution of carbon dioxide gas from the reacting mixture. This was required to
evaluate surface area and depth effects. It was found, that a linear relationship existed
between the amount of reacting material and carbon dioxide gas released from the
reacting mixture for quantities less than 15 grams of mixture (Figure 2.7).
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Carbon dioxide evolved by varying the mass of sample in the reaction jar

All carbon dioxide tests in this thesis were performed within this region.
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2.7 Error analysis
Errors are reported as the standard error of the mean and determined according to
Equation (2-5):

(2-5)

The standard deviation (SD) was determined for multiple runs and divided by the
square root of the number of experiments to obtain the standard error.
Error propagation was performed according to Equations (2-6) and (2-7) wherever
necessary.

Adding or Subtracting (g = y±t)

(2-6)

Multiplying or subtracting (g = y.t or g = y/t)

(2-7)

All errors reported in chapters 3-6 are under 10% relative error, unless otherwise
stated in the relevant chapters and are calculated by Equation (2-8).

(2-8)
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CHAPTER 3
Investigation into the main reactions in the
product
Part 1: A kinetic study of Polyurethane formation
Part 2: A kinetic study of Polyurea formation

Results from Part 1 of this chapter have been published in Macromol. Chem. Phys.
2008, 209, 2302–2311
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3 INVESTIGATION INTO THE MAIN REACTIONS IN THE
PRODUCT

3.1 Part 1: Kinetic study of the Polyurethane reaction between
Castor Oil and PMDI
3.1.1

Introduction

Oligomeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate (PMDI) is widely used as a curing resin
for coatings and adhesives.[1-5] The urethane network formed through the
crosslinking reaction of PMDI and the polyol provides a continuous matrix which
adds to the structural integrity of the coating. Fast setting times encountered during
application of this product when reacted with castor oil is problematic. Reaction rate,
kinetics of cure and state of cure are therefore key aspects of understanding and
controlling the coating performance. Although polyurethane thermoset cure through
the use of monomeric or diisocyanate compounds has been widely investigated

[6, 7]

,

very little work has been reported, using oligomerc isocyanates with trifunctional
polyols.[8] The focus of Part 1 in this chapter is to investigate the reaction kinetics
and develop an understanding of the curing profile of the polyurethane reaction
between castor oil and PMDI. The curing reaction has been studied using
complimentary

techniques

including

calorimetry,

rheology

and

infrared

spectroscopy. The use of isoconversional methods (model-free kinetic analysis) to
establish cure kinetics are preferred to model fitting methods, as a variety of kinetic
models yielding different reaction variables such as activation energy, reaction order
etc., have been shown to fit the same experimental data. [9] Isoconversional analysis
has previously been used to describe the crosslinking reaction for a limited number
of complex polyurethane systems.[10, 11]
Model fitting methods assume one activation energy to describe the entire cure
process, even if the reaction mechanism has multiple steps. Isoconversional methods
can provide information on the cure profile by determining the conversion
dependence of the apparent activation energy. [12] The advanced integral
isoconversional method as developed by Vyazovkin[13] will be employed to develop
the cure profile. The kinetic equations used in the integral isoconversional method
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are presented in Chapter 1 (section 1.2.7.1).
Rheological techniques ascertain further information about the curing reaction and
have also been employed to follow the curing system. The reacting polyurethane
undergoes chain extension and subsequent branching due to the higher functional
moieties present in the reacting components. [14] Monitoring the viscosity build up
during the pre-gel stages, which is a consequence of the increase in molecular weight
and an indication on the magnitude of chain extension and chain branching, provides
information on the reaction rate and cure profile. [15-17] Understanding the variables
that influence viscosity build up in the pre-gel stage, therefore allows for greater
control of the pot-life and the workability time of this coating resin. Another
important cure property of a material, measurable through rheological investigations
is gelation. Gelation is a critical component in thermosetting systems because it
describes the formation of an infinite molecular network and hence the start of the
crosslinking reaction.[14, 18] Investigation of gel times will help elucidate the reaction
kinetics of the polyurethane reaction, providing further information on the
workability time of the coating.
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3.1.2

Experimental

3.1.2.1 Materials and sample preparation
Oligomeric diphenylmethane diisocyante (PMDI) with a functionality of 2.7 and
viscosity of 200-250 mPa.s was used as received from Dow Plastics (PAPI 20). Refer
to Appendix A for characterisation. Castor oil was obtained from ACE Chemical
Company with a hydroxyl value of 160 and free fatty acid content less than 1 %,
which was used as received. Both the PMDI and castor oil were cooled in an ice
bucket in closed containers before mixing at a temperature of 0 °C ± 3 °C, to slow
the reaction between the components.
A stoichiometric ratio NCO/OH of 1:1 was used to provide a model system. The
kinetic behaviour of this system was also compared to the product ratio of excess
isocyanate, NCO/OH= 1.7:1. The materials were mixed at standard conditions using
an overhead drill mixer with a 5 cm diameter fan blade. A mixing time of 1 minute
was used to ensure minimum heat loss to the atmosphere. The reacting components
can be seen in Scheme1.13.

Scheme 3.1 Reacting components, PMDI and castor oil
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3.1.2.2 Methods
3.1.2.2.1 DSC Measurement
Kinetic studies were carried out using a DSC 2920 (TA instruments). Samples were
sealed in hermetic aluminium pans with an average sample weight of 5 ± 0.5 mg.
The DSC was pre-cooled to -30 °C. The sample was prepared and placed in an ice
bath to minimise heat loss from the reacting system. The sample was placed at -20
°C and was run in non-isothermal mode from -20 °C to 170 °C at various heating
rates of 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15 and 20 °C min-1. Figure 3.1 displays a typical
thermogram obtained at 12.5 °C min-1.

Figure 3.1 Representation of baseline determined for 12.5 °C min-1

It is noticed that two initial endothermic peaks are obtained which represent the
melting points of frozen castor oil and PMDI. A second and third non-isothermal
heating run was then performed from -10 °C to 170 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min1

and showed no further exothermic event, furthermore the third non-isothermal run

overlapped the second, suggesting the second non-isothermal run was suitable for
use as a baseline to calculate the heat of reaction. [19] In between the non-isothermal
steps, the sample was quenched in an ice bath as the DSC cooled down to -10 °C
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using liquid nitrogen feed. The cell constant calibration was performed using an
indium (99.99% pure) standard. Nitrogen at a flow rate of 50 ml min -1 was used as
the purge gas. Model-free kinetic software was unavailable for isoconversional
analysis.

3.1.2.2.2

Rheological Measurement

An AR-2000 controlled stress and direct strain control rheometer from TA
Instruments, (US) was used to study the curing behaviour of castor oil and PMDI
reaction.
A 2 cm 2º cone and plate configuration was used to achieve a thin gap allowing a
large surface-to volume ratio for isothermal curing. All dynamic measurements in
oscillatory mode were performed using a multi frequency technique ranging from 0.6
Hz to 1.2 Hz with four data points and a strain of 10 %. Isothermal measurements
were performed within the interval of 30 ºC to 100 ºC.

3.1.2.2.3

Infrared Spectroscopy

The cure kinetics was obtained using a Nicolet 8700 spectrophotometer fitted with a
transmission cell. Transmission experiments were performed using disposable
pressed KBr discs to which a thin coating of the mixed sample was applied. After the
sample was placed on the KBr disc and into a brass holder, transmission spectra were
obtained at an isothermal temperature of 60 ºC over a 40 minute period. Samples
were kept at the isothermal temperature using a temperature-controlled furnace. An
isothermal temperature of 60 ºC was chosen to give a direct comparison between
analytical techniques during isothermal cure as temperatures outside this range were
not sensitive due to equipment limitations. Spectra were taken intermittently to
determine the curing profile with a maximum of 2 scans per time interval at a
resolution of 4 cm-1. Backgrounds of KBr discs were collected before each sample.
The area underneath the isocyanate peak at 2270 cm-1[20] was used to calculate the
conversion through Equation (1-25).

[21]

Where direct comparison of spectra was

required, normalisation to the CH2 stretching vibration at 2928 cm-1 was
performed.[22]
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3.1.2.2.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)
DMA measurements were performed using a TA Instruments DMAQ800 in single
cantilever bending deformation mode. The samples were cured isothermally at 70 °C
for 24 hours followed by post-curing at 180 °C for 3 hours. A frequency of 1 Hz and
a peak displacement of 20 μm were selected. The temperature was scanned from -70
°C to 140 °C and ramped at a rate of 2 °C min-1. The glass transition temperature Tg,
was taken as the temperature at which the loss factor tan δ reached a maximum.
Liquid nitrogen was used to achieve the sub-ambient temperature for glass transition
measurement.
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3.1.3 Results and Discussion
3.1.3.1 Investigation of the reaction kinetics through DSC
The non-isothermal heat flow profiles shown in Figure 3.2 exhibit a shift in the peak
temperature, with higher peak temperatures observed with an increase in the heating
rate.

Figure 3.2 Heat flow profile for castor oil with PMDI at equal stoichiometry

This behaviour is a direct consequence of the kinetics of the reaction. As the heating
rate increases there is a higher amount of unreacted groups present at higher
temperatures. This occurs regardless of the reaction order and has been observed in
other polymeric systems.[23] A summary of the peak temperatures and corresponding
conversion (Equation (1-5)) at the peak temperature at various heating rates is given
in Table 3-1.
The non-isothermal heat of reaction was found to be approximately the same for all
heating rates giving an average value of 24.9 ± 1.3 kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate.
This is very much smaller than polyurethane systems in the literature [8]. Two reasons
for this are; oligomeric isocyanates have previously not been investigated for their
reaction with castor oil and this mixture has an extremely fast rate of reaction upon
mixing, resulting in heat loss before placed in the DSC cell, even with preventative
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measures in place to minimise this heat loss (refer to experimental section).
Peak temperatures and conversions at the peak temperature obtained for the system
with excess isocyanate are within the same range as that observed for the
stoichiometric system and subsequently are not shown. The exothermic heat of
reaction determined for the system with excess isocyanate was found to be 11 ± 0.6
kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate. This is under half of that seen for the equal
stoichiometric mixtures of castor oil and oligomeric isocyanate.

Table 3-1 Non-isothermal data for peak temperatures and corresponding conversions obtained
for the castor oil- PMDI reaction at equal stoichiometry

Heating rate

Peak

Conversion

(°C min-1)

Temperature

at Peak

(°C)

(%)

5

69.68 ± 0.36

56.3 ± 0.42

7.5

77.48 ± 0.15

51.0 ± 4.24

10

82.82 ± 0.07

53.5 ± 2.12

12.5

86.69 ± 0.30

55.2 ± 0.45

15

91.02 ± 0.22

48.5 ± 2.12

20

97.75 ± 0.51

45.5 ± 3.53

The conversion at the peak temperature is approximately the same at all heating
rates, although a slight reduction is observed with an increase in heating rate, with
the exception of 7.5 and 10 °C min-1.
The kinetic profile was investigated using model-free kinetics developed by
Vyazovkin et al.

[12, 24, 25]

and is displayed in Figure 3.3. The advanced integral

isoconversional method together with the Senum-Yang approximation [12] was used
to determine the dependence of the activation energy on conversion.
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Figure 3.3 The advanced integral isoconversional analysis of activation energy with extent of
conversion for two different ratios of hydroxyl groups to isocyanate groups.

The activation energy increases with the extent of conversion from 27 to 44.9 kJ mol1

for a stoichiometric ratio of hydroxyl groups to isocyanate groups. This suggests a

multi-step mechanism. According to Vyazovkin[26], processes that exhibit an
increasing activation energy with an increase in the extent of conversion are a result
of competing reactions, although some independent and consecutive reactions may
also exhibit this profile. The mechanism for castor oil reacting with non-oligomeric
diisocyanates has been investigated previously[27,

28]

, and found to be of a second-

order kinetic reaction. However, when asymmetric diisocyanates have been used,
two different reaction rates were observed relating to the different positions of the
isocyanate group.[27, 29] Ajithkumar et al.[29] reported two distinct rates of reaction
when applying a second order model to the reaction between TDI and castor oil.
They attributed this to the 4-position isocyanate group being more reactive then the
2-position due to steric hindrance.
It is expected that the increasing activation energy with conversion is due to the
difference in reactivity of the terminal isocyanate groups to the internal isocyanate
groups of the varying weight oligomers in PMDI. This will be discussed further in
the rheological analysis performed (section 3.1.3.2).
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The reaction using an excess in isocyanate groups shows a constant activation energy
of 38.6 kJ mol-1, with a slight decline observed at higher conversions. This system
showed no evidence of competing reaction rates for the differing positions of the
isocyanate group. The system with an excess of isocyanate groups is likely to have
the hydroxyl groups completely consumed by the faster reacting isocyanate group
before the slower reacting isocyanate group had a chance to react. The apparent
activation energies obtained for the castor oil and PMDI reaction was in good
agreement with similar systems reported in the literature. [8, 27, 29]

3.1.3.2 Investigation of the castor oil and PMDI reaction through rheology
3.1.3.2.1 Kinetic Analysis through the point of gelation
Isothermal curing of a thermosetting resin is usually characterized by gelation and
vitrification.[30] Knowing the gel time is important in industrial applications to ensure
enough time is available for application after mixing. The incipient formation of a
continuous network of polymer chains describes the start of gelation. This occurs at a
fixed extent of conversion if the mechanism of reaction is not a function of
temperature. Monitoring the rheological properties of thermosetting resins such as
viscosity, the loss tangent (tan δ), loss modulus (G″) and storage modulus (G′); the
gel time (tg) and cure profile can be elucidated.
Criteria that have previously been used to determine the gel point are:
1. The crossover of G′ and G″ where tan δ is 1 for stoichiometric systems [31]
2. The maximum peak in tan δ (based on where there is a maximum difference
between elastic and viscous behaviour) [30]
3. Frequency independence of tan δ [32]
4. Frequency dependence of G′ at 1 Hz [30, 33]
Criteria 3 and 4 have been reported elsewhere in determining the vitrification point
of crosslinking systems

[33]

. The criterion 4 which uses the frequency dependence of

G′ however, in determining vitrification, is only correct if gelation has already
occurred in the system. This criterion can only be used to obtain gel time if it occurs
before the system vitrifies.
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Figure 3.4 G′, G″ and tan δ versus cure time for the castor oil and PMDI stoichiometric system
at 70 °C

The cure was investigated using isothermal oscillatory analysis for mole ratios of
NCO/OH equal to 1 and 1.7. A typical experiment for the stoichiometric system is
shown in Figure 3.4 where a maximum is seen in tan δ before the crossover of G′
and G″. The cross-over of G′ and G″ was found for 70 °C, 80 °C and 90 °C out of the
temperature range chosen (30 to 90 °C at 1 Hz and 10% strain) due to the length of
time the samples were left to react. A strain of 10% was used and was within the
viscoelastic region of the strain sweep, which allowed for the early pre-gel curing
stages of the product to be determined. As the network formed however, a 10% strain
may have been too large for the newly formed structure not to be disturbed, thus not
obtaining as high a viscosity build up or storage modulus as one would otherwise
have expected. Instrumental limitations disallowed a change in % strain while curing
progressed, in order to obtain a full spectrum of the cure profile without
compromising the structure.[34] The gel times established from the cross-over of G′
and G″ in uni-frequency mode at 1 Hz are displayed in Table 3-2.
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Table 3-2 Gel times (minutes) observed for the stoichiometric system of castor oil and PMDI
using uni-frequencey and multiple frequency mode

Temperature

G′ = G″

(°C)

tan δ (max)

tan δ (max)

G′ frequency

1 Hz

multifrequency

dependence

Criterion

1

2

2, 3

4

20

-

95.9

-

-

30

-

62.5

-

-

40

-

40.3

-

-

50

-

26.4

-

-

60

-

16.3

18.1

18

70

55.6

8.2

12.3

10

80

47.7

5.6

7.1

8

90

26.8

3.6

5.2

6

100

-

-

1.3

2.7

Isothermal time sweeps were also performed at multiple frequencies allowing the
determination of the gel time according to criteria 2 and 4. Multifrequency mode
increased the time taken for this cross over to occur and the reactions were
terminated before the intersection of G′ and G″. In multifrequency mode, the time in
which tan δ reached its maximum was independent of the frequency, as shown in
Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Multiple frequency plot of tan δ at 70 °C

Winter and Chambon

[32]

have shown that G′ and G″ follow a power law behaviour

as a function of frequency close to the gel point. The true gel point therefore occurs
when tan δ intersects at the same time for all frequencies. [32, 35] As tan δ reaches a
maximum value before the crossover of G′ and G″, the incipient gelation is regarded
to occur at this point, as all frequencies exhibit the maximum peak in tan δ at the
same time. Close gel times were obtained using the maximum in tan δ from unifrequency (1 Hz) (criterion 2) and multiple frequency modes (0.6 Hz to 1.2 Hz)
(criterion 3) as shown in Table 3-2.
The multifrequency data showed very similar gelation times when analysed
according to frequency independence of tan δ (criterion 3) and the frequency
dependence of G′ (criterion 4). This is also displayed in Table 3-2. The values of gel
time obtained using the cross-over of G′ and G″ are much higher than that observed
using the other criteria. This is explained by the fact that gelation of a thermosetting
resin is not instantaneous and occurs over a period of time. [30] It is evident that
depending on which criterion was chosen to determine the gel point, different values
are obtained. The gel point in general, decreases with an increase in isothermal cure
temperature, which suggests at higher temperatures, the molecular mobility increases
in the initial stages of cure, allowing crosslinking to occur at a faster rate.
The degree of conversion at the gel point is considered constant for thermosetting
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systems [18, 36, 37] allowing for a direct relationship between the gel time (tgel) and the
apparent curing constant Kc, given in Equation (3-1): [18, 38]
 1 

t gel  A'
K
 c

(3-1)

The curing process is described by an overall activation energy Ea where the
temperature dependence of the gel time follows the Arrhenius law [17] and can be
obtained from Equation (3-2).

ln(tgel )  A' ' '

(3-2)

Ea
RT

The activation energy can thus be found from the slope of ln(tgel) versus 1/T (K-1)
shown through a linear relationship in Figure 3.6 (for a maximum in tan δ at 1 Hz).

Figure 3.6 linear relationship of gel time obtained through the maximum in tan δ

It is noticed however, that two slopes exist in Figure 3.6 indicating that the
activation energy changes with temperature and therefore, with the extent of
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conversion as observed in DSC analysis.
The activation energy determined at T ≤ 50 °C was found to be 33.9 ± 0.7 kJ ∙ mol-1
while at T ≥ 60 °C was 49.5 ± 4.0 kJ ∙ mol-1. Thus the activation energy range
through isothermal rheological analysis at the gel time, corresponds very closely to
the range detected using non-isothermal DSC isoconversional analysis (Figure 3.3).
The activation energy (Table 3-3) was determined for all criteria, using the gel times
shown in Table 3-2. All criteria give values relatively close to one another, which
also corresponded well with those, determined using the isoconversional methods for
DSC data (Figure 3.3).

Table 3-3 Activation Energies determined by various criteria for the stoichiometric system

Criteria

Activation Energy

R2

(kJ mol-1)
1. G′ = G″

37.6 ± 13.3*

0.89

2. (tan δ)max @ 1 Hz (average)

42.3 ± 1.8

0.99

3. (tan δ)max multi frequency

43.4 ± 2.8

0.99

4. G′ frequency dependence

44.3 ± 6.2

0.95

*%RE<40%

An excess of isocyanate, as is present in the industrial product was also investigated
to develop a better fundamental understanding about specific application properties
and limitations of the current ratio used by the industry partner. The typical curing
profile for a system with excess isocyanate is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7 G′ and G″ versus cure time for the castor oil and PMDI with an excess of isocyanate
at 70 °C

The elastic modulus G′, represents the build up of network formation in the system,
and shows a very different curing behaviour to the system having an equal
stoichiometric ratio of isocyanate to hydroxyl groups. G′ can be seen to increase to a
maximum value and then rapidly decline in magnitude until it reaches its initial
value. At the same time, the loss modulus G″, which describes the flow behaviour of
the system, tends to increase in magnitude past the maximum G′ value, until the flow
behaviour of the system starts to plateau. The viscous behaviour is much larger in
magnitude than the elastic component over the entire cure profile. As the viscous
behaviour predominates the curing, the tan δ profiles do not show any distinct
maxima and are highly scattered. Figure 3.8 shows the behaviour of the elastic
modulus G′ with an increase in isothermal cure temperature.
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Figure 3.8 Temperature dependence of G′ during curing of castor oil and PMDI with excess
isocyanate

A correlation between the cure time and the isothermal temperature is observed. The
ability for a network structure to form in this system rapidly reduces with an increase
in isothermal curing temperature. The magnitude of G′ at 80 °C is extremely small
and a directly proportional relationship was found to exist between the time and the
maximum value obtained for G′ (Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9 Correlation between G′ and the time it occurs

The time observed at the maxima of G′ can be explained by the limiting number of
functional groups of the castor oil being completely consumed (explained further in
relation to Figure 3.11).
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3.1.3.2.2 Kinetic Analysis from Viscosity data
Viscosity data was obtained using oscillatory dynamic analysis by following the
complex viscosity η* of the curing system.

Figure 3.10 Viscosity build up of castor oil and PMDI and the stoichiometric ratio

Figure 3.11 Viscosity build up of castor oil and PMDI with excess isocyanate

It was observed that the rate of initial viscosity build up increased with an increase in
isothermal cure temperature for the stoichiometric system (Figure 3.10). This was
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not seen for the system with excess isocyanate (Figure 3.11). It is also evident that as
the isothermal cure temperature was reduced, the viscosity build up was much
greater for the stoichiometric system.
The complex viscosity curves shown in Figure 3.11, exhibit a plateau beyond the
time of the G′ maxima (Figure 3.7), suggesting full cure has been reached for this
system. This, results in the formation of a polyurethane adduct, with hydroxyl
termination, that prevents further crosslinking. The resultant material is a hydroxyl
terminated viscous liquid. The plateau region is the viscous liquid behaviour of this
polyol/isocyanate adduct, which is observed to decrease with increasing temperature.
After the end of viscosity build up due to the complete consumption of hydroxyl
groups and formation of the polymer adduct, the plateau can be seen to increase
slightly over the course of the experimental time. This slight increase in viscosity is
most likely due to the reaction of excess isocyanate groups with moisture in the air.
The viscosity build up in the stoichiometric system is influenced by the functionality
distribution of the base polymer as well as the relative reactivity of functional groups
involved in the curing process.[17] The slow onset of diffusion control at isothermal
temperatures below the glass transition temperature for the stoichiometric system,
explains the higher viscosity achieved in the later stages of cure. [33] The glass
transition temperature found for the stoichiometric system is Tg= 57.68 ± 0.99°C,
suggesting the onset of vitrification at 30 °C and 40 °C is responsible for the
continuing increase in viscosity build up at lower isothermal temperatures.
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3.1.3.2.3 Kinetics of complex viscosity during the initial stages of cure
The time dependency of polyurethane viscosity during the initial cure stages can be
expressed through an exponential function represented in Equation (3-3): [30, 39]

 ( t )  0 e 

(3-3)

k t

where η0 is the viscosity at t = 0 and kη is the rate constant for the viscosity increase.
It is assumed that before the gel time (taken as the maximum in tan δ), the viscosity
build up follows a first order process and adheres well to the exponential function for
the stoichiometric system at higher temperatures (Figure 3.12).[17,

30, 40]

The

exponential function was also observed to fit the data well for the excess isocyanate
system up to the point where all the hydroxyl groups were consumed.

Figure 3.12 Viscosity build up follows an exponential function before the gel point for the equal
stoichiometric system at A) lower isothermal temperatures and B) higher temperatures
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Taking the logarithm of Equation (3-3) and plotting lnη against t should yield a
straight line with the slope equal to the rate of viscosity increase kη.[40, 41] Figure 3.13
displays the rate of viscosity increase in the polyurethane system for the
stoichiometric (A) and excess isocyanate ratios (B), showing that linearity exists.

Figure 3.13 Linearity observed for the natural log of complex viscosity versus time profiles for
the castor oil and PMDI system at A) equal stoichiometry and B) excess isocyanate

The rate of viscosity increase for the lower temperatures of the stoichiometric ratio is
shown in Figure 3.14 and displays a discontinuity in the rate at early stages of
viscosity build up.
The discontinuity can arise from the difference in the chemical reactivity of
functional groups as suggested by Sekkar et al.[17], with the more reactive isocyanate
group dominating the viscosity build up in the first stage of curing.
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Figure 3.14 Rate of viscosity increase shows discontinuity at lower isothermal temperatures for
the stoichiometric system

As reported earlier, the difference in reactivity of terminal (kNCO1) and internal
isocyanate (kNCO2) groups of the oligomers present in PMDI also cause the system to
behave as two simultaneous competitive reactions as shown by the increase in
activation energy with conversion in DSC analysis (Figure 3.3). This is further
substantiated by the rheological data; as the isothermal curing temperature is
increased, the discontinuity is minimised and only one reaction rate is observed. In
other words, the difference in the rate constants of the functional groups narrows
with the increase in curing temperature. It has previously been shown in the reaction
between TDI and castor oil, that at temperatures greater than 125 °C, the reactivity of
the 2-position isocyanate was increased, showing no difference in reactivity of the
two groups.[29] This may also be the reason why the exponential function fits the
higher temperatures better (Figure 3.12).
The apparent kinetic constants are shown in Table 3-4. The value of the viscosity
rate constant kη, increases as the curing temperature is increased for the
stoichiometric system and follows the same trend for the first three temperatures
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studied in the system with excess isocyanate. Some dispersion in the values was
observed for temperatures above 70 °C.

Table 3-4 Values for kη for equal stoichiometry and excess isocyanate ratios of Castor oil and
PMDI

NCO/OH=1
kNCO2

NCO/OH=1.7
kη (min-1)

T (°C)

kNCO1

30

(min-1)
0.130 0.074

-

40

0.248

0.114

-

50

0.32

0.166

0.255

60

0.390

0.263

0.308

70

0.532

0.429

80

0.737

0.345

90

1.075

0.304

It is noticed that the rate of reaction is faster for the stoichiometric system in the
initial stages of cure.
The apparent activation energy for viscosity build up was determined using the
Arrhenius relationship (Equation (3-4)), by plotting ln kη versus the inverse
temperature (for isothermal curing temperatures from 60 °C to 90 °C). The linear
relationship is shown in Figure 3.15 for the stoichiometric system.

ln k  ln k 

Ea
RT

(3-4)
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Figure 3.15 Activation energy obtained for the equal stoichiometric system of Castor oil and
PMDI using the apparent kinetic constant established from viscosity profiles

The apparent activation energy of the viscosity rate constant was found to be 36.8 ±
0.96 kJ mol-1 (R2 = 0.998) for the stoichiometric system before gelation and 23.9 ±
4.2 kJ mol-1 (R2 = 0.97) for the system with an excess of isocyanate groups. The
stoichiometric ratio exhibited a lower activation energy (Table 3-5) compared to that
determined by all other gel point criteria (Table 3-3), except for the crossover of G′
and G″, which gave equivalent values within experimental error.
A summary of activation energies obtained through the various analytical methods is
presented in Table 3-5. It is evident that good agreement is achieved between DSC
and rheological techniques in measuring the activation energy of the stoichiometric
system.
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Table 3-5 Comparison of Activation Energy obtained through various methods

Technique

Method

Ea kJ mol-1

Ea kJ mol-1

NCO/OH= 1

NCO/OH=1.7
38.6

DSC

Advanced Integral

27-45

Gel Time

(tan δ)max

43.43 ± 2.8

Viscosity build up

kη (min-1)

36.8 ± 0.96

23.9 ± 4.2*

*%RE<20

3.1.3.3 Kinetic studies through FTIR
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used as a complimentary
technique for comparison of the curing profile for both stoichiometric and excess
isocyanate systems. The conversion profiles for these reactions are shown in Figure
3.16. The conversion profile of the reaction mixture was determined at 60 ºC by
following the reduction of the isocyanate peak at 2270 cm-1 obtained using Equation
(1-25).[42]

1
0.9

0.8

Conversion

0.7
0.6

0.5

NCO/OH=1
0.4
0.3

NCO/OH=1.7

0.2
0.1

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

Time (min)

Figure 3.16 Conversion profile of the isocyanate peak at ~2270 cm-1 during polyurethane cure at
60 °C using FTIR for stoichiometric and excess isocyanate systems

High conversions were reached for both systems at 60 °C with the maximum for the
stoichiometric system reaching 90% conversion while that of the excess isocyanate
system reaching 80% conversion after 20 minutes. The reaction is therefore largely
controlled by chemical kinetics. Polyurethanes have been shown to follow second
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order kinetics represented by Equation (3-5).[14, 43, 44]

d
 k (1   ) 2
dt

(3-5)

Integrating Equation (3-5) from the beginning of the reaction (t =0 min, α =0) to
time t and conversion α, gives:

(3-6)

1
 kt  1
1

A plot of 1/(1-) as a function of time would result in a straight line with the slope
equal to the rate constant. It can be seen in Figure 3.17, the reaction follows a second
order model before and after a critical time for the system with excess isocyanate. [45,
46]

At this point (t=~6 min) the conversion is 75%, which corresponds to all hydroxyl

groups being consumed, suggesting the end of reaction and formation of the
isocyanate polymer adduct. After this point, there is a slower increase in conversion
which is due to the reaction of the excess isocyanate with moisture in the air giving a
larger conversion. This is evident in Figure 3.18 by the presence of the urea carbonyl
stretching band at 1701-1718 cm-1 as well as the presence of the water hydroxyl
stretching band at 3500 cm-1. Urethane amide stretching and bending bands at 3348
cm-1 and 1590 cm-1 respectively, can also be clearly seen.[22]
The stoichiometric system slightly differs, in that two stages of functional group
consumption are noticed. It is obvious that the second order rate equation does not
describe the cure process for oligomeric isocyanate with castor oil well. At the end
of each stage of isocyanate consumption, the conversions achieved are 82% and 89%
respectively. The second rate increase of the stoichiometric system is explained by
the catalysis of the reaction between hydroxyl groups and the slower reacting
isocyanate groups present in the oligomeric MDI by the carbamate groups formed in
the initial stages of reaction (Figure 3.17), or due to reactions with moisture in the
air.[29, 44, 47] This correlates well to DSC results where the activation energy increases
with conversion which was explained by the presence of isocyanate groups with
differing reactivities within the molecule.
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The stoichiometric system has a faster initial rate of reaction than the excess
isocyanate system, due to the ability for more interactions of functional groups, also
shown in rheological measurements (Table 3-4).

Figure 3.17 A second order rate model fit for the rate of reaction before and after gelation for
the polyurethane system at 60 °C using FTIR
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Figure 3.18 FTIR spectra of the castor oil and excess isocyanate system at the start of reaction
and after 20 min of mixing
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3.1.4

Conclusions

The kinetics of cure for the polyurethane reaction between castor oil and oligomeric
isocyanate was monitored using different techniques and showed that activation
energies were in good agreement with each other.
DSC results as analysed through isoconversional methods showed a competitive
reaction scheme for the stoichiometric system, suggesting the presence of isocyanate
groups with different reactivities present in the PMDI oligomers. An increase in the
rate of reaction during isothermal FTIR also confirmed this.
Greater conversions were achieved at lower isothermal temperatures for the
stoichiometric system in rheological measurements due to curing below the glass
transition temperature leading to vitrification.
A low viscosity build up was evident for the excess isocyanate system due to the
complete consumption of the hydroxyl groups. A polyurethane adduct was formed
exhibiting a reduction in viscosity with increasing temperature once all hydroxyls
were consumed.
The viscosity growth in the resin was described by an exponential equation before
the point of gelation for the stoichiometric system and the rate of viscosity increase
was described by a viscometric rate constant kη in the initial stages of cure. FTIR
results showed the reaction was highly kinetically controlled and that higher than
expected conversions were achieved for the excess isocyanate system due to the
reaction of isocyanate groups with moisture in the air.
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3.2 Part 2: Investigation into the curing kinetics of the Polyurea
reaction between Water and Isocyanate
3.2.1 Introduction
The presence of water in a polyol emulsion reacts with the oligomeric diisocyanate,
which yields urea bonds and the subsequent release of carbon dioxide. The formation
of urea linkages increases crosslinking in coatings, while the side reaction resulting
in carbon dioxide has been attributed to blister formation and coating delamination
during cure.[42] The co-curing kinetics of the urethane and urea reactions in
polyurethane systems containing water is complicated and has been investigated by
many authors.[48-53]

To date, the only studies performed with the oligomeric

diisocyanate resin as used in this product, have been for adhesion studies of wood
products leading to a more complicated process due to the presence of the hydroxyl
groups in the wood.[54] A number of quantitative techniques have previously been
used to measure carbon dioxide evolution, including volumetric analysis and
spectroscopic analysis.[7, 22] In this research, the polyurea reaction was investigated
using a combination of thermal, spectroscopic and volumetric techniques. A novel
technique utilising pressure differential scanning calorimetry (PDSC) was employed
to determine the polyurea kinetic profile and to elucidate the mechanism of carbon
dioxide evolution.
3.2.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.2.1 Materials and sample preparation
The water used in these reactions was laboratory grade Reverse Osmosis water. The
materials (PMDI and water), were mixed at standard conditions using an overhead
drill mixer with a 5 cm diameter fan blade at 450 rpm. Components were well mixed
while minimising the introduction of air to the mixture. The general reaction scheme
of water and isocyanate is given in Chapter 1: Scheme 1.6; however, is also included
in this section for reference as Scheme 3.2.
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Scheme 3.2 General reaction scheme for water and PMDI
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3.2.2.2 Methods
3.2.2.2.1 Blister Simulation Experiment
A stoichiometric ratio of PMDI and Castor oil were used to test blister formation in
the laboratory at standard temperature and pressure. The materials were mixed for 3
minutes at standard conditions using an overhead drill mixer with a 5 cm diameter
fan blade at 450 rpm. One glass jar was left open to the conditions in the room while
the other was closed with a screw cap lid. A TESTO digital psychrometer was used
to measure the relative humidity during mixing and over the course of 7 days of
curing.
3.2.2.2.2 PDSC measurements- Water and PMDI
Kinetic studies were performed using a TA PDSC (pressure DSC) cell attachment, in
order to suppress the evaporation of water seen in normal DSC mode. Samples were
placed in open aluminium pans with a sample size of 20 ± 1.5 mg. A cell pressure of
550 psi or 3795 ± 3 kPa at a starting temperature of 30 ± 5 °C was employed in the
chamber. This was found to be the best pressure to measure the system for all nonisothermal and isothermal reactions. The heating rates chosen for non-isothermal
mode were 5, 10 and 20 °C min-1. Averages of three sample runs were performed for
each heating rate.
Isothermal experiments were performed for systems where the ratios of isocyanate to
water at 65 °C were varied at 550 psi. Non-isothermal measurements were also
performed for various ratios at 10 °C min-1.
3.2.2.2.3 Carbon dioxide Measurements
The method and apparatus used, is reported in chapter 2 section 2.6.
3.2.2.2.4 FTIR Analysis
The cure kinetics was obtained using a Nicolet 8700 spectrophotometer fitted with a
transmission cell. Transmission experiments were performed using pressed KBr
discs as a disposable medium for applying a thin coating of the mixed sample. The
sample was placed on the KBr disc and into a brass holder, allowing transmission
spectra to be collected at an isothermal temperature of 60 ºC over a 120 minute
period. Samples were maintained at the isothermal temperature using a temperature98

controlled furnace. An isothermal temperature of 60 ºC was chosen to give a direct
comparison between analytical techniques during isothermal cure as it was found that
temperatures outside this range were not sensitive due to equipment limitations.
Spectra were taken intermittently to determine the curing profile with a maximum of
two scans per transmission run at a resolution of 4 cm-1. Backgrounds of KBr discs
were collected before each series.
The transmission spectrum for the carbon dioxide gas obtained from the blister
simulation experiment was performed using a gas cylinder cell which was purged
with nitrogen gas prior to placement of the syringed carbon dioxide. The glass jar,
with the simulated blister, as well as the syringe that was used to remove carbon
dioxide gas from the blister, was also purged with nitrogen gas, before removal of
carbon dioxide from the blister.
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3.2.3 Results and Discussion
3.2.3.1 Blister Simulation
Blister formation was simulated in the laboratory by curing castor oil with PMDI in
the presence of room humidity. The samples were mixed at a relative humidity of
43%. One sample was left to cure at room conditions over 7 days, while a control
sample was isolated from changes in the relative humidity of the room. The relative
humidity in the room decreased to 28% on day 2 without any noticeable blister
formation. On day 4 the relative humidity increased to 47% after which it remained
at the increased level with dome formation appearing on day 5.
Figure 3.19 displays the effect of curing at varying relative humidities (B) compared
to a constant relative humidity (A). Curing at room conditions showed a distinct
dome after 5 days compared to the control sample.

B

A

Figure 3.19 Effect of Relative Humidity during curing of Castor oil and PMDI

The gas entrapped by the dome was captured in a transmission gas cell and tested
through FTIR shown in Figure 3.20. A definitive transmittance peak of carbon
dioxide at 2300-2390 cm-1 as well as the characteristic overtones of carbon dioxide at
3600-3800 cm-1 are observed.[22] FTIR results thus confirm that blister formation is
due to carbon dioxide gas formed from the water-isocyanate reaction. Furthermore,
the increased hardness noticed in sample B compared to the gel-like structure of
sample A, are due to the urea crosslinks formed in the water-isocyanate reaction.
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Figure 3.20 Confirmation of CO2 present in polyurethane blister formation due to atmospheric
moisture

It is evident that the castor oil and PMDI reaction is susceptible to atmospheric
moisture. The water isocyanate reaction kinetics are therefore of prime importance in
establishing the cure profile and will be investigated in the following sections.
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3.2.3.2 Curing Kinetics of the water and isocyanate reaction through PDSC
The cure profile of the water and PMDI reaction was performed using PDSC in nonisothermal mode with a ratio of water to isocyanate of 1.65:1 consistent with the ratio
present in the product under investigation. The heat profiles are shown in Figure
3.21, which show an increase in peak reaction temperature with an increase in
heating rate. Peak temperatures and conversions at the peak, as well as the respective
heat of reactions are given in Table 3-6. At 10 °C min-1 the heat of reaction is
approximately 38 ± 0.28 kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate, which is greater than the
polyurethane reaction between castor oil and oligomeric isocyanate reaction studied
in Part 1 (Table 3-1 cf. 24.9 ± 1.3 kJ mol-1).

Figure 3.21 Heat flow profiles of polyurea reaction using PDSC in non-isothermal mode

It is also evident that the peak reaction temperatures for the polyurea system are
higher than those for the polyurethane reaction studied in Part 1 (Table 3-1),
suggesting the polyurea reaction is delayed, although when initiated, achieves a
greater exothermic heat of reaction.
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Table 3-6 Summary of non-isothermal PDSC data for the polyurea reaction

Heating

Heat of

T (°C) at

Conversion

T (°C) at

rate

Reaction

Peak

at peak

CO2 release

-1

-1

Conversion
at

CO2

(°C min )

(J g )

release

5

282.8 ± 2.5

114.5 ± 0.09

0.61

113.6

0.55

10

248.6 ± 1.9

128.5 ± 1.13

0.86

125.4

0.52

20

238.2 ± 5.8

141.4 ± 0.92

0.51

141.2

0.50

The kinetic profile was investigated using model-free kinetics developed by
Vyazovkin et al.

[12, 24, 25]

and is displayed in Figure 3.22. The advanced integral

isoconversional method together with the Senum-Yang approximation [12] was used
to determine the dependence of the activation energy on conversion.

Figure 3.22 Activation energy dependence for increasing conversion of the polyurea reaction

Very high activation energies are achieved for the polyurea reaction (~70 kJ mol -1 )
compared to the polyurethane reaction (~ 38-45 kJ mol-1) (Figure 3.3). This
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confirms the polyurea reaction requires more energy to start the polymerisation
reaction compared to the polyurethane reaction studied in Part 1. There are two
distinct parts to the kinetic scheme, as observed in Figure 3.22, suggesting a
multicomponent reaction. This is evident due to the complex mechanistic reactions
that occur, which are represented in Scheme 3.2. The activation energy profile
(Figure 3.22) shows a slight decline from 70 kJ mol-1 to 60 kJ mol-1 up to a
conversion of 60%, after which a rapid increase in activation energy is observed.
Initially, the reaction between water and oligomeric isocyanate yields a highly
unstable carbamic acid intermediate which readily decomposes to carbon dioxide and
a highly reactive amine. The amine further reacts with isocyanate groups to form
urea crosslinks. The decline in activation energy suggests that as the reaction
proceeds, catalysis occurs by either the reactants or intermediates formed, or the heat
evolved during this reaction. As the decline in activation energy is not greatly
pronounced, it is thought that the large exothermic event initially catalyses this
system. At 60% conversion, a rapid increase in activation energy (from 60 kJ mol-1
to 95 kJ mol-1) is observed, which suggests competitive reactions occur where the
reactive amine, produced in-situ, is competing with water for isocyanate groups.

[26]

It is this competing reaction of in-situ formed amines with isocyanate functional
groups that forms polyurea crosslinks.
The pressure profiles of the polyurea reaction at the industry ratio of water:PMDI,
determined by the instrumentation, are shown in Figure 3.23. A change in the
pressure profiles is representative of a gaseous expansion. [55] In Figure 3.23, an
increase in pressure is noticed with an increase in temperature, as expected, with a
definitive event occurring at each heating rate, causing a rapid increase in pressure
for a certain temperature, which is specific to the heating rate. The pressure profiles
exhibit a change in pressure due to a combination of events. These include; the
increasing temperature due to the heating rate, an increase in temperature due to the
exothermic reaction, as well as an increase in pressure in the system due to carbon
dioxide evolution. To determine the pressure increase in the system due to the
reaction (exothermic heat + carbon dioxide evolution), the difference in pressure
over the temperature range measured was elucidated. This required the subtraction of
the pressure profile due to the heating rate component. Figure 3.24 depicts the
pressure difference, with increasing temperature for all heating rates.
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Figure 3.23 Pressure profiles of the polyurea reaction at three heating rates in non-isothermal
PDSC mode.

Figure 3.24 Pressure difference with increasing temperature at various heating rates

Referring to Figure 3.24, an initial pressure increase and subsequent decrease is
noticed, with the reduction being more pronounced at higher heating rates. The
profile then comes to a point (a specific temperature, for each heating rate) where the
pressure profile sharply increases. At this temperature (shown as T °C of CO 2 release
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in Table 3-6), the conversion increases by 20%, although, no exothermic heat is
evolved at this point, according to Figure 3.21. This implies one step of the reaction
scheme (Scheme 3.2) undergoes an increase in reaction rate. Initially, the water and
isocyanate reaction is slow; however, as the reaction heat in the system builds up due
to the polyurea reaction, the water and isocyanate reaction is catalysed by the heat
produced, increasing the rate of the reaction, releasing a greater amount of carbon
dioxide at this point. The temperatures and corresponding conversion at this point are
given in Table 3-6. The conversion at the time of carbon dioxide evolution is
approximately 50% within experimental error for all heating rates.
In Figure 3.24, an increase in the pressure difference, from the point where carbon
dioxide is released to the end of the reaction, is observed with a decrease in heating
rate. This conforms well to the heat flow data generated, where a greater heat of
reaction was evident at lower heating rates. The heat flow is representative of the
extent of reaction and subsequently the amount of carbon dioxide evolved causing
the pressure increase. Quantitative analysis of carbon dioxide evolution could not be
performed as the volume of the pressure cell and the component of pressure due to
the exothermic heat were not measurable. The pressure component due to the
exothermic heat of reaction is required, because the pressure difference calculated
equates to the pressure change due to the exothermic heat plus that of carbon dioxide
evolution.

Figure 3.25 Change in the pressure difference with conversion for the polyurea system
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In addition, a rapid change in the pressure difference is observed in Figure 3.25
when 60% to 70% conversion is reached. Earlier, it was observed that at
approximately 50% conversion for all heating rates, a rapid change in conversion
occurred. Thus, an increase in the pressure due to carbon dioxide evolution and/or
the exothermic heat produced from the reaction, does not occur directly at the point
where there is a large change in the pressure difference (as depicted in Figure 3.24),
but occurs gradually from 60% conversion. At 60% conversion, there is also an
increase in the activation energy of the system (Figure 3.22), suggesting that a more
energy intensive reaction step is occurring at this point.

Figure 3.26 Change in the pressure difference profile with temperature, while varying the mole
ratio of water to isocyanate

Varying ratios of water to isocyanate were investigated to determine the effect of
changes in water concentration on the reaction profile and its implications on the
product (Figure 3.26). Increasing the mole ratio of water to isocyanate resulted in an
increase in the pressure difference up to the ratio of water/isocyanate = 0.86, after
which a plateau was reached (Figure 3.27). The change in the pressure difference
therefore corresponds to the carbon dioxide evolution where one mole of carbon
dioxide is released for every mole of water to isocyanate reacted.
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Figure 3.27 Change in Pressure and heat flow data for increased water content

The heat of reaction followed the same profile as the pressure change, with
increasing water content. Although, a slight increase was evident past the ratio 1:1,
due to a second isocyanate group reacting to form the urea bond, releasing heat
(Scheme 3.2).

Isothermal studies were also performed with the product ratio (H 2O/NCO=1.65)
investigated at a temperature of 65 °C. The isothermal temperature was chosen to
allow integration of the exotherm from a constant baseline. Isothermal reaction
kinetics could not be elucidated using a range of temperatures, because the only
temperature giving a clear baseline without extending the reaction time was at 65 °C.
The isothermal run provides similar results to that obtained for non-isothermal
studies above and is presented in Figure 3.28 which displays the master curve for the
polyurea reaction at the product ratio. The pressure change with conversion is also
shown. It can be seen that in isothermal mode, the maximum rate of reaction occurs
at approximately 66% conversion. A shoulder is observed in the master curve at
approximately 78-80% conversion after which the reaction subsides. Changes in the
pressure profile with conversion correspond to the changes in the rate of reaction. At
70% conversion there is a change in the pressure profile after which it increased to a
maximum value at approximately 85% conversion. This suggests that the maximum
amount of carbon dioxide evolution occurs at approximately 90% conversion after
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the maximum rate of reaction (heat flow) is reached. This corresponds well to nonisothermal data confirming that the heat of reaction accelerates the water-isocyanate
reaction, and produced an increase in reaction rate and the pressure profile at 80%
conversion. The conversion at which this occurs is slightly higher than that obtained
for non-isothermal analysis; however, the pressure versus conversion profiles
(Figure 3.25) show that the pressure increased over a range in conversion after the
sudden increase in pressure change at 50% conversion.

Figure 3.28 Isothermally obtained master curve for the polyurea reaction at H 2O/NCO=1.65
also displaying pressure evolution during cure

The effect of varying the water concentration on the reaction kinetics of the system
was also investigated using isothermal PDSC; however, highly variable results of the
heat flow were obtained for other ratios of water to isocyanate. Although the mixture
of water and isocyanate was initially well mixed, it existed as a dispersion of the two
components. Over the length of time required for the isothermal reaction, the mixture
separated which resulted in the variations observed.
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3.2.3.3 Volumetric Analysis of Carbon Dioxide Evolution
The polyurea reaction at varying ratios of water to isocyanate was investigated using
the volumetric technique for carbon dioxide evolution. Samples were left to cure for
a maximum of 80 hours to detect changes in carbon dioxide levels over time. Figure
3.29 shows the progression of the isocyanate- water reaction at increasing mole ratios
of water to isocyanate. The mole ratio of water to isocyanate in the industry
formulation is 1.65. No significant change in carbon dioxide evolution was observed
with an increasing concentration of water. In all ratios tested, a limiting isocyanate
mole ratio was present. The average volume of carbon dioxide produced after 67
hours was approximately 18.06 ± 0.26 ml/gram of PMDI or 2.23 ± 0.032 L mol-1 of
isocyanate. The theoretical volume of carbon dioxide production, assuming half of
the isocyanate is consumed by water and half is consumed by the highly reactive
amine is 12.23 litres of carbon dioxide per mole of isocyanate at standard
temperature and pressure. Thus, a definitive discrepancy is apparent, indicating that
either not all the isocyanate reacted, the carbamic acid intermediate did not
completely decompose, or alternatively some of carbon dioxide was trapped inside
the cured material.
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Figure 3.29 Carbon dioxide evolution from the PMDI-water reaction

Figure 3.30 Rate of CO2 evolution for the PMDI-water reaction

The profile of carbon dioxide evolution for the industry ratio is displayed in Figure
3.30 for a period of 70 hours. A linear relationship exists for carbon dioxide
evolution with time up to a period of 40 hrs, after which a plateau is reached. Using
the linear relationship up to a period of 40 hours we can determine if the evolution of
carbon dioxide is a first order process with respect to water consumption.
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[7]

If a relationship exists between the loss of water and the carbon dioxide evolved,
Equation (3-7) should hold.

(3-7)

The rate of water consumption can be described by:

(3-8)

Integration of Equation (3-8) and substitution into Equation (3-7) yields:

(3-9)

Where k is the rate constant and can be determined from the slope of Equation (3-9)
when the term on the L.H.S. is plotted against time (t).
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Figure 3.31 Rate of CO2 evolution with respect to water consumption assuming a first order
process

As can be seen from Figure 3.31, a linear relationship is observed up to 660 min (11
hours) of the reaction, signifying the evolution of carbon dioxide is a first order
process with respect to water consumption at the start of the reaction. The value for
the rate of carbon dioxide evolution is k = 4 × 10-4 ± 4.4 × 10-6 min-1.
The rate of evolution of carbon dioxide with respect to the total amount of carbon
dioxide evolved over the first 40 hours (2500 minutes) was also investigated. Figure
3.32 displays the application of a first order rate of reaction and it is evident that nonlinearity exists. However, when a second order rate equation was applied to the data,
the rate of evolution of carbon dioxide observed in Figure 3.33 was linear up to a
period of 900 minutes (15 hours) giving a rate of 4.74 × 10 -4 ± 1.2 × 10-5 min-1. Thus,
the rate of carbon dioxide evolution with respect to the consumption of water and
with respect to the carbon dioxide evolved is within experimental error.
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Figure 3.32 First order process for the rate of carbon dioxide evolution

Figure 3.33 Second order process for the rate of carbon dioxide evolution
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3.2.3.4 Cure Kinetics through FTIR
The conversion of isocyanate groups was followed using transmission mode and
calculated using Beer‟s law for a mole ratio of water to isocyanate = 1.65

[56]

. The

results shown in Figure 3.34 were variable over the period the reaction was
analysed, which was attributed to the experimental method as well as the production
of carbon dioxide as the reaction progressed. The film thickness on the KBr discs
may have changed in between measurements due to the vertical sampling technique
used and carbon dioxide evolution. The total conversion (using Equation (1-25))
reached after 120 min at 60 °C was 34%, indicating the reaction between water and
isocyanate is extremely slow. Applying a linear relationship to the conversion data
(Figure 3.34) allowed more points to be analysed using the line of best fit. Using the
line of best fit, the a 2nd order model was applied to the conversion data and shown in
Figure 3.35. A good fit to the second order rate equation for the rate of conversion of
isocyanate groups was observed for a period of 120 minutes, fitting the data even
more closely below 60 minutes (Figure 3.35-insert). The rate of conversion of
isocyanate groups was found to be kNCO= 4.5 × 10-3 ± 1.5 × 10-4 min-1 which is one
order of magnitude higher than the rates determined for carbon dioxide evolution
using the volumetric technique.

Figure 3.34 Conversion versus time for the consumption of Isocyanate groups at 60 °C for the
H2O/NCO mole ratio= 1.65
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Figure 3.35 Second order rate equation describes the rate of consumption of isocyanate groups
for the polyurea reaction at the mole ratio of H 2O/NCO=1.65 at 60 °C.
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3.2.4

Conclusions

Pressure differential scanning calorimetry (PDSC) was employed to determine the
reaction kinetics of the polyurea reaction where the heat of reaction was found to be
higher than that achieved for the polyurethane reaction (38 kJ mol-1 equiv. NCO cf.
25 kJ mol-1 equiv. NCO). Higher peak temperatures and activation energies (70 kJ
mol-1 cf. 38-45 kJ mol-1) were also achieved, suggesting the polyurea reaction
requires a greater amount of energy to activate, although once activated is more
exothermic than the polyurethane reaction. A 20% jump in conversion was achieved
at approximately 60% conversion, evidenced both in non-isothermal and isothermal
mode.
The evolution of carbon dioxide could be detected using PDSC through the pressure
increase during cure. It is unsure whether there is a gradual release in carbon dioxide,
or if a larger amount of carbon dioxide is released causing the large pressure increase
after 60% conversion due to the acceleration of the water and isocyanate reaction.
Volumetric analysis demonstrated that no change in carbon dioxide evolution was
evident with increasing water to isocyanate mole ratios. The rate of carbon dioxide
evolution followed a second order rate equation and was found to be first order with
respect to water consumption in the initial stages of cure, with both rates of equal
magnitude. FTIR studies also showed a second order rate of conversion of isocyanate
groups.
In summary:
The rate of the water and isocyanate reaction is:


1st order with respect to water consumption using volumetric carbon dioxide
analysis, therefore: Rate  [H2O]



2nd order with respect to isocyanate consumption using FTIR analysis,
therefore: Rate  [NCO]2



2nd order with respect to carbon dioxide evolution using volumetric carbon
dioxide analysis, therefore; Rate  [CO2]2

Thus the overall rate of the water-isocyanate reaction is  [H2O][NCO]2.
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CHAPTER 4
Investigation into the reaction kinetics of
glycerol and the commercial diisocyanate resin
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4 INVESTIGATION INTO THE REACTION KINETICS OF
GLYCEROL AND THE COMMERCIAL DIISOCYANATE RESIN

4.1

Introduction

The urethane network formed through the crosslinking reaction of oligomeric
diphenylmethyl diisocyanate (PMDI) and the polyol, provides a continuous matrix
that adds to the structural integrity of the coating. However, problems arise during
the curing reaction; water present in the polyol emulsion can cause random blistering
to occur as a result of carbon dioxide evolution within the product from competing
reactions between isocyanate and water. [1-4] Furthermore, an important factor in the
application of this coating resin is workability time, which is dependent on the time
of gelation. Beyond the gel point the polymer does not flow due to the development
of a continuous covalent network which is dependent on the curing reactions
occurring in the product.[5, 6]
The research in this chapter is a fundamental study into the reaction kinetics between
the polyol, glycerol and the commercial diisocyanate resin (PMDI). A requirement
within the project framework is not to only reduce the amount of carbon dioxide
evolved by the product but to also reduce the viscosity of the application mixture to
improve product workability. This was achieved through the addition of glycerol as a
second polyol (see Chapter 5 for full details), hence the need for a fundamental study
into the kinetics of the glycerol-PMDI reaction.
Reaction rate, kinetics of cure and state of cure are key aspects of understanding and
controlling the coating performance. Thermoset cure has been investigated
extensively for epoxies and polyester polymers,

[7-9]

and although many authors have

investigated polyurethane thermoset cure through the use of idealised monomer units
containing diisocyanate functional groups

[10-18]

, very little work has been performed

on the use of oligomerc isocyanates with trifunctional polyol.[19-21]
Several different reactions can occur during polyurethane polymerisation, due to: a)
inconsistent reactivities of functional groups b) secondary reactions taking place at
higher temperatures and c) extended periods of cure.[22,

23]

Mechanistically, the

reaction system is therefore extremely complex. Despite this reaction complexity,
many researchers assume only one reaction model describes the entire curing process
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[10, 14, 24-26]

. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has been widely used for

studying thermoset reactions in both isothermal and non-isothermal modes,[27-29]
however, there have been minimal investigations using isoconversional DSC analysis
to study complex polyurethane cure. DSC was employed to establish the kinetic
parameters using isoconversional methods and using general kinetic models for
comparison. In addition, comprehensive rheological investigations were performed
to further understand the cure profile of the stoichiometric ratio. The reacting
polyurethane undergoes chain extension and subsequent branching due to the higher
functional moieties present in the reacting components. [28] Viscosity build up of the
system, is a consequence of the increase in molecular weight and, provides
information on the reaction rate and cure profile. [30,

31]

Two important transitions

which are measurable through rheological investigations are gelation and
vitrification. When the material is cured above its glass transition temperature it will
undergo gelation at a critical conversion, which is determined as the time where the
polymer can no longer flow. Gelation is a critical component in thermosetting
systems as it describes the formation of an infinite molecular network.[28, 32] If the
material is cured below its glass transition temperature, two transitions are noticed in
rheological measurements; gelation and vitrification. Vitrification is a gradual
process in which the curing kinetics changes from chemically controlled to diffusion
controlled.[32]
The optimum curing ratio between glycerol and PMDI was also examined through
non-isothermal DSC and the kinetics of cure for the optimum ratio elucidated
through isoconversional analysis and compared with the stoichiometric ratio.
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4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Materials and sample preparation
PMDI as described in Chapter 3, as well as glycerol 99.9% pure was obtained from
Sigma Aldrich and was used as received (Appendix A).
A stoichiometric ratio of NCO to OH was used to describe a model system. The
materials were mixed at standard conditions using an overhead drill mixer with a 5
cm diameter fan blade. The general reaction for isocyanate and polyol can be seen in
Scheme1.14.
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+

CH2

CHOH
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H O
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CH2O
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O

O
urethane bond formation

Where R, R' corresponds to
a PMDI oligomer and
R'' corresponds to a glycerol carbon

Scheme 4.1 Reaction between glycerol and PMDI
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4.2.2 Methods
4.2.2.1 DSC Measurement
Kinetic studies were performed using a DSC 2920 (TA instruments). Samples were
sealed in hermetic aluminium pans with an average sample weight of 5 ± 0.5 mg.
Cell constant calibration was performed using an indium (99.99% pure) standard.
Nitrogen at a flow rate of 50 ml min-1 was used for the purge gas.
The isothermal method employed, required the DSC cell to be pre-heated to the
appropriate isothermal temperature before quickly placing the sample in the cell at
one of the following isothermal temperatures of; 70 ºC, 80 ºC, 90 ºC and 100 ºC.
Thermal equilibrium was achieved within one minute of sample insertion. The
isothermal curing reaction exhibiting an exothermic peak was considered complete
when the signal levelled back to the baseline. The total area under the exotherm was
used to obtain the isothermal heat of reaction; QT. Following the completion of this
reaction, samples were quickly quenched to room temperature using a water bath and
were reheated using a temperature rate of 10 °C min-1 to determine the residual heat
of reaction (Qres). A second non-isothermal ramping run was then performed at 10 °C
min-1 from -10 °C to 180 °C to ensure no further reactivity in the system. Absolute
extents of cure were determined by choosing the maximum heat of reaction (Qrxn) of
the sample as the sum of the isothermal heat (QT) and the residual heat of reaction
(Qres) determined at 70 ºC.[11] The maximum heat of reaction achieved using this
method was 54 ± 2 kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate for the mole ratio of OH/NCO=1
and 74 ± 4 kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate for the mole ratio of OH/NCO=1.5.
Generally, polyurethane reactions have a reaction enthalpy between -80 and -90 kJ
mol-1 equivalent isocyanate

[19, 33, 34]

, with Chappel et al.

[19]

reporting a lower value

of -69 kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate. It is important to note that the relative extents
of cure were determined through integration of the DSC peaks of the isothermal
curves up to a time of 30 min at each temperature.
Non-isothermal cure was determined as fractional areas of DSC peaks with the total
heat release in each non-isothermal experiment assigned to α=1 for heating ramps of
5, 10 and 20 °C min-1. Samples were ramped between -10 °C to 250 °C, depending
on the heating rate used. A second non-isothermal run was performed under the same
conditions and showed no further exothermic reaction. [35]
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4.2.2.2 Rheological Measurement
An AR-2000 controlled stress and direct strain control rheometer from TA
Instruments, (US) was used to study the cure profile of the coating system through
gelation and viscosity build up. A 2 cm 2º cone and plate configuration was used to
achieve a thin gap allowing a large surface-to volume ratio for isothermal curing.
Dynamic measurements in oscillatory mode were performed at a frequency of 1 Hz
or using a multi frequency technique ranging from 1 Hz to 10 Hz with a strain of
0.1%, 10 % or 100% (initial tests were performed to ensure the response was in the
viscoelastic region). A limitation of the equipment was the inability to change strains
during the evolution of the network structure. [36] In order to detect the initial network
formation, a higher strain (10%) was required and performed in multifrequency
mode. To obtain information on the network formation as it evolved, without
breaking the network structure, a much smaller strain is required. Therefore to
achieve this, the experiment was repeated using a smaller strain of 0.1% at 1 Hz. A
strain of 100% was also used in multifrequency mode to detect the gel time when tan
δ becomes frequency independent.[32] A conditioning step, with pre-shearing, was
used to ensure the same deformation history for all samples tested. This procedure
removed the potential for unaccounted anomalies resulting from thermal and
deformational history. Isothermal measurements were performed at 70 ºC, 80 ºC, 90
ºC and 100 ºC.

4.2.2.3 Mid and Near Infrared Spectroscopic Analysis
A Nicolet FTIR Nexus 8700 spectrophotometer, fitted with a diamond ATR
(attenuated total reflectance), was used to quantitatively determine residual
isocyanate and hydroxyl groups in the cured sample. The maximum penetration of
infrared radiation into the sample using this technique is 1 m and the average
number of scans used, to obtain an infrared spectrum, was 32 at a resolution of 4 cm1

. A background spectrum of air was collected which was then subtracted from the

collected IR spectrum for each sample was collected.
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Figure 4.1A shows a typical IR spectrum of cured polyurethane, after DSC analysis.
The DSC analysis consisted of an isothermal run followed by two non-isothermal
runs to ensure full reaction has occurred. FTIR analysis was used to measure the
isocyanate peak at a wavelength of 2270 cm-1 . Residual hydroxy groups were
measured at 7000 cm-1 using near infrared-ATR of a sample cured isothermally at 70
°C for 24 hrs following subsequent heating for 3 hrs at 180 °C (Figure 4.1B).[37-39]

Figure 4.1A) MID-IR of cured sample with residual unreacted isocyanate and B) N-IR of cured
polyurethane sample showing residual hydroxyl groups
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4.2.2.4 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
DMA measurements were performed using a TA Instruments DMAQ800 in single
cantilever bending deformation mode. The samples were cured isothermally at 70 °C
for 24 hours followed by post-curing at 180 °C for 3 hours. DMA tests were carried
out at a frequency of 1 Hz, amplitude of 20 μm, in the temperature range of -100 °C
to 180 °C with heating ramp of 2 °C min-1.
The glass transition temperature Tg, was taken as the temperature at which the loss
factor tan δ reached a maximum. Liquid nitrogen was used to achieve the subambient temperatures. The ultimate glass transition temperature (Tg) of the cured
material, determined by DMA, from an average of 3 samples, was 104 ± 3 °C.
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4.3

Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Investigation of reaction kinetics through DSC for the stoichiometric
ratio
The polyurethane system was cured at isothermal temperatures below its ultimate
glass transition temperature allowing gelation and vitrification to occur during the
course of reaction, resulting in incomplete cure. Figure 4.2 shows the heat flow
profiles for the system cured isothermally at four different temperatures. From
Figure 4.2 the increase in cure time at lower isothermal temperatures is evident.
Isothermal experiments at 90 °C and 100 °C levelled off to baseline after 30 minutes
of reaction time. It is important to note that the isothermal heat of reaction (QT) after
30 minutes, increased with an increase in isothermal cure temperature (Table 4-1).
In contrast, the isothermal heat of reaction decreased with an increase in isothermal
cure temperature when the isothermal signal was allowed to level off to baseline for
70 °C (120 min) and 80 °C (60 min) (Table 4-1), indicating the complexity of the
curing reaction and the change in reaction conditions. Unreacted isocyanate and
hydroxyl groups (Figure 4.1A and Figure 4.1B respectively) were detected after the
DSC samples underwent isothermal curing followed by two non-isothermal scans.
As stated above, the polyurethane samples were isothermally cured below the Tg
(104 °C), resulting in vitrification of the system, hence the presence of free unreacted
isocyanate and hydroxyl groups. This phenomenon is caused by diffusion limitation
of the reactive groups embedded in the polymer matrix upon cross-linking. Thus, the
polyurethane system undergoes incomplete cure, reaching what is known as the
ultimate extent of cure.

[35, 40]

The conversion () at time t, is calculated from

Equation (4-1) and shown in Table 4-1 for 30 minute and 120 minute time intervals.

t




0

dQ
dt
dt

(4-1)

Qrxn

where α is the conversion at time t.
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From Table 4-1 it is evident that the conversion trend at different curing
temperatures changes with curing time, indicating the complexity of curing reaction
kinetics. The increase in conversion with temperature (except 100ºC) is indicative of
the chemically driven reaction kinetics. At 100°C, the isothermal temperature
reaches the glass transition temperature resulting in vitrification, which retards the
chemical reaction. More importantly, greater conversions are achieved at longer cure
times for isothermal temperatures at 70 °C and 80 °C, indicating inconsistent
reactivities of functional groups. The presence of a secondary hydroxyl group in
glycerol, if provided sufficient time to react is likely to increase the conversion at
lower temperatures.

Heat flow curves (W g-1) as obtained by isothermal DSC runs

Figure 4.2

Table 4-1 Total heat flow and ultimate extents of cure for two time intervals at varying
isothermal cure temperatures

Isothermal

QT J g-1

QT J g-1

% Conversion

% Conversion

temperature (°C)

30 min

120 min

at 30 min

( at baseline)

70

48.4 ± 3.4 252.6 ± 12.62

13.8 ± 1.1

72.2 ± 4.3

80

104.7 ± 4.1

155.5 ±7.3

29.9 ± 1.5

44.5 ± 2.6

90

128.9 ± 1.1

133.2 ± 2.7

36.8 ± 1.3

38.1 ± 1.5

100

73.4 ± 1.6

73.4 ± 1.6

21.0 ± 0.8

21.0 ± 0.8
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As a comparative study the non-isothermal method for DSC measurement was
obtained by monitoring the heat of reaction at a constant heating rate. The cure rate
versus conversion profiles are shown in Figure 4.3. It is noticed that the maximum
cure rate occurs at approximately 40% conversion and a second shoulder is formed
with an increase in heating rate at approximately 80% conversion. This will be
discussed further in section 4.3.1.3. Temperatures obtained at the peak are displayed
in Table 4-2.

Figure 4.3 Cure rate profiles for non-isothermal DSC

Table 4-2

Peak temperatures for non-isothermal heating rates

Heating Rate

Hrxn J g-1

Tpeak (°C)

-1

°C min

%Conversion
@ Tpeak

5

226.4 ± 2.5

111.16 ± 0.21

41.21 ± 1.11

10

256.7 ± 1.2

124.34 ± 0.04

40.77 ± 2.15

20

245.7 ± 2.3

140.86 ± 0.23

38.53 ± 0.01
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4.3.1.1 Applicability of kinetic models
Many authors have reported that polyurethane cure follows a second order
reaction.[28, 41-44] The degree of conversion versus time profile for the polyurethane
system at different isothermal temperatures was thus fitted to the second order model
and is presented in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Degree of conversion of polyurethane system vs. time at different curing
temperatures fitted to a 2nd order model

At lower temperatures, the second order model over estimates the conversion early in
the reaction (up to 20-30% cure) and underestimates the conversion later in the
reaction. The second order relationship describes higher temperatures much more
accurately, although it does predict higher conversions at the end of reaction. The
reaction rate constant (k) was determined as the slope of the line when substituting
the experimental data into the second order rate model (Equation (1-7) n=2). The
beginning and endpoints of the data were omitted from the calculation. The rate
constant was found to increase for an increase in cure temperature and can thus be
described by the Arrhenius equation (Equation (1-6)). Taking the logarithm of the
Arrhenius equation and plotting ln k vs. 1/T (K-1), the activation energy was
determined to be 96 ± 11 kJ mol-1 (R2= 0.97). This is much higher than that observed
for similar systems within the literature. [15, 26, 28, 45] However, as discussed above, if
the reaction has its highest rate of cure at t ≠ 0 during an isothermal cure process and
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the maximum peak occurs at 30-40% of the total conversion in the cure rate versus
conversion plot, then the reaction is said to be autocatalytic. [7,

27, 29, 46-48]

The

maximum cure rate at each isothermal temperature was observed at approximately
20-30% conversion (Figure 4.5), which is indicative of an autocatalytic process.
Carbamate groups formed during polyurethane cure have autocatalytic properties,
thus Equation (1-13) was used for the analysis of isothermal DSC data. [15, 26, 45, 49]
The degree of conversion of the polyurethane reaction at four isothermal
temperatures fitted to an autocatalytic model is presented in Figure 4.6. The model
fits the conversion profiles well for all temperatures except 70 ºC, and slightly higher
conversions are predicted at 80 °C and 90 °C. This is caused by the diffusion
limitation of the reactive groups that are embedded in the polymer matrix upon crosslinking.[35] Furthermore, the degree of conversion versus time for polyurethane cure
fitted to an autocatalytic model (Figure 4.6) shows a better fit than the second order
model (Figure 4.4). It can also be seen from Figure 4.5 that the reaction becomes
diffusion controlled towards the end of cure, as lower conversions are observed
compared to the kinetic model. This is more evident for higher temperatures where
the secondary hydroxyl has less time to react due to the isothermal cure temperature
approaching the glass transition temperature. The entire cure process includes both
the fast primary hydroxyl reactions as well as the slower reactions of the secondary
hydroxyl group present in glycerol.[19] The presence of the secondary hydroxyl group
allows for higher conversions to be achieved if cured at lower temperatures and for
longer times.
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Figure 4.5

Master curve for the polyurethane reaction fitted to an autocatalytic model
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Figure 4.6 Degree of conversion of polyurethane system vs. time at different curing
temperatures fitted to an autocatalytic model
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Table 4-3

Autocatalytic model parameters

Isothermal
Temperature (ºC)
70

k(T)

m

0.0749 0.542

n
3.21

80

0.15

0.551

3.81

90

0.346

0.61

4.76

100
Average

0.591

0.592
0.57

4.48
4.07

A summary of the autocatalytic model parameters (obtained from TA kinetic
software) for each temperature is given in Table 4-3. The total order (m+n) of the
reaction was found to be an average of 4.6. This is relatively high for polyurethane
reactions and shows that both m and n are fractional values with m~ 0.57 and n~
4.07. The varying rates of reactivity of the primary and secondary hydroxyls of the
glycerol and the isocyanate may be the reason for such a high reaction order
providing further evidence of an extremely complex reaction mechanism.

[15, 33]

Thus, the entire cure reaction is only reasonably described by the autocatalytic model
chosen. The relationship between the cure rate constant and cure temperature is
shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7

Arrhenius plot for the determination of activation energy through the rate

constant found by isothermal calorimetry

It can be seen that Arrhenius equation (Equation (1-6)) is obeyed, giving an
activation energy of approximately 74.8 ± 3.6 kJ mol-1 (R2= 0.99). This value is
lower than that achieved using a second order model (96 ± 11 kJ mol-1 R2=0.97),
although still higher than observed literature values.
Non-isothermal kinetic analysis of the polyurethane system was also determined by
applying an nth order model as suggested by Hernández-Sánchez et al. [44] In order to
determine the reaction order, activation energy and the Arrhenius prefactor, they
applied an equalisation process using two heating rates based on the modified form
of the Arrhenius equation and nth order model (Equation (4-2)). Using two heating
rates, equations (4-3) and (4-4) are formed and the division of Equation (4-3) by
Equation (4-4) gives the base Equation (4-5) from which the reaction order,
activation energy or Arrhenius pre-factor can be calculated from various equalisation
processes. Applying an equalization process for the temperature (T1=T2) at two
heating rates, and taking the logarithm of the equation, the reaction order was
calculated using Equation (4-6).[50]

(4-2)
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(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)

(4-6)

Where  is the conversion, d/dt is the conversion rate, R is the universal gas
constant, Ti is the temperature, Ea is the apparent activation energy, n is the reaction
order and K is the Arrhenius pre-factor.
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Figure 4.8 Reaction order as determined by non-isothermal DSC using Hernández-Sánchez
method.[44]
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The reaction order was determined as the slope of ln ((1-α1)/(1-α2)) versus ln
((dα/dt)1/(dα/dt)2) for a combination of heating rates; 5 and 10 °K min-1, 5 and 20 °K
min-1, and 10 and 20 °K min-1. An average reaction order of ~ 5.3 was obtained and a
representation is shown in Figure 4.8. This reaction order is in good agreement with
that obtained through isothermal DSC methods, where an autocatalytic model was
chosen with two reaction orders (m + n) their sum being ~ 4.64.
The activation energy can be obtained by the equalisation of the conversion rates
(d1/dt=d2/dt) at two heating rates, and taking the logarithm of the equation as
shown in Equation (4-7).

(4-7)

Plotting the left hand side versus the inverse temperature difference, shown on the
right hand side in brackets, gives a straight line whose slope can be used to calculate
the activation energy. The activation energy calculated using this method was found
to be 90 ± 5 kJ mol-1. This value is slightly higher than the autocatalytic model,
however agrees well with that obtained using the nth order isothermal kinetic model.
The reaction orders ascertained using autocatalytic and nth order models were in good
agreement, even though the activation energies obtained were higher for the n th order
model. This supports the discussions of Vyazovkin
for

using

[51]

and represents a good case

isoconversional methods with systems whose reactions occur

predominately in liquid and solid phases, as the activation energy is most likely to
change with conversion and medium temperature.

4.3.1.2 Isoconversional methods

Vyazovkin[51-53] suggests that although one is able to determine the pre-exponential
factor and the reaction model, these are not necessary to predict the outcome of a
process, especially for complex systems. Vyazovkin

[51-53]

discusses the application

of isoconversional methods to detect multi step mechanisms by plotting the apparent
activation energy versus the conversion. If there is more than one process occurring,
the activation energy varies with the extent of conversion. Isoconversional analysis
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has previously been used to describe the crosslinking reaction for limited number
polyurethane systems, despite their complexity. [11, 54] In general, absolute extents of
cure are used when evaluating the cure profile, however for reactions undergoing
incomplete cure, this yields an error in the activation energy at higher conversions. [35]
Thus the relative extents of cure along with Equation (1-16) were used to determine
the change in activation energy with conversion shown in Figure 4.9 (data at 100 °C
was omitted from the calculation as a substantial amount of heat may have been
undetected in the early stages as the reaction is very fast).

Figure 4.9 Variation of activation energy with conversion for isothermal DSC cure

It can be seen that the activation energy (Eα) increases up to a critical conversion
(approximately 60%) after which a decrease occurs. This suggests a diffusion
controlled process is apparent in the later stages of the reaction. [55] A similar convex
shaped activation energy profile was obtained for a polyurethane process using
model free kinetics and was attributed to autocatalytic cure in the initial stages,
followed by diffusion control.[54] The activation energy increases from 5 kJ mol-1 to
33.7 kJ mol-1, which is ~ 30% lower than reported values in the literature for
polyurethane systems and is much lower than that obtained using both nth-order and
autocatalytic models in the previous section. [33, 44, 56]
As a comparative study, non-isothermal DSC kinetics was analysed using
isoconversional methods (Figure 4.3). The non-isothermal method for DSC
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measurement is obtained by monitoring the heat of reaction at a constant heating
rate. Using the same initial composition and obtaining data at several different
heating rates, the kinetic parameters can be evaluated. Ozawa‟s expression as shown
in Equation (1-14) was used to calculate the activation energy. Tp is the peak
temperature obtained from an average of five thermograms at three different heating
rates (i.e. at equal conversion) (Table 4-2). Plotting the left side numerator versus
denominator at various heating rates, a straight line was obtained with a slope of
(Ea/R) giving an activation energy of 58.6 ± 2.6 kJ mol-1 R2 =0.99. This activation
energy is higher than the isothermal isoconversional method.

Figure 4.10 Variation of activation energy with conversion for non-isothermal data

The variation of the activation energy with conversion determined through Equation
(1-20), is displayed in Figure 4.10 and a steady decrease in activation energy with
conversion is observed with a small increase in the later stages of conversion. This
small increase towards the later stages of cure has previously been explained by the
formation and reaction of allophanate, which is known to occur in polyurethane
systems at temperatures above 140 °C. [11,

23]

The profile of the non-isothermal

method has a narrower range of activation energy from 49.5 kJ mol-1 to 55 kJ mol-1
and is practically constant when compared to the isothermal plot, thus very minimal
diffusion control is apparent (Figure 4.9). These activation energies are similar to the
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values reported in the literature. [33, 44] As the isothermal method and non-isothermal
method differ in their chemically driven and diffusion controlled kinetics, with
isothermal cure representing incomplete cure, the non-isothermal method is a more
reliable representation of the activation energy for the overall reaction.
4.3.1.3 Kinetic differences of the primary and secondary hydroxyls
Differing reactivity of the primary and secondary hydroxyl groups in glycerol is
evident from non-isothermal and isothermal DSC data. The cure rate versus
conversion profile in Figure 4.3 displays a second shoulder at approximately 80%
conversion, apparent due to the slower reacting secondary hydroxyl group. In
isothermal DSC experiments, lower isothermal cure temperatures lead to an increase
in curing time and conversion. The presence of the secondary hydroxyl group in
glycerol, if given sufficient time to react is likely to increase the conversion at lower
temperatures while increasing vitrification times.
The entire cure process therefore includes both fast primary hydroxyl reactions as
well as the slower reactions of the secondary hydroxyl group. [19] Using curve fitting
software (Origin 7.5) and fitting two peaks to the isothermal heat flow versus time
curves for 70 °C (120 min) 80 °C (60 min), 90 °C (40 min) and 100 °C (16 min) the
conversion due to the primary and secondary hydroxyls can be differentiated. An
example is shown for an isothermal run performed at 70 °C in Figure 4.11 A.
The experimental data fitted well to a Gaussian model, with a reduced chi-squared of
7.74 ×10-6, COD of 98 and correlation of 0.99. (Iterations performed= 200 with a
0.95 confidence interval and a tolerance of 0.05. DOF= 52 and number of points =
58.) The conversion of the primary hydroxyl group was calculated from the area
under the 1st peak fitted to the heat flow curves, while the conversion of the
secondary hydroxyl group was calculated from the area of the second peak fitted to
the heat flow curves. The secondary hydroxyl group conversion for the isothermal
temperature of 100 °C was omitted from the data-set presented, because the reaction
ceased too early for reliable determination of the second peak area. Plotting the
conversion versus time at each temperature for both peaks separately and
determining the slope of the line, the relative reaction rates of the primary and
secondary hydroxyls can be elucidated and shown in Figure 4.11 B.
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Figure 4.11 A) Gaussian fit of heat flow curve during isothermal cure at 70 °C: 2 peaks fitted
pertaining to primary and secondary hydroxyls and B) Rate of cure pertaining to primary and
secondary hydroxyls in glycerol.

From the slope of the straight lines, the primary hydroxyl is found to react three
times faster than the secondary hydroxyl in glycerol, which has also been reported by
Chappel et al.[19], using an alternative method.
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4.3.2 Rheological investigation of the stoichiometric ratio of Glycerol to PMDI
Rheological behaviour of network formation was monitored for the duration of cure
for the polyurethane system. During isothermal cure, viscosity changes are detected
due to an increase in molecular weight. The viscosity increases with time (Figure
4.12) due to urethane bond formation; however, many stages were noticed indicating
this is a very complex reaction system.

Figure 4.12 Viscosity build up of the polyurethane system at various isothermal temperatures at
0.1% strain and inset at 10% strain showing initial viscosity build up

The inset in Figure 4.12 represents the initial stages of viscosity build-up (90 °C data
omitted for clarity-profile is clear in the main Figure). From the Figure insert, it is
expected that the reaction mixture remains homogeneous with the more reactive
functional groups combining until the point in time where the viscosity slightly
decreases and proceeds to further increase with time producing a small peak. This
reduction in viscosity is caused by heterogeneous curing, because the reaction
product is insoluble in the reacting matrix. [57] The small peak observed is more
pronounced at higher temperatures, while at 70 °C it extends over a longer period of
time. It is suggested that formation of microgel particles and the start of gelation
occur at this point, after which a rapid increase in the rate was observed, transitioning
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to two main stages of viscosity build up. The two stages seen in Figure 4.12 are
assigned to the difference in reactivity of the primary and secondary hydroxyl groups
in the glycerol as was established using DSC data. Furthermore, at each of these two
stages of viscosity build up, a change in the rate is noticed, which could be apparent
due to the difference in reactivity of the terminal isocyanate groups to the internal
isocyanate groups of the varying weight oligomers in PMDI. [58] The evolution of the
elastic modulus, G′, loss modulus, G″ and tan δ for each temperature is shown in
Figure 4.13. The behaviour of tan δ depends on the cure temperature and can be
related to the two main stages of viscosity build up and the sudden increase in G′ and
G″.

Figure 4.13 Evolution of G′, G″ and tan δ at various isothermal cure temperatures at 0.1%
strain, 1Hz

With the cure temperature below the ultimate glass transition temperature, two tan δ
peaks were observed and were found to be in direct relation to the slope changes
observed in viscosity. The tan δ peak is broad and spans over a longer period of time
at 70 °C; forming a shoulder at 80 °C, while at 90 °C, two distinct peaks were
observed. This variation in tan δ with increasing temperature, where a more distinct
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second peak is observed at 90 °C, confirmed that primary and secondary hydroxyls
respond differently to temperature. This same influence of temperature was also
seen in isothermal DSC scans. At 100 °C, the isothermal temperature matched the
glass transition temperature resulting in a lower viscosity build-up in the later stage
of cure. In contrast, at temperatures below the glass transition temperature, there is
an onset of diffusion control resulting in an increase of the magnitude of viscosity
build-up, G′ and G″.
The initial cure behaviour was monitored at 10% strain because the evolution of G′,
G″ and tan δ at 0.1% strain was highly scattered. Initially, the loss modulus starts
growing while the storage modulus is below the sensitivity of the equipment. After
the crossover of G′ and G″ determined at 10% strain and shown in Table 4-4, the
behaviour is followed using 0.1% strain, as shown in Figure 4.12. The variation of
G′ and G″ depends on the isothermal temperature used. At 70 °C and 80 °C the same
profile is observed for G′ and G″, whereby the storage modulus rises above the loss
modulus until a point where the loss modulus grows faster than the storage modulus
and coincides with the peak in tan δ. Once past the maximum tan δ, the storage
modulus continues to grow and increases at a rate which is faster than the loss
modulus pertaining to a more elastic system. This growth of the storage modulus
occurs from the reactions between the primary hydroxyl and less reactive isocyanate
groups as discussed earlier. The storage modulus undergoes a second rate rise which,
as discussed above, occurs through reactions of the secondary hydroxyl groups. It
can be seen in Figure 4.13A at 70 °C, the storage and loss modulus start to come
together towards the end of the profile. At this point, the system no longer flows and
represents the gel point. Gel times were established using the multifrequency
technique where tan δ becomes independent of frequency and are given in Table 4-4.
The dependence of gel time on isothermal cure temperature is depicted in Figure
4.14. The point where tan δ intersects for all frequencies is highlighted by a circle.
As the cure temperature gets closer to the glass transition temperature of the system,
the gel time is harder to detect by the crossover of the tan δ curves, as the onset of
diffusion control and gelation occur at the same time, giving rise to very complex
rheological behaviour.[59]
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Figure 4.14 Dependence of the gel point on the isothermal curing temperature for the
polyurethane system

The degree of conversion at the gel point can be considered as a constant for
thermosetting systems [32, 60, 61] allowing for a direct relationship between the gel time
(tgel) and the apparent curing constant Kc: [32, 62]
 1 

t gel  A'
 Kc 

(4-8)

The curing process can be described by an overall activation energy Ea where the
temperature dependence of the gel time follows the Arrhenius law (Kc(T) = A″exp(Ea/RT)), and can be obtained by plotting:

ln(t gel )  A' ' '

Ea
RT

(4-9)

The overall activation energy attained at the gel point (an isoconversional method) is
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77.4 ± 4.4 kJ mol-1. This value is much higher than the activation energy range
obtained using isoconversional DSC analysis; however is in very good agreement
with the activation energy obtained using the autocatalytic model.
The crossover of the storage modulus and loss modulus is also used to characterise
gelation for stoichiometric systems or systems with excess hardener. [59, 63] In this
case, it is suggested that the crossover represents the initial cure phase of the reacting
system with the formation of microgel particles, just before phase separation occurs.
Using the times where G′=G″ (Table 4-4), the apparent activation energy at early
stages of the reaction is 51.3 ± 5.2 kJ mol-1 and is closer to that obtained using
isoconversional, non-isothermal DSC kinetics.
Table 4-4 Critical rheological times obtained using the crossover of G′ and G″ and the
frequency independence of tan δ

Isothermal

G′=G″

tan δ frequency

temperature

(min)

independance

(°C)

(min)

70

11.9

218

80

8.4

119

90

5.1

54

100

2.8

25

A summary of the various activation energies obtained using isothermal/nonisothermal modes and model and isoconversional methods are given in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5 Summary of varying activation energies obtained for the complex polyurethane
reaction between glycerol and PMDI

Method

Isothermal

Non-isothermal

Isoconversional-Vyazovkin‟s

5-35

50-55

Isoconversional-Ozawa‟s

na

58.6 ± 2.6

Isoconversional-Rheology

77.4 ± 4.4

na

96 ± 11

90 ± 5

74.8 ± 3.6

na

nth order model
Autocatalytic model
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A comparison between isoconversional and model implementation to determine the
activation energy of the complex polyurethane reaction showed that much higher
activation energies were achieved by using kinetic models in both isothermal and
non-isothermal modes, with the exception of rheological data which agreed well with
the autocatalytic model.
A comparison between the kinetic models showed higher activation energies using
the nth order model, however the reaction orders obtained using both models were in
good agreement.
Isothermal isoconversional analysis gave much lower activation energies than nonisothermal isoconversional data, which could be attributed to the data used for
isothermal analysis consisting of only the first 40 minutes of the reaction, whereas
non-isothermal DSC isoconversional analysis represented the entire cure profile of
the reaction. Activation energy data obtained using isoconversional non-isothermal
DSC was much closer to the values obtained in the literature for similar systems.
26, 28, 45]

[15,

Thus it is concluded that the most reliable methods for obtaining activation

energy from DSC data is the use of non-isothermal isoconversional methods for the
polyurethane reaction. The advantage of using the isoconversional method is the
ability to follow the activation energy with conversion which gives rise to
information about the complexity of cure, especially when there are multiple reaction
mechanisms present.[52]
Given the complexity of the system studied, investigation of the optimum ratio of
glycerol to PMDI was investigated, in order to achieve maximum cure. In the
following section, varying mole ratios were investigated to determine the critical
ratio of glycerol to PMDI, achieving maximum cure.
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4.3.3 Investigation of the critical ratio of glycerol to PMDI
Varied mole ratios of glycerol to PMDI were analysed using non-isothermal DSC, in
order to determine the optimum mole ratio of OH/NCO to achieve the maximum
conversion at a heating rate of 10 °C min -1. The magnitude of the heat of reaction, as
well as the peak reaction temperature at each mole ratio of OH/NCO groups
investigated is displayed in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Extent of reaction for varying mole ratios of OH/NCO

It is noticed from Figure 4.15, that a critical ratio of OH/NCO = 1.5 was reached,
after which the heat of reaction remained constant. It was also noticed that the peak
reaction temperature was practically constant for all ratios. Conversion at the peak
temperature for all ratios was found to be approximately 40%. ATR-FTIR analysis of
the DSC cured samples was performed for each mole ratio and the conversions
displayed in Figure 4.16. The isocyanate peak at 2235 cm-1 was normalised to an
internal standard at 2911 cm-1 representing the stretching vibrations of CH 2
groups.[64] It was noticed that at the critical ratio of OH/NCO, the conversion as
determined by the reduction in the isocyanate peak intensity also increased up to a
ratio of OH/NCO=1.5 at approximately 90%, after which 100% conversion of
isocyanate groups became evident. Thus, an excess hydroxyl mole ratio is required
for complete conversion of isocyanate groups in this system. This is also evidenced
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in Figure 4.17, where DSC and ATR-FTIR data were in good agreement, following
the same profile with an increase in hydroxyl content. An excess of hydroxyl groups
might be required to overcome the slower reaction of the secondary hydroxyl group.
Reaction of the secondary hydroxyl group is limited once the reaction becomes
diffusion controlled as previously established.

Figure 4.16 Conversion of isocyanate peak intensity for increasing hydroxyl content

Figure 4.17 Overlap of the DSC and ATR-FTIR data for the conversion of isocyanate groups
with an increasing hydroxyl concentration
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To determine the existence of a relationship between the heat of reaction through
DSC and % isocyanate peak reduction through ATR-FTIR, the data were plotted
against each other and shown in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18 Heat of reaction in kJ mol-1 equivalent isocyanate versus %conversion determined
by the reduction in intensity of the isocyanate peak using ATR-FTIR

No direct correlation (Figure 4.18) existed between the heat of reaction as
determined by DSC analysis and the conversion of isocyanate as determined by
ATR-FTIR for increasing OH/NCO over the entire range investigated. However, a
correlation between the methods did exist for the ratios above and below the critical
ratio of OH/NCO =1.5.
The critical ratio will be investigated further using model-free kinetics in the next
section.
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4.3.4 Kinetic analysis of the critical ratio using isconversional methods for
DSC data
The critical mole ratio of OH/NCO = 1.5 was investigated further through isothermal
and non-isothermal calorimetry. Heat flow profiles are shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19 Heat flow profiles in A) non-isothermal and B) isothermal mode for the critical mole
ratio of OH/NCO.

It is noticed in Figure 4.19 A that a second shoulder was also evident in the heat
flow profiles with an excess mole ratio of hydroxyl OH/NCO=1.5, showing the
presence of the secondary hydroxyl reaction. The heat of reaction, peak reaction
temperature and conversion at the peak are given in Table 4-6.
The heat of reaction and peak reaction temperature tends to increase with an increase
in heating rate with a constant conversion achieved at the peak temperature.
Furthermore the peak temperature and conversions obtained at the peak are
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equivalent (within experimental error) to that obtained for the stoichiometric ratio.
The total heat of reaction (Hrxn) obtained through non-isothermal DSC is higher for
the excess hydroxyl mole ratio of OH/NCO=1.5 than the stoichiometric system,
suggesting larger conversions are reached.

Table 4-6

Reaction data for non-isothermal DSC analysis with an excess in hydroxyl

groups

Heating Rate °C

Hrxn J g-1

Tpeak (°C)

-1

min

%Conversion
@ Tpeak

5

305.83 ± 5.36

110.43 ± 0.39

39.52 ± 1.14

10

312.13 ± 3.28

124.34 ± 0.36

39.51 ± 0.95

20

333.67 ± 2.82

139.15 ± 0.46

39.14 ± 1.28

Ozawa‟s isoconversional analysis (Equation (4-9)) was used to obtain the activation
energy at the peak reaction temperature as equal conversions were apparent. The
apparent activation energy obtained using Ozawa‟s expression was 60.31 ± 0.18 kJ
mol-1 which is equivalent to that obtained for the stoichiometric system (58.6 ± 2.6
kJ mol-1) and has been reported for polyurethane systems as mentioned previously.
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The advanced integral isoconversional method by Vyazovkin

[51]

was also used to

determine the activation energy as a comparison to the stoichiometric system, and is
shown in Figure 4.20.
It is noticed that the activation energy is dependent on conversion; however, it does
not vary greatly, giving average activation energy of 54.2 ± 1.1 kJ mol-1 compared to
52.2 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 for the stoichiometric ratio. It must be noted that the average
activation energy is slightly lower than that obtained using Ozawa‟s expression. The
activation energy profile for excess hydroxyl groups is very similar to that of the
stoichiometric system, whereby the activation energy decreases with conversion,
although a slower onset of diffusion control is noticed.

Figure 4.20 Non-isothermal dependence of activation energy on conversion for differing mole
ratios of OH/NCO
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Isothermal analysis was also performed for the mole ratio of OH/NCO=1.5. Similar
heat profiles were obtained as for the stoichiometric system (Figure 4.19 B). An
increase in conversion with a reduction in isothermal temperature is evident, which
corresponds to the presence of the slower reacting secondary hydroxyl group in
glycerol, as mentioned previously.
Investigations of the DSC cured sample for the mole ratio OH/NCO=1.5, through
ATR-FTIR analysis (section 4.3.3, Figure 4.16), showed that isocyanate groups
were practically consumed, with ~93% conversion observed. Thus, isothermal data
was treated as for a completely cured sample, by determining conversions achieved
using absolute extents of cure (as discussed in the experimental section 4.2.2.1). The
activation energy dependence on conversion for absolute cure over the entire cure
time of 120 min, is given in Figure 4.21. As the absolute extent of conversion was
used over the entire cure time to determine the activation energy profile, the profile
cannot be directly compared to the stoichiometric system, where the cure up to 40
min was used to determine relative extents. However, it is noticed from Figure 4.21,
that an increase in activation occurs initially, followed by a slight drop towards the
end stages of isothermal cure, which suggests the beginnings of a diffusion
controlled process. It must be noted however, due to large conversions observed in
ATR-FTIR analysis for the completely cured system, the reaction with an excess in
hydroxyl groups is largely kinetically controlled. The average activation energy
obtained for this system is 40.5 ± 2.1 kJ mol-1 which is smaller than the average
obtained using non-isothermal data, however, is larger than the average activation
energy obtained for the equal stoichiometric system using isothermal analysis which
was equal to 21 ± 1 kJ mol-1.
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Figure 4.21 Isothermally determined activation energy dependence on conversion for an excess
in hydroxyl mole ratio of OH/NCO=1.5 determined using absolute extents of cure.
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4.4

Conclusions

The polymerisation of oligomeric diisocyanate monomers using tri-hydroxy glycerol,
containing two fast reacting primary hydroxyl groups and one slower reacting
secondary hydroxyl group, were investigated using thermal and rheological
techniques. This work highlighted the complexity of cure for this system. The
reactivities of the primary and secondary hydroxyl groups were found to vary with
temperature or during extended periods of curing, suggesting that cure did not go to
completion at all temperatures, with the ultimate reactivity of both isocyanate and
hydroxyl groups being inhibited by the onset of diffusion control towards the end of
cure. The primary hydroxyls were found to react three times faster than the
secondary hydroxyl groups as corroborated by similar systems investigated in the
literature using different characterisation techniques. A comparison between the
application of kinetic models and isoconversional methods for DSC data was made,
showing that non-isothermal isoconversional analysis was the most reliable in
obtaining activation energies for the stoichiometric ratio. It must be noted that only
the basic kinetic models were used for the analysis without considering the diffusion
rate constant in the modelling approach.
Rheological studies of viscosity increase and tan  changes revealed a complex cure
process, with primary and secondary hydroxyl reactivity being dependant on
isothermal cure temperatures, reflecting similar results obtained from isothermal
DSC studies. Two separate tan peaks were observed, which responded differently
to isothermal temperature conditions of cure and were related to the different rate of
cure of the primary and secondary hydroxyl groups on the glycerol molecule. The
independence of tan δ on frequency was used to determine the point where the
polymer formed an infinite network and was no longer able to flow, providing an
overall activation energy attained at the gel point of 77.4 ± 4.4 kJ mol-1 which was
higher than that obtained using isoconversional DSC analysis. The optimum ratio of
OH/NCO was determined through non-isothermal DSC and ATR-FTIR, showing
that complete cure occurred at a mole ratio of OH/NCO=1.5. An excess of hydroxyl
groups could be required to overcome the slower reaction of the secondary hydroxyl
group and the diffusion limitations of the reaction as mentioned above.
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CHAPTER 5
Polyol Emulsion
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5 POLYOL EMULSION
5.1 Introduction
Current industry trends towards solvent free polyurethane systems due to unsafe
volatile organic compound levels, has provided a high demand for water-borne
polyurethane coatings.[1-3] The first component of the industry coating package is a
water dispersed reactant in the form of a polyol emulsion. The polyol emulsion
consists of a castor oil-in-water dispersion, emulsified by a nonyl-ethoxylated
surfactant, also containing a plasticizer, fragrant oil and silicone oil used to aid in deaeration. The polyol emulsion stability is detrimental to the shelf-life, and is obtained
by the effective dispersion of the castor oil in water using the non-ionic surfactant.
The surfactant decreases the interfacial tension between oil and water and stabilises
the droplet from coalescing with its neighbouring droplets as shown in Figure 5.1.[4,
5]

Figure 5.1 Steric stabilisation of oil-in-water forming an emulsion[6]

Determination of the correct surfactant system for emulsions is made by considering
its Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance (HLB).[7-9] The HLB of a surfactant in
combination with the oil used, determines whether an oil-in-water or water-in-oil
emulsion is formed. The effective dispersion of castor oil in water requires a
surfactant HLB of 14.[9] The non-ionic surfactant used is uncharged and stabilises the
dispersion through steric effects. The hydrophilic nature comes from the
poly(ethylene oxide) component of the nonyl-phenol ethoxylate, whose structure is
displayed in Figure 5.2.[10-15]
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Figure 5.2 Structure of the nonyl-phenol ethoxylate

Important parameters in the analysis of emulsions are the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase, surfactant type, droplet size and ultimately, the stability over time.
The stability of an emulsion is characterised by its resistance to creaming,
flocculation, coalescence, phase separation and Ostwald ripening. [8,

16-19]

In this

chapter, measurement of emulsion stability was performed using rheological
measurements such as viscosity behaviour and dynamic viscoelastic behaviour as a
function of stress, as only a relative comparison of the emulsion properties was
required. [16, 20-22]
Castor oil and water are two key reactants in the reaction with the PMDI (the second
component in the product formulation). The reactions yield a poly (urea-co-urethane)
crosslinked system. The reaction between water and isocyanate groups of the PMDI
yields carbon dioxide gas, which causes pinholes and in the worst case scenario,
blistering and delamination of the coating. Investigations into the rate of foaming
which includes gas bubble nucleation and growth are out of the scope of this thesis
due to the primary concern being the elimination and reduction of carbon dioxide
evolution during cure. However, the importance of carbon dioxide bubble growth
and nucleation to the blistering problem is unequivocal due to the properties of the
final coating being dependant on the reactive components of materials and small
variations of the composition can affect the gas expansion rate, in particular the
nature and concentration of the surfactant. [23,

24]

This is a disadvantage associated

with the industry product, as the consistency of the polyol emulsion is in dispute due
to the batch wise production process. Inconsistencies between batches can affect the
final outcome of the crosslinking reaction and therefore the final coating properties.
Determination of how changes in the concentration of surfactant, water and castor oil
within the polyol emulsion effect carbon dioxide evolution is therefore of primary
importance.
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Investigations in Chapters 3 and 4 determined that the glycerol and PMDI reaction
occurred at a slower rate than the castor oil- PMDI reaction at the industry ratio.
Although castor oil and glycerol both have secondary hydroxyl groups, the
secondary hydroxyl group in glycerol is sterically hindered whereas the hydroxyl
groups in castor oil are present on long flexible fatty acid chains and are easily
accessible for the reaction with isocyanate groups on the PMDI.
As well as the glycerol-PMDI reaction being a delayed reaction, the activation
energy and reaction temperature determined by DSC analysis showed the glycerolPMDI reaction slightly preceded the water-PMDI reaction. Thus, it was postulated
that the addition of glycerol to the emulsion may delay the fast crosslinking process
to allow for greater diffusion of carbon dioxide from the coating. Increasing the potlife of the mixture is beneficial in aiding application of the polyurethane screed,
which is another main reason for the addition of glycerol. Thus, the addition of more
cator oil to reduce carbon dioxide evolution would not be suitable as the pot life
would further be reduced. The aim of this chapter is to identify the effect of emulsion
compositions on carbon dioxide production and identify suitable improvements to
the polyol emulsion for application ease and coating strength. Characterisation of the
emulsions was performed using rheological investigations and volumetric testing of
carbon dioxide evolution.
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5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Materials
Materials used in this Chapter have been detailed in previous Chapters 3 and 4 and
Appendix A. In addition, silicone oil, 350 cps and dioctyl phthalate were obtained
from Sigma Aldrich. Nonyl-phenol ethoxylate was obtained from Huntsman
Chemicals, while pine oil (PineChem 530) was obtained from Nuplex resins. All
chemicals were used as received. Talc powder was obtained from Omya-Southern
PTY. LTD and was used in volumetric testing of carbon dioxide evolution. The
product ratio of castor oil to isocyanate NCO/OH=1.7 was maintained in all cases.
5.2.1.1 Emulsion preparation
A number of oil-in-water emulsion series were formed for the varying investigations
using a ternary emulsion system of oil, nonionic surfactant and water.
The general procedure for the emulsions is outlined below:
The emulsions were prepared at standard conditions by incorporation of the aqueous
phase into the oil phase. The aqueous phase contained the surfactant. Firstly, the
surfactant was dissolved in a fraction of the tap water required for the emulsion at
standard conditions at a surfactant concentration of 10.7% w/w named the presolution (shown to form more stable emulsions). The surfactant pre-solution was left
to dissolve for a period of 5-10 minutes with some mechanical agitation using a
stainless steel spatula.
The surfactant pre-solution was added to the oil phase during mechanical agitation
with a 45° pitched-blade turbine of 50 mm diameter in a cylindrical glass beaker
(110 mm diameter). The turbine was positioned just underneath the surface of the oil
phase during the surfactant pre-solution addition. It was mixed for 1-2 minutes at 650
rpm before the addition of the remaining water. The emulsion was further mixed for
3 minutes at 650 rpm followed by 1 minute at 850 rpm giving a total mixing time of
approximately 5-6 minutes.
Procedural changes from the above in the various emulsion series are outlined in
their respective parts below.
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Simple polyol emulsions
The emulsions were formed according to the general procedure and the compositions
presented in Table 5-1. The three variables, oil, water and non-ionic surfactant
concentrations were investigated according to conditions A, B and C below, to
determine systematically, differences in emulsion properties:
A: Change in surfactant (S) concentration from S1 to S6 by keeping the ratio of
castor oil to water constant, equal to the product ratio of 1.88.
B: Change in water (W) concentration from W1 to W5 with the ratio of castor oil to
surfactant constant, equal to the product ratio of 68.53.
C: Change in castor oil (CO) concentration from CO1 to CO5 with the ratio of
surfactant to castor oil remaining constant, equal to the product ratio of 68.53 to
ensure the surface tension was maintained. [12]
The product ratios of surfactant, water and castor oil are 0.94 %w/w, 34.3 %w/w and
64.7 %w/w respectively.

Table 5-1 Emulsion composition for the change in variable concentrations %w/w

Emulsion

A:S1-S6

B:W1-W6

C:CO1-CO5

%w/w

%w/w

%w/w

1

0.27

23.2

59.4

2

0.66

28.7

62.2

3

0.94

31.6

64.7

4

1.32

34.3

67.3

5

1.96

37.6

69.2

6

2.60

41.3

Complex polyol emulsions
The control polyol emulsion is prepared in four stages:
Stage 1: The oil phase consists of the castor oil, dioctyl phthalate (DOP) and the
pine oil. The castor oil is initially mixed with DOP for 2 min at 650 rpm,
after which pine oil is added and mixed for a further 2 min at 650 rpm.
Stage 2: A 10.7% w/w surfactant in water pre-solution is added to the oil phase and
for a further 3 min at 650 rpm.
Stage 3: Silicon oil is added to the emulsion and mixed for 1 min at 850 rpm
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Stage 4: Addition of the remaining water and continued mixing for 2 min at 850 rpm
All emulsions were made using the above procedure except where one of the
components was removed and the mixing step eliminated.
In condition B (below) the glycerol was added as the final step and mixed for a
further 2 minutes at 850 rpm.
In condition C (below) the glycerol was added after the stage 3 and mixed for a
further 2 minutes at 650 rpm before the addition of the remaining water.
Investigations were performed with the control polyol emulsion to determine the
effect of concentration changes of the individual components on the emulsion
properties which are detailed below:
A: Systematic change in the control emulsion composition as outlined in Table 5-2.
B: Addition of glycerol to the control emulsion as outlined in Table 5-3.
C: Substitution of castor oil with glycerol in the control emulsion as outlined in
Table 5-4 with all other components remaining constant.

Table 5-2 Condition A: Composition of polyol emulsions
Composition

Control

2

3

4

5

6

7

Castor oil

49.04%

50.81%

49.40%

61.66%

51.19%

62.22%

64.48%

Dioctyl Phthalate (DOP)

20.46%

21.20%

20.61%

0.00%

21.36%

0.00%

0.00%

Pine Oil (PO)

3.48%

0.00%

3.51%

4.38%

0.00%

4.42%

0.00%

Surfactant

0.72%

0.74%

0.72%

0.90%

0.75%

0.91%

0.94%

Silicone Oil (SO)

0.72%

0.74%

0.00%

0.90%

0.00%

0.00%

0.94%

Water

25.56%

26.50%

25.77%

32.16%

26.70%

32.46%

33.64%

Emulsions as formed from Table 5-2 are outline below:
1. Control polyol emulsion (Simple + SO + PO + DOP)
2. Simple + SO + DOP
3. Simple + PO + DOP
4. Simple + SO + PO
5. Simple + DOP
6. Simple + PO
7. Simple + SO
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Table 5-3 Condition B: Series of polyol emulsions formed by adding glycerol to control polyol
emulsion

Emulsion

Glycerol
%w/w

1

0%

2

1%

3

2%

4

4%

5

6%

6

10%

Table 5-4 Condition C: Increasing glycerol composition in control emulsion by removing castor
oil

Component

4%

8%

16%

25%

32%

40%

49%

Castor Oil

45

41

33

24

16

9

0

Glycerol

4

8

16

25

33

40

49

5.2.2 Experimental techniques
5.2.2.1 Rheological characterisation
An AR-2000 controlled stress and direct strain control rheometer from TA
Instruments, (US) was used with a 6 cm 2º cone and plate geometry. A continuous
ramping flow mode was used to measure viscosity under controlled shear stress
ranging from 0.01 to 100 Pa. An oscillation procedure at a constant frequency of 1
Hz was used to obtain information on the storage (G′) and loss moduli (G″).[16] Both
flow and oscillatory data were collected at 25 °C. All rheological measurements were
made on freshly prepared emulsions unless otherwise stated.
To study the isothermal curing reaction between the polyol emulsion and PMDI, a 2
cm 2º, cone and plate configuration was used to achieve a thin gap, allowing a large
surface-to volume ratio. Dynamic measurements in oscillatory mode were performed
using a frequency of 1 Hz and a strain of 10 % at 65 ºC.
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5.2.2.2 Conductivity measurements
Conductivity measurements were performed to establish the presence of an oil-inwater or water-in-oil emulsion structure and to determine variations in the emulsion
structure. A WP-84 Conductivity meter was used for the measurements (TPS
122201, K1/ATC/Temp Sensor).
5.2.2.3 Carbon Dioxide measurements
Volumetric tests to determine differences in carbon dioxide evolution between
emulsion compositions were performed according to procedures outlined in Chapter
2.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Changes in the emulsion structure
Factors which influence emulsion stabilisation and affect the emulsion properties are;
the critical micelle ratio depending on the concentration of surfactant in the water
phase, the temperature used to incorporate the two immiscible phases and changes in
addition of the emulsion components as well as variations in shearing speeds, mixing
times and different mixing methods.[25]
In the control emulsion, the surfactant is incorporated into the mixture via a presolution, using a fraction of the water used in the formulation. HIPEs (high internal
phase emulsions) are formed in this way, giving an initial solid-like property of the
emulsion with a large volume fraction of the dispersed phase. The fraction of water
added at this stage was not always held constant by the industry and there was some
confusion as to the use of hot water for the pre-solution of the surfactant. It was thus
decided to determine the effect of changes in the surfactant/water ratio and
temperature on the emulsion stability. Variations in this percentage were initially
investigated through observing the stability of the emulsion over a week. A presolution concentration of 10.7% w/w surfactant to water was observed as having the
greatest stability due to the length of time the emulsion visibly exhibited one
continuous phase.
The volume fraction of the dispersed phase will differ with the pre-solution
concentration (where the surfactant is dissolved in the aqueous phase). This in turn
can affect the emulsion properties; however, it was not investigated further through
rheological techniques as the final emulsion is disturbed by incorporation of the
remaining water fraction in the formulation at high shear speeds, changing the
volume fraction, particle size distribution and interfacial tension.[26] Viscosity versus
shear stress profiles were performed for the following conditions as displayed in
Figure 5.3:


No pre-solution of the surfactant in the water phase (all surfactant
added to the castor oil)



2.75% w/w pre-solution of the surfactant dissolved in 100% w/w of
water in the formulation.
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10.7% w/w pre-solution of the surfactant dissolved in 25.7% w/w of
the total water in the formulation.



10.7% w/w pre-solution of the surfactant dissolved in 25.7% w/w of
the total water in the formulation at 45 °C.



10.7% w/w pre-solution of the surfactant dissolved in 25.7% w/w of
the total water in the formulation at 45 °C, added at room temperature
to the castor oil.

Figure 5.3 Differences in viscosity behaviour through changes in the emulsion structure

It is noticed from Figure 5.3 that increasing the pre-solution concentration of the
surfactant measured in % w/w of surfactant in water, gives a higher viscosity than the
no pre-solution concentration and 2.75% w/w pre-solution. The viscosity profiles for
all emulsions exhibit non-Newtonian shear thinning behaviour. Furthermore, the
non-Newtonian behaviour of the emulsions is accentuated at higher surfactant
concentrations of the pre-solution. It is also noticed that increasing the temperature of
the pre-solution does not have an effect on the viscosity profiles.
Dissolving the surfactant at a higher water temperature and incorporating it at that
higher temperature or at room temperature did not show a significant change in the
viscosity profiles. Increasing the temperature of hydration for non-ionic polyoxyethylene surfactants will reduce the hydration ability of the poly-oxyethylene
chain increasing its solubility in the oil fraction.[14, 22] Thus, greater incorporation of
the oil phase may be noticed, causing the emulsion to behave more like a water-in-oil
emulsion. This was noticed in the conductivity measurements shown in Figure 5.4.
The increase in temperature lowered the conductivity of the emulsion, suggesting a
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greater incorporation of the oil phase. Furthermore, when the pre-solution was
allowed to cool back to room temperature, an increase in the conductivity of the
emulsion was noticed, although, it was still lower than when the surfactant was
dissolved at room temperature.

Figure 5.4 Conductivity measurements for changes in emulsification procedures
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Figure 5.5 Storage modulus behaviour of variations in the emulsification procedure

Emulsion stability was analysed through changes in the storage modulus of the
emulsions under oscillatory stress as shown in Figure 5.5. Greater stability was
observed with an increase in the pre-solution concentration to 10.7% w/w surfactant,
exhibiting a higher storage modulus. Increasing the temperature of the pre-solution to
45 °C had little effect on the storage and loss moduli.

5.3.1.1 Effect on carbon dioxide production

Figure 5.6 Effect of emulsion structure on carbon dioxide levels
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Figure 5.6 shows the levels of carbon dioxide evolved for the different conditions
chosen. No significant change in carbon dioxide values is noticed. Thus, although the
structure of the emulsion is obviously compromised by varying the pre-solution
concentration of the surfactant as shown through rheological analysis, there is no
effect on the levels of carbon dioxide. It is also evident that increases in the presolution temperature, allowing for a greater incorporation of the oil-phase, do not
have any significant effect on carbon dioxide levels.
Therefore, a surfactant pre solution concentration of 10.7% w/w was chosen for all
following emulsion preparations.

5.3.2 Variations to the simple emulsion
The series of experiments performed in this section evaluate how small changes to
the emulsion composition affect emulsion stability and the curing reaction between
the polyol emulsion and PMDI. Emulsions were formed in series according to Table
5-1, by varying either the concentration of surfactant, water or castor oil.
The ratio of surfactant to oil has a bearing on the surface tension of the emulsion,
changing this surface tension may affect the emulsion properties, either through
destabilising the emulsion or changing the interaction between the oil and water
phase. Disturbing the emulsion properties may subsequently have implications on the
reaction with PMDI leading to changes in carbon dioxide production in the coating
system. Variations in the total amount of water and castor oil either side of the
industry ratios could also influence the emulsion properties and thus the reaction of
water with isocyanate and the ability to form greater crosslinks through the hydroxyl
and isocyanate reaction.
Understanding how small changes of the emulsion composition affect emulsion
structure, can provide the industry with information in quality assurance and control,
while knowledge of their affect on the carbon dioxide evolution is detrimental in the
development of solutions to eliminate blistering upon cure. Rheological
investigations and volumetric tests for carbon dioxide evolution were performed to
determine how slight variations in the polyol emulsions effect their subsequent
reaction with PMDI.
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5.3.2.1 Emulsion stability
Viscosity measurements are shown in Figure 5.7 A, B and C for increasing
concentration of surfactant, water and castor oil, respectively.
In general, it is noticed that the polyol emulsions follow shear thinning behaviour,
displaying a reduction in viscosity with increasing shear stress. When the shear stress
approaches 20- 30 Pa, the emulsion structure is destroyed, therefore, the viscosity
decreases to that of the continuous phase of water. Figure 5.7 A displays the change
in viscosity with surfactant concentration. At 0.66% w/w surfactant, the viscosity is
higher, displaying a more Newtonian profile. At such a low surfactant concentration,
it is believed that coalescence of the oil droplets occurs within the emulsion,
increasing the viscosity. Coalescence of the oil droplets would also explain the more
Newtonian profile observed, due to the non-existent emulsion structure, displaying
the properties of the continuous phase of water.
It is also visible that the viscosity decreases past a surfactant concentration of 1.32%
w/w. The critical concentration of surfactant in the emulsion would thus lie between
the product concentration of surfactant and 1.32% w/w surfactant; however this has
not been tested. At higher surfactant concentrations, the emulsion structure is
destroyed, leading to more Newtonian profiles and lower viscosities.
Increasing the concentration of water in the emulsion showed a reduction in the
viscosity at low shear stress (Figure 5.7 B), with the behaviour changing from shear
thinning to Newtonian flow, which was expected. The effect of increasing castor oil
concentration on the viscosity of the emulsions is displayed in Figure 5.7 C. As the
concentration of castor oil in the emulsion is increased, the viscosity increases in
magnitude, as well as exhibiting more of a shear thinning viscosity profile which was
also expected due to the higher oil to water ratio.
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Figure 5.7 Viscosity profiles for emulsion series with increasing levels of A: surfactant, B: water
and C: castor oil concentrations.
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Oscillatory measurements were carried out to determine the level of emulsion
stability. Emulsion stability was measured through changes in the storage modulus
(G′) as a function of oscillatory stress, which are presented in Figure 5.8 A, B, C for
emulsion compositions A, B and C respectively (Table 5-1). In general observation,
the storage modulus, G′ decreases with oscillatory stress. More specifically, Figure
5.8 A confirms that 1.32% w/w surfactant is the critical surfactant concentration
displaying the greatest stability. The order of increasing stability for the surfactant
series, is 1.32% w/w > 0.94% w/w > 0.66% w/w > 1.96 % w/w > 2.6 % w/w.
Figure 5.8 B displays that an increase in the water fraction causes a reduction in the
storage modulus of the emulsions, suggesting greater stability is achieved at lower
water fractions. Increases in castor oil concentration results in an increase of the
storage modulus and thus the stability of the emulsions, as displayed in Figure 5.8 C.
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Figure 5.8 Storage modulus profiles for emulsion series with increasing levels of A: surfactant,
B: water and C: castor oil concentrations.
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Table 5-5 Conductivity measurements for emulsion series with increasing levels of surfactant,
water and castor oil concentrations

Conductivity (μS cm-1)
Emulsion

S1-S6

W1-W6

CO1-CO5

328

328

2314

1

-

47

490

2

115

91

516

3

111

98

549

4

113

111

473

5

103

126

465

6

106

136

water

Conductivity measurements (Table 5-6) were performed for all emulsions to
determine changes in the emulsion structure from the variation in surfactant, water
and castor oil concentration.[27] An increase in surfactant concentration of the
emulsions (S2-S6) resulted in no significant trend, although, a slight decline in
conductivity was noticed at the highest concentrations of surfactant used. At higher
concentrations of surfactant, a greater percentage of oil is dispersed in the aqueous
fraction, due to a narrower drop size distribution, thus, lowering the conductivity of
the emulsion.[25]
Increasing the water fraction in the emulsion series (W1-W6) showed an increase in
conductivity due to the higher volume fraction of the water. Conductivity
measurements displayed a decrease in conductivity with increasing castor oil
concentration (CO1-CO5) with the exception of the industry ratio which was
expected.

5.3.2.2 The effect of varying emulsion composition on carbon dioxide evolution
and the crosslinking reaction during the reaction with PMDI

Carbon dioxide evolution was analysed volumetrically for the reaction between the
polyol emulsions and PMDI. The ratio of castor oil to PMDI (NCO/OH=1.7) that is
used by the industry was kept constant for each of the surfactant and water emulsion
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series tests, while the ratio of water to PMDI was held constant for the castor oil
emulsion series. Figure 5.9 displays the amount of carbon dioxide evolved in litres
per mole of isocyanate, with an increase in surfactant, water and castor oil
concentration. No significant change in carbon dioxide evolution was observed with
an increase in surfactant, water or castor oil concentration giving an average volume
of carbon dioxide evolved equal to 2.76 ± 0.06 L mol-1 NCO.

Figure 5.9 Carbon dioxide evolution for increasing concentrations of surfactant, water and
castor oil concentrations in the simple emulsion

Rheological measurements were also performed to determine the gel time and curing
profile, to further elucidate the effect of surfactant, water and castor oil concentration
on the reaction. The gel time of the reaction system, determines the pot-life of the
coating mixture, thus allowing for better control during coating application. Gel
times were measured through the crossover of the storage (G′) and loss (G″) modulus
[28]

for the reaction between the polyol emulsion and PMDI, while keeping the

industrial product mole ratio of NCO/OH=1.7 for the surfactant and water series. The
ratio of PMDI to water was kept constant (industry ratio) in the castor oil emulsion
series. Gel times obtained for the various emulsion series are given in Table 5-6. At
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the surfactant ratio of S3=0.94% w/w used by the industry, the gel time was
approximately 16 minutes. Lowering the concentration of surfactant further reduced
the gel times, while slightly increasing the concentration, greatly increased gel times
above 40 minutes. Thus, higher surfactant concentrations provided an increased potlife, although, the emulsion stability was compromised at these surfactant
concentrations (as determined earlier).
The maximum gel time of 40.5 minutes was achieved at the water fraction of
W2=28.7% w/w. This was also the point at which the emulsion started behaving
more solid-like at very low shear stresses. A gel time of 16 min was obtained for the
industry ratio (W4=34.3% w/w), with further increases in the water fraction reducing
gel times. Thus, a lower water concentration than the industry ratio improved the potlife of the mixture.
The castor oil emulsion series displayed the highest gel point at the industry ratio of
castor oil (CO3=64.7 %w/w); however, a very large standard error was apparent,
suggesting that slight changes in the mass of the reacting components can affect the
gel point of the industry ratio. It seems that the critical ratio of components is at the
current industry ratio and slight changes in composition around this ratio are
detrimental to the pot-life of the mixture.

Table 5-6 Rheological gel times achieved for increasing surfactant, water and castor oil
concentrations

Emulsion

S1-S6

W1-W6

CO1-CO5

Gel time

Gel time

Gel time

(min)

(min)

(min)

1

-

27.3 ± 0.4

12.3 ± 0.1

2

13.4 ± 0.4

40.5 ± 1.8

30.7 ± 1.0

3

16.4 ± 0.3

23.6 ± 1.2

28.4 ± 7.6*

4

43.5 ± 0.5

16.4 ± 0.2

14.0 ± 1.9**

5

44.2 ± 4.0

14.8 ± 0.1

18.5 ± 0.7

6

33.6 ± 0.4

12.6 ± 0.4

*%RE<30 **%RE<15
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Table 5-7 Storage modulus obtained at the gel times for increasing surfactant, water and castor
oil concentrations

Emulsion

S1-S6

W1-W6

CO1-CO5

G′ (Pa)

G′ (Pa)

G′ (Pa)

3.0×104 ± 3.8×103*

87 ± 25**

1
2

142 ± 32*

274 ± 42*

4.4×104 ± 1.2×104**

3

152 ± 24*

219 ± 74**

7.4×104 ± 5.2×104♠

4

419 ± 128**

152 ± 24*

261 ± 3

5

396 ± 65*

91 ± 24**

457 ± 13

6

533 ± 90*

71 ± 14*

*%RE≤20 **%RE<35 ♠%RE>50

Table 5-7 displays the storage modulus (G′) at the gel time (Table 5-6) for the
varying emulsion series. It is noticed that an increase in the surfactant concentration
increased the magnitude in G′, suggesting that crosslinking is more extensive. The
reaction rate is influenced by the particle size distribution of the oil, where lower
surfactant concentrations are known to form bigger droplets and broader droplet size
distributions, which may inhibit the extent of crosslinking due to the nonhomogeneity of the expanding gas bubbles.

[29]

At higher surfactant concentrations

where smaller droplets are formed and narrower drop size distributions exist

[25]

,a

greater incorporation of the oil phase was verified by the lower conductivities
achieved. Differences in emulsion uniformity and particle size distribution due to
variations in surfactant concentration will affect the rate of expansion of carbon
dioxide gas formed by the reaction of PMDI and water.

[30]

Subsequently, the

crosslinking reaction is affected. At higher surfactant concentrations the reaction
between PMDI and water yields a highly expanded foam with small and
homogeneously distributed cells. [24] A more uniform polymerization is thus achieved
at higher surfactant concentrations, allowing the reaction to occur over a longer
period of time, achieving higher magnitudes in the storage modulus.
Increasing the water concentration of the emulsion, while keeping the castor oil
/PMDI ratio constant, decreased the storage modulus at the gel point, with the lowest
concentration of water providing an extremely high modulus in comparison. Thus,
the crosslinking reaction decreases with increasing water fraction. This can also be
explained by the increasing volume fraction of surfactant in these emulsions as the
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water fraction was reduced, because the ratio of castor oil to surfactant was kept
constant to minimise changes in the surface tension. [12]
Increasing the castor oil concentration in the emulsion while keeping the surfactant
to castor oil ratio constant and the water to isocyanate ratio constant in the reaction
with PMDI, initially increased the storage modulus at the gel point up to a castor oil
concentration of CO3=64.7% (equivalent to the industry ratio). This suggests that the
industry ratio is the critical ratio in this emulsion series achieving the greatest
crosslinking. This is not the case for the surfactant or water series of emulsions
tested; however, it is interesting to note that slight changes in the concentrations
around the industry ratio (S3, CO3 and to a lesser extent W4) show quite large
changes in the gel time. Thus, the industry ratio of water to castor oil to surfactant is
critical, with small changes either side of this ratio affecting the pot-life and extent of
crosslinking of the mixture, even though no significant effect is observed on carbon
dioxide evolution. It is also interesting to note that conductivities of the emulsion
series, in particular the water series and castor oil series, correlate extremely well to
the storage modulus values obtained at the gel point. The results suggest that a
greater incorporation of the oil phase in the emulsions (lower conductivities)
increases the extent of crosslinking and the pot-life of the mixture. This was achieved
for higher surfactant concentrations, lower water concentrations and slightly lower
castor oil concentrations than that currently used by the industry.

5.3.3 Effect of various emulsion components on the stability of the control
emulsion and its subsequent effect on carbon dioxide evolution
Analysis of the effect of each non-curing component in the control polyol emulsion
on stability of the emulsion and the effect on carbon dioxide production when reacted
with PMDI was performed. The emulsions were tested systematically, starting with
the simple emulsion containing only castor oil, non-ionic surfactant and water and
adding one component at a time until the control polyol emulsion was formed. The
composition of the control polyol emulsion developed by the company is displayed
as emulsion 1 in Table 5-2, which also displays the series of emulsions developed to
investigate the effect of non-curing components on emulsion stability. The emulsions
were placed under a range of stress at which the viscosity profiles, storage and loss
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moduli were obtained. The viscosity profiles and the storage modulus are displayed
in Figure 5.10 A and B respectively.

Figure 5.10 A) Viscosity profiles and B) Storage modulus profiles for variations in the emulsion
composition

The simple emulsion exhibits the lowest viscosity, with a more Newtonian viscosity
profile than all other emulsions. It is interesting to note that the addition of dioctyl
phthalate (DOP) to the simple emulsion increases the viscosity dramatically and
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makes the emulsion behave as a shear thinning liquid rather than a Newtonian profile
exhibited by the simple emulsion. The addition of silicone oil (SO) and pine oil (PO)
to the simple emulsion does not have a dramatic effect in increasing the viscosity of
the simple emulsion, however, the addition of PO and SO independently to the
simple emulsion with DOP, dramatically reduces the viscosity, which is more
evident for the SO. The addition of SO and DOP independently to the simple
emulsion with PO increases the viscosity to the same level. The addition of SO, DOP
and PO to the simple emulsion, forms the control polyol emulsion and it is evident
the viscosity does not vary greatly from the simple emulsion + PO +SO or the simple
emulsion + PO + DOP.
The simple emulsion with DOP also exhibited the largest storage modulus at low
shear stress, suggesting greater emulsion stability than all other combinations. DOP
is a plasticizer and may improve emulsion stability by reducing oil drop size and
polydispersity, as has been observed for other plasticizers used in oil-in-water
emulsions.[31]
Even though the simple emulsion with PO + DOP shows an initially lower storage
modulus than both the simple emulsion with PO + SO and the control polyol
emulsion, it has a larger storage modulus over a greater shear stress range indicating
its stability is greater with increases in shear stress.
The magnitude of the loss modulus profiles, indicating the viscous behaviour of the
emulsions, exhibited a similar order as that obtained for the storage modulus. The
storage modulus is greater than the loss modulus at very low shear stress, indicating
that the emulsions have a more solid-like property in this stress range with the
exception of the simple emulsion with PO.

5.3.3.1 Effect of the non-curing components on carbon dioxide evolution
All tests were performed with a constant mole ratio of NCO/OH =1.7 as evident in
the industry product. The carbon dioxide evolution in litres per mole of isocyanate
present in the reacting mixture is depicted in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 Levels of carbon dioxide evolution while varying the polyol emulsion to determine
the effect of formulation components.

It can be seen from Figure 5.11 that a significant difference exists in the volume of
carbon dioxide measured between the simple emulsion and the control emulsion.
It is also interesting to note that SO reduces the carbon dioxide production when
added to the simple emulsion, however no significant improvement to the levels are
observed when SO is added to emulsions containing PO or DOP. The co-addition of
PO with DOP significantly increases the level of carbon dioxide evolved to levels of
the control emulsion. These emulsions also exhibit the lowest conductivity values
(Table 5-8). As mentioned earlier, lower conductivity suggests a greater volume
fraction of the dispersed oil phase. Previously, this affected the crosslinking reaction
with greater crosslinking achieved at lower conductivities without any affect on
carbon dioxide evolution. In this case, there is a distinct affect on carbon dioxide
evolution, therefore the emulsion structure has changed to allow for a greater
interaction of PMDI and water producing more carbon dioxide or the presence of PO
with DOP aids the release of carbon dioxide gas more readily from the reacting
mixture.
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Table 5-8 Conductivity measurements for changes in the control polyol emulsion

Conductivity μS cm-1

Emulsion
Simple

92

Simple + SO

78

Simple + PO

72

Simple + DOP

55

Simple + PO+SO

66

Simple + PO + DOP

27

Simple + SO + DOP

30

Control Emulsion (Simple+SO+PO+DOP)

28

5.3.4 Addition of a second polyol
Lowering the viscosity of the polyol emulsion was considered as a solution to
improve the application properties of the industry product during trowelling.
Increasing the pot-life of the emulsion was a necessity in order to aid application
times. Glycerol was found to react slower than castor oil with the isocyanate
(Chapter 4) due to its smaller structure and steric hindrance of the secondary
hydroxyl group which allows for the increase in the pot-life of the coating. The
addition of glycerol to the polyol emulsion was thus considered for viscosity
modification and tests were performed to investigate this. Two methods were
employed for the addition of glycerol to the polyol emulsion. Firstly, minimisation of
procedural changes during the formation of the polyol emulsions for easy
implementation by the industry was investigated. In this procedure, the polyol
emulsion is formed in the same manner, with a fraction of glycerol added at the end
of the procedure. In the second investigation, the castor oil is progressively replaced
with glycerol fractions. Systematic tests were performed by increasing the glycerol
concentration in the polyol emulsion using both of the described methods. The effect
on viscosity reduction and emulsion stability were determined as well as the effect on
carbon dioxide evolution when reacted with PMDI.
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5.3.4.1 Straight addition of glycerol to emulsion
5.3.4.1.1 Flow properties
The effect of added glycerol at various concentrations on the flow properties of the
control sample was investigated through rheological techniques. It is evident from
Figure 5.12 that the control polyol emulsion showed a reduction in viscosity at 4%
w/w glycerol addition, after which further increases in the glycerol concentration
greatly reduced the viscosity. The same effect was noticed for both the storage and
loss moduli. It was also noticed that the viscosity behaviour under shear stress
behaved as a shear thinning fluid, with the profile becoming more Newtonian at 6%
and 10% w/w glycerol addition.

Figure 5.12 Viscosity profiles for increases in glycerol concentration
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Figure 5.13 Storage modulus and loss modulus changes with 4% w/w glycerol addition

At 4% w/w glycerol addition, there was some compromise in the stability of the
emulsion, indicated by a lower magnitude in the storage modulus (G′) than the
control emulsion (Figure 5.13).[16] However, the emulsion retained its solid-like
behaviour at low stress values, as the storage modulus was still much higher than the
loss modulus. At 6% w/w glycerol addition, the stability was further compromised
with the magnitude of storage modulus becoming closer to that of the loss modulus,
while at 10% w/w glycerol addition the viscous behaviour (G′′) was greater, thus
forming an unstable emulsion.

5.3.4.1.2 Carbon dioxide tests
The series of emulsions with increasing glycerol concentration were used to
determine the effect on carbon dioxide evolution when reacted with PMDI. The mole
ratio of NCO/OH=1.7 was kept constant with the moles of hydroxyl calculated from
the castor oil only. In previous kinetic investigations (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), it
was found that the glycerol and PMDI reaction had a slightly higher activation
energy than the castor oil and PMDI reaction and a lower activation energy than the
water and isocyanate reaction. Thus, it was hypothesised that with the addition of
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glycerol, the water and isocyanate reaction would be delayed with greater
crosslinking achieved through reactions between the excess isocyanate groups and
the hydroxyl groups on the glycerol.

Figure 5.14 Carbon dioxide evolution for increasing glycerol concentration

The levels of carbon dioxide obtained for the series of glycerol emulsions are
displayed in Figure 5.14. Increasing the glycerol concentration reduced carbon
dioxide evolution as expected. The levels of carbon dioxide declined rapidly on the
addition of 2% w/w glycerol, although no viscosity improvement was achieved at
this concentration. 4% w/w glycerol addition is thus a good balance between
viscosity modification and reduction of carbon dioxide levels.
The isocyanate to the total hydroxyl ratio (which includes both castor oil and
glycerol hydroxyls) with increasing glycerol concentration in % w/w is given in
Table 5-9. At 4% w/w glycerol addition, there is still an excess of isocyanate groups
and a reduction in carbon dioxide evolution of 5.2% was achieved after 24 hours of
curing.
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Table 5-9 Isocyanate to total hydroxyl mole ratio in mixture and reduction in carbon dioxide
with increasing glycerol concentration

Glycerol

NCO/OH

%reduction in

% w/w

addition

CO2

0

1.7

0

1

1.6

0.4

2

1.5

4.4

4

1.3

5.2

6

1.2

6.3

10

1.0

7.8

It is observed in Table 5-9 that although a stoichiometric ratio of isocyanate to
hydroxyl groups is present at 10% w/w glycerol addition, there is only a reduction in
carbon dioxide evolution of 7.8%. Thus, there is still preference for the reaction
between isocyanate and water, producing carbon dioxide.
In summary, no correlation exists between viscosity reduction or emulsion stability
and carbon dioxide evolution. There is a correlation with increasing glycerol content
and % carbon dioxide reduction. Reducing the ratio of NCO/OH from 1.7 to1.5 using
only castor oil hydroxyls (section 5.3.2.2 CO3 cf. CO4) did not show any change in
carbon dioxide levels, whereas the same increase in hydroxyl groups due to glycerol
achieved a reduction of 4.4% carbon dioxide. Thus, it is likely that glycerol aids in
reducing carbon dioxide levels not only through the crosslinking reaction, but
through changes in the emulsion structure. It is also evident that there is a preference
for the reaction between water and isocyanate groups even at the stoichiometric ratio
of hydroxyl to isocyanate groups.

5.3.4.2 Fractionating the control emulsion with glycerol by removing castor oil
Investigations were performed to determine the level of glycerol that could
effectively replace castor oil in the emulsion; improving viscosity and reducing or
maintaining levels of carbon dioxide evolution, without compromising emulsion
stability.
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5.3.4.2.1 Flow properties
Viscosity versus shear stress profiles are displayed in Figure 5.15. The replacement
of castor oil with glycerol from 4% to 49% w/w (all castor oil replaced), greatly
affected the viscosity profiles. Even small changes (4% w/w) in the glycerol fraction
reduced the viscosity from 10 to 1 Pa.s. A shear thinning profile was still observed
up to 25% w/w glycerol, after which the viscosity profiles became more Newtonian.

Figure 5.15 Viscosity profiles for increasing fractions of glycerol in the control emulsion

The emulsion stability as defined by the magnitude of the storage modulus, also
decreased greatly with slight increases in the glycerol fraction from G‟ ~ 60 Pa for
the control emulsion to 11 Pa for 4% w/w glycerol fraction. Although 8% w/w
glycerol fraction had an initially lower magnitude in the storage modulus than 4%
w/w, its storage modulus was higher than at 4% w/w glycerol fraction, suggesting it
was more stable over a greater range of stress (<10 Pa) (Figure 5.16).
The elastic properties of the emulsions which allow it to behave more solid-like
dominated at 4% w/w glycerol fraction, where the storage modulus was greater than
the loss modulus. At 8% w/w glycerol fraction the storage and loss modulus were
very close in magnitude, after which further increases in the glycerol fraction gave
unstable emulsions with predominately viscous behaviour.
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Figure 5.16 Storage and loss modulus profiles for 4% w/w and 8% w/w fractions of glycerol in
the control emulsion

Thus a 4% w/w glycerol fraction was found to be the critical amount of glycerol that
could be used to replace castor oil in the control emulsion. However, a large
reduction in the storage modulus from the control emulsion may not be beneficial to
the storage properties.

5.3.4.2.2 Carbon dioxide tests
The total weight fraction of the sum of the polyols was kept constant in the reaction
with PMDI. Increasing the fraction of glycerol in % w/w, decreased the total carbon
dioxide evolved as can be seen in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17 Carbon dioxide evolution for varying weight fractions of glycerol

Table 5-10 displays the isocyanate to total hydroxyl mole ratio used in each reaction.
It can be seen through the common highlighting in Table 5-9, that the addition of
smaller amounts of glycerol (4% w/w) at the end of the formulation gave a better
reduction in carbon dioxide levels for the same mole ratios (NCO/OH=1.3). Thus,
unless glycerol was very much cheaper than castor oil, it would be more beneficial to
add 4% w/w glycerol at the end of the formulation to maintain emulsion stability and
to aid in reducing carbon dioxide levels. Another benefit to the addition of glycerol at
the end of the formulation is the minimal procedural changes for implementation by
the industry.
As in the previous glycerol investigations, it is noticed in Table 5-10 that increasing
the glycerol hydroxyl content from NCO/OH =1.7 to 1.4, reduces carbon dioxide
evolution by 3.4% whereas no significant change is observed when increasing the
hydroxyl content by the same level using castor oil (section 5.3.2.2 CO3 cf. CO5).
It was determined in Chapter 4 that the critical ratio needed to increase the extent of
reaction between PMDI and glycerol was an excess in hydroxyl groups at a ratio of
NCO/OH=0.67 which was shown to be critical in achieving maximum cure.
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Table 5-10 Isocyanate to total hydroxyl mole ratio in mixture and reduction in carbon dioxide
with increasing fraction of glycerol showing total replacement of castor oil at 49% w/w

Glycerol

NCO/OH

%reduction in

% w/w

fractions

CO2

0

1.7

0

4

1.4

3.4

8

1.3

4.5

16

1.0

5.9

25

0.8

8.6

32

0.7

16.4

40

0.6

21.4

49

0.5

33.3

5.3.4.3 Addition of glycerol to the control polyol emulsion at 4% w/w
It is important to note that the addition of glycerol to the control polyol emulsion, at
4% w/w was discovered to be the optimum ratio giving the best combination of
viscosity reduction and emulsion stability to aid in application. It also minimises the
procedural changes for implementation by the industry partner and provides a small
reduction in carbon dioxide evolution.
The competing reaction of glycerol with PMDI is therefore an added complication to
the reaction kinetics of the coating. The effect of adding 4% w/w glycerol to the
polyol emulsion on the reaction with PMDI was further investigated to compare gel
times and the rate of carbon dioxide evolution using the simple emulsion.
Rheological and carbon dioxide measurements were thus performed.
5.3.4.3.1 Rheological investigation of the reaction between emulsions and PMDI
Investigation into the curing profile of the polyol emulsion was performed to
elucidate the differences and improvements to the pot-life through the addition of 4%
w/w glycerol. The gel time was determined as the crossover of G′ and G″

[28]

and is

shown in Table 5-11 for the polyol emulsion and the polyol emulsion with 4% w/w
glycerol. The magnitude of G′ (Pa) at the gel point is also displayed and indicates the
extent of crosslinking at the gel time.
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Table 5-11 Gel times and magnitude of the storage modulus at the gel point

Gel time (G′= G″)

Emulsion

G′ (Pa)

(min)
Polyol emulsion

25.8 ± 2.9*

6896 ± 77

Polyol emulsion + 4% w/w glycerol

29.7 ± 1.3

13541 ± 808

*%RE<15

An increase in the gel time was observed through the addition of 4% w/w glycerol,
however was not significant when accounting for the standard error. More
significantly, there was a distinct difference in the extent of crosslinking at the gel
time for the different formulations, with the magnitude in G′ (Pa) for the emulsion
with glycerol almost double that of polyol emulsion.
A representation of the tan δ profiles of the different emulsions is displayed in
Figure 5.18. It is evident that the magnitude of tan δ is much greater for the polyol
emulsion with glycerol, suggesting that the elasticity of this system is lower than that
achieved by the polyol emulsion before the gel point. [32] This indicates that the
crosslinking reaction is initially delayed, allowing for a greater interaction between
isocyanate groups from the PMDI and water (refer to section 5.3.4.3.2 below).
It can also be seen in Figure 5.18 that tan δ decreases more rapidly for the reaction
between PMDI and the polyol emulsion with glycerol and achieves a lower tan δ
value indicating a more elastic system and therefore greater crosslinking past the gel
point compared to the reaction between PMDI and the polyol emulsion.
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Figure 5.18 Comparison of the extent of the crosslinking reaction between polyol emulsions and
PMDI

5.3.4.3.2 Carbon dioxide rate analysis
The difference in the rate of carbon dioxide evolution of the two emulsions was also
determined through volumetric methods. The reactions were followed over a period
of 260 minutes at standard conditions and are displayed in Figure 5.19.
The initial rate of carbon dioxide evolution for the polyol emulsion (rate = 6× 10 -4 L
mol-1 NCO min-1) was found to be less than that of the polyol emulsion with 4% w/w
glycerol (rate = 7× 10 -4 L mol-1 NCO min-1). After approximately 70 minutes of
reacting, the rate of evolution of carbon dioxide was equivalent for both emulsions at
3× 10-4 L mol-1 NCO min-1. This confirms the rheological results, whereby the
crosslinking reaction for the polyol emulsion with glycerol and PMDI is initially
delayed, with the water and isocyanate reaction predominating. The polyol emulsion
with glycerol also has a slightly delayed gel time and this allows for diffusion of
carbon dioxide before the crosslinking reaction predominates at the gel time.
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Figure 5.19 Carbon dioxide evolution with time for the reaction between the polyol emulsion
and PMDI and the polyol emulsion with glycerol and PMDI

5.4 Conclusions
Emulsion variables were systematically investigated for their effect on the flow
properties of the emulsion through rheological analysis and their subsequent effect
on the curing reaction with PMDI through volumetric and rheological tests.
It was determined that the industry ratio of water to castor oil to surfactant is critical,
with small changes either side of this ratio affecting the pot-life and extent of
crosslinking of the mixture, even though no significant effect is observed on carbon
dioxide evolution. A relationship was found to exist between the emulsion
conductivities and the storage modulus values obtained at the gel point, in particular
for the water and castor oil series of emulsions. A greater incorporation of the oil
phase (lower conductivities) improved the extent of crosslinking and the pot-life of
the mixture and was achieved for higher surfactant concentrations, lower water
concentrations and slightly lower castor oil concentrations than that currently used by
the industry.
The non-curing components of the control polyol emulsion were found to increase
the level of carbon dioxide evolved through volumetric tests due to the combinatorial
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effect of the dioctyl phthalate plasticizer and the pine oil.
The viscosity of the emulsions had no affect on the reaction between water and
isocyanate, although lower viscosity emulsions aid in the application properties of
the coating.
A 4% w/w addition of glycerol to the polyol emulsion was found to substantially
reduce the viscosity of the polyol emulsion while retaining the emulsion stability. It
was also determined through rheological characterisation of the curing reaction with
PMDI that the crosslinking reaction was delayed at this ratio. The water-isocyanate
reaction predominated before the gel time, allowing carbon dioxide to be evolved
before extensive crosslinking was achieved at the gel time.
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CHAPTER 6
Characterisation of the Reactive Aggregate and
Combined Solutions
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6 REACTIVE AGGREGATE
6.1 Introduction
The third component of the coating system under investigation is the mixed reactive
and non-reactive aggregate which will be named the fillers in the text below. The
fillers consist of reactive Portland cement and lime as well as non-reactive
components which include black granite and silica sand.[1] The non-reactive
components give the coating high abrasion resistance and provide the bulk filler that
extends the coating volume.
The complexity of the reaction kinetics increases when one of the components of the
polyurethane formulation is water-dispersed. As explained in the introduction
(Scheme 1.12), the hydration reaction occurs between water in the polyol component
with the cement in the filler component and provides the majority of the coating‟s
strength through the formation of calcium silicate hydrates and calcium carbonate. [2,
3]

Calcium carbonate is formed from the subsequent reaction between calcium

hydroxide (hydrated lime- Ca(OH)2) and carbon dioxide which absorbs the carbon
dioxide released by the reaction between water and isocyanate groups (see Scheme
6.1 for details).
When the solution is saturated with calcium hydroxide, hydration of the calcium
oxide silicate continues, with further calcium hydroxide formed deposited as crystals.
The remaining hydrated calcium oxide silicate is in equilibrium with dissolved
calcium hydroxide. Thus, when more water is added, further hydrolysis occurs,
raising the concentration of calcium hydroxide in solution where it restabilises in its
silicate form.[4] The amount of calcium hydroxide released from the hydration
reaction depends on the water:solid ratio, temperature and the cement particle size
distribution.[5-8] Studies have also shown that relative humidity affects the hydration
rate during cure.[9, 10]
To determine the amount of calcium hydroxide evolved during the hydration process,
solvent extraction can be used; however this method yields the total free calcium
oxide and hydroxide present in cement. The amount of calcium hydroxide can also
be determined by Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) by monitoring water loss at
two different temperatures, corresponding to the combination of water associated
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with silicates and calcium hydroxide, respectively. The quantity of free calcium
hydroxide can be determined as the mass loss in the temperature range 460-560 °C
and the loss of carbon dioxide from calcium carbonate can be observed in the range
720-920 °C.[2, 11, 12]
The lime present in the aggregate helps to control cement hydration largely forming
calcium oxide hydrated silicates whose mass loss is noticed at 80-100 °C in TGA
analysis. Lime absorbs a fraction of the carbon dioxide evolved from the reaction
between isocyanate groups and water according to Scheme 6.1.[1]

CaO (s) + CO2 (g)

CaCO3 (s)

CaO (s) + H2O (l)

Ca (OH) 2 (aq)

Ca (OH) 2 (aq) + CO2 (g)

CaCO3 (s) + H2O (l)

Scheme 6.1 Absorption of carbon dioxide by lime in the fillers

In this chapter, attempts to characterise the ability of the reactive aggregate to reduce
carbon dioxide evolution and methods which improve or inhibit this function are
investigated. The reduction of carbon dioxide evolution through addition of calcium
oxide and calcium hydroxide was investigated with the subsequent material
properties of the optimum compositions tested through DMA. Combinations of the
improvements detailed in this chapter and those suggested in chapter 5 have also
been investigated with the material properties determined through DMA analysis.

6.2

Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Materials and sample preparation
The main materials used in this Chapter are described in Chapters 3 and 4 and
Appendix A. Desmodur VL R10 with a functionality of 2.7 and viscosity of 100-150
mPa.s was used as received from Bayer Chemicals.
Portland cement obtained from Blue Circle, as received, for testing purposes,
however samples of cement used in tests were taken from the centre of the bag to
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ensure material used had been minimally affected by environmental factors such as
hydration and/or carbon dioxide ingress.
Calcium hydroxide was obtained from May & Baker LTD, while calcium oxide was
obtained from the British Drug Houses LTD, both were dried before use. High purity
carbon dioxide gas was obtained from BOC gasses and used for cement ageing tests.
A standard control polyol emulsion (P1) was used for investigations in this chapter.
Variations to the standard control emulsion (P1) were also used and compositions are
detailed in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1 Polyol emulsion compositions for coating variations

Components

P1

P2

P3

P4

% w/w

% w/w

% w/w

% w/w

Castor Oil

49.00

49.00

41.00

49.00

Dioctyl Benzyl Phthalate

20.44

20.44

20.44

20.44

Pine oil

3.48

3.48

3.48

3.48

Surfactant

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.72

Silicone

0.72

0.72

0.72

0.72

Water

25.56

25.56

25.56

30.56

0

4.00

8.00

0

glycerol

Variations in the filler composition of the coating were prepared according to Table
6-2.

Table 6-2 Filler compositions for coating variations

Components

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

% w/w

% w/w

% w/w

% w/w

% w/w

16/30 silica

0

0

12

12

65.3

30 silica

0

0

16.4

12.6

12.6

granite

0

0

53.3

53.3

0

100

75

16.6

16.6

16.6

0

25

1.7

5.5

5.5

Portland cement
Calcium hydroxide
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The product ratio of NCO/OH= 1.7 has been used; however, in all cases, the
hydroxyl component was calculated from the castor oil only. The materials were
mixed at standard conditions (25 °C at atmospheric pressure) using an overhead drill
mixer with a 5 cm diameter fan blade, unless the coating was tested at the industry
site where a power drill was used with unknown revolutions per minute, using a
typical paint stirrer.

6.2.2 Methods
6.2.2.1 TGA
A TGA 2950 Thermogravimetric Analyzer (TA Instruments) was used to measure
the hydration levels of cement and to determine the effects of ageing on cement
composition. The samples were placed in a platinum crucible and decomposition
studied under a nitrogen environment at 50 ml min-1. Samples of 10-40 mg were run
from room temperature to 900 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min -1. Temperature
calibrations were performed using aluminium and nickel.

6.2.2.2 Carbon dioxide Measurement
Volumetric tests to measure carbon dioxide evolution were performed as detailed in
Chapter 2.

6.2.2.3 DMA
DMA measurements were performed using a TA Instruments DMAQ800 in single
cantilever bending deformation mode. The samples were cured at room conditions
for a period of at least 48 hours before DMA runs. DMA tests were carried out at a
frequency of 1 Hz, amplitude of 20 μm, in the temperature range of -100 °C to 180
°C with a heating ramp of 2 °C min-1.
The glass transition temperature Tg, was taken as the temperature at which the loss
factor tan δ reached a maximum. Liquid nitrogen was used to achieve the subambient temperatures.
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6.2.2.4 Ageing tests
Cement ageing was performed by exposing the cement to a high carbon dioxide
atmosphere and to a high relative humidity environment (see ageing procedures used,
as specified below). Volumetric tests to evaluate carbon dioxide evolution when
reacted with the polyol emulsion and PMDI were performed, as well as TGA
analysis of the aged cement on its own.

Carbon dioxide environment:
Fresh Portland cement (30g/jar) was placed in glass jars before introducing carbon
dioxide to the jar and sealing it with a screw cap lid. Cement from the top layer of the
sample was removed for TGA and carbon dioxide tests at varying times over a 46
hour period. Times chosen for the study included 4.5, 20, 30 and 46 hours.

Relative humidity environment:
A 5 litre air tight plastic container was used for the high relative humidity
environment. The relative humidity was increased in the container to approximately
75% RH using a saturated sodium chloride solution in a 10 cm diameter open jar,
which was left to equilibrate over night. A layer of fresh Portland cement 1 cm thick
was spread along the base of the container at 65% RH. Samples were taken from the
surface of the cement at intervals of 0, 40, 60, 100 and 172 hours from different areas
of the cement‟s surface. The relative humidity was checked at each time interval
resulting in 65% RH for all samples.
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Characterisation of the current industry ratio and improvements
The effect of cement and calcium hydroxide in the reactive aggregate on carbon
dioxide evolution from the reaction between water in the polyol emulsion and
isocyanate groups was investigated. Calcium hydroxide is added to the industry
product within the filler component to aid in the absorption of carbon dioxide,
forming calcium carbonate as depicted in Scheme 6.1. The effect of cement and
calcium hydroxide at the product ratio on carbon dioxide evolution is observed in
Figure 6.1. The polyol emulsion reaction with PMDI using talc powder as the inert
filler was employed as the control.

Figure 6.1 Comparison of current industry fillers with an increased level of calcium hydroxide

As expected, the cement and calcium hydroxide in the product filler composition
reduce carbon dioxide evolution through the reactions shown in Scheme 6.1. The
combined effect of the cement and calcium hydroxide reduce the carbon dioxide
evolved by approximately 70%. It would therefore appear that it is this residual
carbon dioxide released from the coating which is the primary cause of blistering
during curing. Increasing the level of hydrated lime (Ca (OH) 2) or quick lime (CaO)
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in the filler component, was therefore considered as suitable and practical option to
further reduce the amount of carbon dioxide evolved.
The reduction in carbon dioxide with increasing calcium hydroxide (%w/w of
mixture) is displayed in Figure 6.2. Complete absorption of carbon dioxide evolved
by the reaction between water and PMDI occurs at 27.5% w/w Ca(OH)2.

Figure 6.2 Reduction in carbon dioxide evolution through the addition of calcium hydroxide

It was postulated that dried calcium oxide would offer a greater reduction in carbon
dioxide levels per mole of material, due to its ability to react with both carbon
dioxide and water forming calcium hydroxide. Dried calcium oxide at varying levels
was thus employed to evaluate the effect on carbon dioxide evolution. The results
displaying the per cent reduction in carbon dioxide evolution with an increase in
calcium oxide concentration in %w/w of mixture are shown in Figure 6.3.
Although complete absorption of carbon dioxide occurs at 32% w/w level of calcium
oxide, this point is most likely an outlier, suggesting that the limit has been reached
and any further calcium oxide added has no significant effect. At 27.4% w/w calcium
oxide, a reduction in carbon dioxide of 97± 4% was achieved, suggesting this is the
limiting level of calcium oxide. Thus, there is no significant difference in the use of
calcium hydroxide or calcium oxide in the filler component. Therefore, increasing
the calcium hydroxide component in the fillers was employed to reduce carbon
dioxide evolution.
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Figure 6.3 Reduction in carbon dioxide evolution through the addition of calcium oxide

Using the 20% w/w level of calcium hydroxide in conjunction with the current ratio
of cement in the fillers, significantly reduces the carbon dioxide evolved by
approximately 99% as shown in Figure 6.1. This is translatable to an increase in the
level of calcium hydroxide in the fillers from 1.7% w/w to 5.5% w/w. To compensate
for an increased in filler mass, an equal weight percentage of 30 silica was removed
(F4 in Table 6-2).

6.3.2 Ageing of cement
Another important consideration is the efficacy of aged cement in reducing carbon
dioxide levels in the coating, formed from the reaction of PMDI with the polyol
emulsion at the ratio of NCO/OH=1.7. Ageing of Portland cement was simulated
through two methods. The first was exposing Portland cement to a saturated carbon
dioxide gas environment and the second method was to expose Portland cement to a
high humidity environment. Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was employed to
follow the degree of calcium carbonate formation through the mass loss observed in
the range 720-920 °C using TGA, while the degree of hydration was determined by
the combination of water associated with silicates and calcium hydroxide, measured
as the mass loss in the temperature range of 100-120 °C and 460-560 °C,
respectively.[2, 11, 12]
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6.3.2.1 Carbon dioxide environment
Portland cement was exposed to a carbon dioxide saturated atmosphere for varying
lengths of time. Figure 6.4 displays the levels of moisture, calcium oxide silicate
hydrates, and calcium hydroxide and calcium carbonate levels over time. It is evident
that calcium carbonate levels increase with time, as expected, while the hydrated
silicates decrease with time. In the reaction between carbon dioxide and calcium
hydroxide, water is formed. This water may further hydrate the calcium oxide
silicates releasing a greater amount of calcium hydroxide as is evident in Figure 6.4
at longer exposure times.

Figure 6.4 TGA results for carbon dioxide exposed Portland cement
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Figure 6.5 Reduction in carbon dioxide levels in the reaction of PMDI with polyol emulsion
using carbon dioxide exposed cement at varying time intervals.

The efficacy of carbon dioxide aged Portland cement in the reduction of carbon
dioxide levels released by the reaction of isocyanate groups from PMDI and water in
the polyol emulsion was examined and is displayed in Figure 6.5.
Perhaps somewhat unexpectedly, greater reduction in carbon dioxide levels can be
achieved with an increased exposure time of the Portland cement to carbon dioxide,
even though the calcium carbonate levels increase (Figure 6.4). This can be
explained from data obtained in Figure 6.5, which shows the levels of calcium
hydroxide also increases on exposure to carbon dioxide.
Therefore, it can be concluded, that for Portland cement exposed to carbon dioxide,
the free calcium hydroxide reacts with carbon dioxide to form calcium carbonate and
water which further reacts with the calcium oxide silicates in the cement to produce
more calcium hydroxide products (Scheme 6.1).[1, 4] Carbon dioxide produced from
the isocyanate and water reaction can therefore react with this additional calcium
hydroxide, reducing evolved carbon dioxide levels.
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6.3.2.2 Relative humidity environment
Portland cement was exposed to a high relative humidity environment ~ 65% RH
over a period of 172 hours. Samples were taken at varying intervals and tested for the
level of hydration using TGA. The efficacy of Portland cement in the reduction of
carbon dioxide levels formed by the reaction between PMDI and the polyol emulsion
was also tested. Figure 6.6 displays the reduction in carbon dioxide levels achieved
with increasing exposure time to the high relative humidity environment due to the
formation of calcium hydroxide.

Figure 6.6 Efficacy of Portland cement exposed to a high relative humidity environment over
172 hours
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Figure 6.7 TGA analysis of the hydration reaction over time for Portland cement exposed to a
high humidity environment

TGA analysis, as seen in Figure 6.7, shows an increase in the water content,
hydrated calcium oxide silicate content and calcium hydroxide content with
increased exposure time. The free calcium hydroxide with time was correlated to the
per cent reduction of carbon dioxide levels and was found to have a proportional
relationship as seen in Figure 6.8. Thus, exposure of Portland cement to carbon
dioxide and high relative humidity environments increase the calcium hydroxide
content, which aids in reducing the carbon dioxide evolved by the water-isocyanate
reaction. Therefore, ageing of the cement will not impede its ability to reduce carbon
dioxide evolution in the product formulation.
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Figure 6.8 Correlation of the calcium hydroxide levels present in Portland cement at varying
exposure times to a high humidity environment with its ability to reduce carbon dioxide
evolution in the coating formulation

In conclusion, the results for aged Portland cement were somewhat surprising.
Intuitively, it may have been expected that aged Portland cement, through carbon
dioxide and moisture absorption might have adversely affected the ability of the
Portland cement filler to absorb carbon dioxide, produced from the water-isocyanate
reaction. However, in fact, the reverse was found. These environmental contaminants
(humidity and carbon dioxide) actually increase the Ca(OH) 2 levels in the portland
cement which assist in reducing carbon dioxide, produced from the water-isocyanate
reaction.

6.3.3 Characterisation of the cured material using DMA for comparison of
various proposed solutions
Mechanical analysis was performed using DMA by measuring the glass transition
temperature (Tg) and the storage modulus (G′) to monitor the differences in the
coating composition. Combinations of polyol emulsions with varying filler
compositions were trialled for solutions to the blistering problem as determined in
previous investigations. The effect of glycerol addition in the polyol emulsion and
the increase in concentration of calcium hydroxide in the fillers were the major two
improvements investigated. A lower viscosity, commercially available isocyanate
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(DVLR10) was also obtained for comparison, due to its improved application
properties. The Tg and storage modulus (G′ MPa) at 24 °C representing comparative
strength at standard conditions for the variations in coating composition are
presented in Table 6-3. Compositions of the polyol emulsions (P1-P4) and fillers
(F1-F5) are given in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2.

Table 6-3 Comparison of Tg and storage modulus for various coating compositions

Sample reaction
with PMDI
P1/ F1

Tg °C

G′ MPa @ 24 °C

119.9 ± 0.5

695 ± 19

P1/ F2

147.1 ± 0.9

1814 ± 151

Description
Control polyol with cement

(676-714)
(1663-1965)

P2/ F2

144 ± 1

1976 ± 131
(1845-2107)

P3/ F2

151.0 ± 0.3

2052 ± 22
(2030-2074)

P4/ F2

149

1756 ± 191
(1565-1947)

P1/ F3

138.1 ± 0.4

1925.5 ± 45.5
(1880-1971)

P1/ F5

143.1 ± 9.9

2578.5 ± 297.5*

P2/ F4

133.8 ± 0.1

2131 ± 355*

(2281-2876)
(1776-2486)

P3/ F4

143.5 ± 4.9

P2/ F5

150.1 ± 0.6

2790.5 ± 356.5*
(2434-3147)
2069 ± 541♠
(1528-2610)

P3/ F5

129.7 ± 7.6

1812.5 ± 1.5
(1811-1812.5)

Sample reaction
with DVLR10
P1/ F3

137.7 ± 6.9

1341 ± 2

P3/ F4

145.3 ± 2.2

2060 ± 125

(1339-1343)
(1935-2185)

P3/F5

151.2 ± 1.0

1932 ± 55
(1877-1987)

*%RE<20 ♠%RE<30

Control polyol with cement and
20% w/w Ca(OH)2 filler
Polyol - 4% w/w glycerol added
with cement and 20% w/w
Ca(OH)2 filler
Polyol - 8% w/w glycerol
substitution with cement and 20%
w/w Ca(OH)2 filler
Polyol - 5% w/w water addition
with cement and 20% w/w
Ca(OH)2 filler
Control polyol with control fillers
at current industry ratios
Control polyol with 5.5% w/w
Ca(OH)2, no granite (extra silica)
Polyol - 4% w/w glycerol added
with 5.5% w/w Ca(OH)2 in fillers
Polyol - 8% w/w glycerol
substitution with 5.5% w/w
Ca(OH)2 in fillers
Polyol - 4% w/w glycerol added
with 5.5% w/w Ca(OH)2, no
granite (extra silica) in fillers
Polyol - 8% w/w glycerol
substitution with 5.5% w/w
Ca(OH)2, no granite (extra silica)
in fillers

Control polyol with control fillers
at current industry ratios
Polyol - 8% w/w glycerol
substitution with 5.5% w/w
Ca(OH)2 in fillers
Polyol - 8% w/w glycerol
substitution with 5.5% w/w
Ca(OH)2, no granite (extra silica)
in fillers

Addition of calcium hydroxide content in the filler component (P1/F1 compared to
P1/F2), showed a dramatic increase in the storage modulus and Tg of the coating. An
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increase in strength is expected from the addition of calcium hydroxide due to its
reaction with carbon dioxide evolved by the water-isocyanate reaction yielding
calcium carbonate.[2, 3]
Increasing the hydroxyl content through the addition of 4% w/w glycerol (P2/F2)
displayed a slightly higher storage modulus than the control polyol emulsion (P1/F2),
however was not significantly different. Replacement of 8% w/w castor oil with
glycerol in the polyol emulsion (P3/F2) also showed a higher storage modulus than
the control emulsion and was significantly improved. There was no significant
difference between the glycerol emulsions investigated (P2/F2 and P3/F2, P2/F4 and
P3/F4, P2/F5 and P3/F5). This suggests that glycerol does increase the storage
modulus of the control coating with a mole ratio of NCO/OH=1.3 (cf.
NCO/OH=1.7), which is more significant when the castor oil is substituted for
glycerol. These results also confirm earlier investigations in Chapter 5 (Table 5-11),
where the crosslinking was more extensive at the gel time for the reaction between
PMDI and the polyol emulsion with 4% w/w glycerol determined by the higher value
of the storage modulus compared to the control emulsion. The post-cure time of the
coating samples before DMA analysis could be the reason for the difference in
storage modulus observed (although insignificant) between glycerol emulsions (P2
and P3). Glycerol contains a slower reacting secondary hydroxyl, as well as two fast
primary hydroxyl groups and therefore delays in DMA analysis could allow the
secondary hydroxyl group on glycerol to form a greater number of crosslinks
increasing the storage modulus.[13] Thus, due to the greater number of secondary
hydroxyls in P3 (8% glycerol substitution) relative to P2 (4% glycerol addition) a
greater degree of post-curing reactions could be possible. This would result in a
greater storage modulus for P3/F combinations over P2/F combinations, which is the
case for two out of three filler combinations tested.
Ease of application of the coating system has been of concern to the coating
applicators (trowel-hands). One solution to aid the application of the coating is to
lower the viscosity of the coating components. Reducing the viscosity of the polyol
emulsion can be achieved through the addition of glycerol as determined previously
(investigated in chapter 5). Another solution proposed, was to increase the water
content in the polyol emulsion and thus lower the viscosity, as no significant affect
on carbon dioxide evolution was found at slightly higher water concentrations
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(Chapter 5). It was postulated that increasing the concentration of water in the polyol
emulsion by 3.5% w/w (P4/F2) would aid in viscosity reduction. However, the
strength of the coating might be compromised, as an increase in the water fraction
was found to reduce gel times and the storage modulus, thus reducing the
crosslinking reaction (Chapter 5). A 3.5% w/w excess of water in the polyol
emulsion was tested in the coating composition using cement and calcium hydroxide
as the reactive aggregate (P4/F2) and compared to the control polyol emulsion
(P1/F2). No significant difference in the storage modulus or Tg was observed.
A commercially available, lower viscosity isocyanate (DVLR10) with the same
functionality as PMDI was also tested for its comparative strength (P1/F3, P3/F4 and
P3/F5 DVLR10). Although having better application properties, the storage modulus
decreased significantly for P1/F3 and P3/F4. This effect was not observed when
using fillers (F5) which consisted of a smaller average particulate size (discussed
further below).
Reducing the bulk volume of the coating by decreasing the average particle size of
the fillers was trialled to aid in the coating application. The removal of black granite
and replacement with equal parts of silica gave the coating a smoother texture, while
still retaining some abrasion resistance. Comparison of coating strength showed that
no significant difference was observed between fillers with granite (F4) and silica
replacement (F5), except when the aggregate was reacted with P3 and PMDI. The
storage modulus decreased significantly from (P3/F4) 2790.5 ± 356.5 MPa to
(P3/F5) 1812.5 ± 1.5 MPa whereas no significant difference was observed in the
reaction with P3 and the lower viscosity isocyanate (DVLR10).
The combined viscosity reduction of P3 and DVLR10 compared to P3 and PMDI
(viscosities shown in Table 6-4), might aid in dispersing the smaller particulates of
the 16/30 silica used in the replacement of granite in the fillers. This provides a more
uniform distribution of the reacting components thereby increasing the crosslinking
reaction and strength of the coating. In granite compositions, the larger particulates
might aid in dispersing the mixture more uniformly during mixing of higher viscosity
liquids. Dispersion of liquids in solids is affected by the level and type of agitation,
vessel geometry, as well as the physical properties of the liquid and solid
components. Liquid viscosity, density and solid particle size distribution, wetting
characteristics and density could all play a significant role in the mixing efficiency of
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this system.[14] The theory of mixing solids consisting of varying particulate sizes
into the liquid component of the coating is out of the scope of this thesis due to its
added complexity, although needs to be optimised for material consistency.
Table 6-4 Viscosity variations of polyol emulsions and oligomeric isocyanates investigated

Sample

Viscosity (mPa.s)

P1

10500

P2

6500

P3

970

PMDI

220

DVLR10

130

6.4 Conclusions
The current level of cement and calcium hydroxide in the fillers reduced carbon
dioxide evolution by 70%, which was not sufficient in preventing random blister
formation during curing. It was found that cement ageing with time does not impede
Portland cement‟s ability to reduce carbon dioxide evolution formed in the reaction
between the polyol emulsion and PMDI during curing. In contrast, it was shown to
have a positive effect in the reduction of carbon dioxide.
The improvements suggested for the coating according to the above investigations
and those of previous chapters are to increase calcium hydroxide in the fillers to
5.5% w/w while using a lower viscosity polyol emulsion that included glycerol. It
was found that 4% w/w glycerol addition to the current polyol emulsion extends the
liquid volume, which aids mixing and provides the least change for implementation
by the industry partner. An increase in water content of 3.5% w/w is also a possible
solution to aid in reducing the viscosity of the polyol emulsion without significantly
affecting the coating‟s material properties. These combined solutions will reduce
carbon dioxide evolution while providing a coating that is easily mixed and applied.
Future work will require investigation into the mixing/blending of the liquid
components with the aggregate mixture to establish correct particulate size in order
to form a self-levelling version of the coating, which was out of the scope of this
thesis.
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7 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The research conducted in this thesis highlighted that carbon dioxide evolved during
cure, from the reaction of water contained in the polyol emulsion with isocyanate in
the oligomer polymer component of the coating, was the cause of random blister
formation within the material.

The research also quantified the carbon dioxide

evolution and developed a process for successfully eliminating the carbon dioxide
released and subsequent blister formation. In addition to this, a solid fundamental
understanding about the cure chemistry of this polyurethane/polyurea system was
established.
The rate of carbon dioxide diffusion from the coating, the gelation time and the
influence of the surface-air interface are all key aspects in the formation of random
blisters. The primary concern of this thesis was the elimination and reduction of
carbon dioxide evolution during cure; thus, the diffusion kinetics of the carbon
dioxide evolved and the curing effects at the surface-air interface were out of the
scope of this research. However, understanding the gel time of the coating and the
reaction kinetics of the highly crosslinked poly (urea-co-urethane) cement composite
coating aided the development of solutions to random blister formation. The
properties of the final coating are dependent on the reactive components of materials
and small variations of the composition can affect the gas expansion rate, in
particular the nature and concentration of the surfactant. [1, 2] Investigations into the
rate of foaming which includes gas bubble nucleation and growth are important areas
of investigation in understanding blister formation and should be considered as future
work.
Due to the complexity of the coating formulation, individual reactions which provide
the crosslinking and subsequent network structure were investigated individually and
modelled. These included the reaction kinetics between the hydroxyl functional
groups of the polyol (castor oil) and isocyanate groups (PMDI) and the reaction
kinetics between water and isocyanate functional groups. Characterisation of the
reactions was performed using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Pressure
DSC (PDSC), rheology and FTIR. The kinetics of cure for the polyurethane reaction
between castor oil and oligomeric isocyanate as monitored using different techniques
showed that activation energies were in good agreement with each other. DSC results
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were analysed through isoconversional methods, which showed that a competitive
reaction scheme existed for a stoichiometric system, suggesting the presence of
isocyanate groups with differing reactivity in the PMDI oligomers. An increase in the
rate of reaction during isothermal FTIR also confirmed this. Greater conversions
were achieved at temperatures below 50 °C for the stoichiometric system using
rheological measurements. This was attributed to curing below the glass transition
temperature, leading to vitrification. The viscosity growth for the stoichiometric
system was described by an exponential equation before the point of gelation and the
rate of viscosity increase was described by a viscometric rate constant kη for the
initial stages of cure. A low viscosity build up was evident in the excess isocyanate
system, which is currently employed in the industry formulation. The complete
consumption of the hydroxyl groups was verified through analytical tests. A
polyurethane adduct was formed exhibiting a reduction in viscosity with increasing
temperature, once all hydroxyls were consumed. FTIR results showed the reaction
was kinetically controlled and that higher than expected conversions were achieved
for the excess isocyanate system due to the reaction of isocyanate groups with
moisture in the air.
Pressure differential scanning calorimetry (PDSC) was employed to determine the
reaction kinetics of the polyurea reaction where the heat of reaction was found to be
higher than that achieved for the polyurethane reaction (38 kJ mol-1 equiv. NCO cf.
25 kJ mol-1 equiv. NCO). Higher peak temperatures and activation energies (70 kJ
mol-1 cf. 38-45 kJ mol-1) were also achieved, suggesting the polyurea reaction
required a greater amount of energy to activate the reaction, although, once activated,
the polyurea reaction was more exothermic than the polyurethane reaction. The
evolution of carbon dioxide was detected using PDSC through the pressure increase
during cure, which was a novel application. It is unsure whether there was a gradual
release in carbon dioxide, or if the amount of carbon dioxide formed was released at
one specific moment, causing a large pressure increase after 60% conversion due to
the acceleration of the water and isocyanate reaction. Increasing the mole ratio of
water to isocyanate showed an increase in pressure; however, this was mainly due to
the heat evolved from the reaction. Volumetric analysis, demonstrated that no
significant change in carbon dioxide evolution was evident with increasing water to
isocyanate mole ratios. The rate of the water and isocyanate reaction was 1st order
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with respect to water consumption using volumetric carbon dioxide analysis; 2nd
order with respect to isocyanate consumption using FTIR analysis and 2nd order with
respect to carbon dioxide evolution using volumetric carbon dioxide analysis. Thus
the overall rate of the water-isocyanate reaction was found to be proportional to
[H2O][NCO]2.
This work highlighted for the polyurethane reaction in the current industry
formulation that the ratio of castor oil to PMDI (a molar excess of PMDI) does not
contribute to the crosslinking reaction; however, this may work synergistically with
the water-PMDI reaction to increase crosslinking density in the coating. The
investigation into the reaction kinetics of the proposed synergism is suggested as
future work; although, difficulty may exist in finding a suitable quantitative method
due to the release of carbon dioxide gas. PDSC, although suitable for the waterisocyanate reaction, does not give clear exotherms for the different reactions present.
FTIR methods have their limitations due to sampling temperatures and/or sample
preparation; in addition there is a difficulty in differentiating overlapping peaks.
Rheological analysis gives information on the combinatorial effects of the
crosslinking reactions; however, difficulty exists in the differentiation of the
reactions, which is required to determine the kinetic parameters.
The work performed for the initial reactions provided the basis for modification and
improvement of the current industry product. Increasing the pot-life of the coating
mixture by increasing gel times was found to occur through the addition of a slower
reacting polyol. Glycerol was chosen for this application due to its slow secondary
hydroxyl group as well as its ability to mix well with PMDI due to the delayed
reaction. As well as being a slower reaction, the activation energy and reaction
temperature determined by DSC analysis showed that the glycerol-PMDI reaction
slightly preceded the water-PMDI reaction, thus, the glycerol-PMDI reaction was
postulated to be a preferred reaction in the presence of water. It was therefore
hypothesized that the addition of glycerol to the emulsion would delay the fast
crosslinking process to allow for greater diffusion of carbon dioxide from the coating
before gelation. Experimental work carried out in this thesis verified this hypothesis.
Another benefit for the use of glycerol was its ability to reduce the viscosity of the
polyol emulsion, allowing for improved application properties of the coating
mixture. The polymerisation kinetics of PMDI with glycerol was thus investigated
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using thermal and rheological techniques due to the lack of literature describing the
reaction kinetics of multifunctional reactants with functional groups of varying
reactivity.

This work highlighted the complexity of cure for this system. The

reactivity of the primary and secondary hydroxyl groups were found to vary at higher
temperatures or during extended periods of curing. The primary hydroxyls were
found to react three times faster than the secondary hydroxyl groups as corroborated
by similar systems investigated in the literature, using alternative characterisation
techniques. A comparison between application of kinetic models and isoconversional
methods for DSC data was made. Isothermal DSC showed that an autocatalytic
kinetic model fitted the experimental data well, although, analysis of non-isothermal
DSC data using a second order model gave approximately the same reaction order,
without fitting the data as well. Diffusion rate constants were omitted from the
reaction models, as more commonly accepted kinetic models for polyurethane
systems in the literature were used in this body of research, for comparison to
isoconversional methods. Isoconversional methods, specifically, Vyazovkin‟s[3]
integral isoconversional method, was applied to both isothermal and non-isothermal
data for the stoichiometric ratio and for the analysis of the critical mole ratio of
OH/NCO=1.5, which was determined through non-isothermal DSC. Isoconversional
analysis of DSC data resulted in the activation energy varying with conversion for
both stoichiometric and excess hydroxyl ratios. Incomplete cure was evident in both
isothermal and non-isothermal modes, becoming diffusion controlled in the final
stages of cure for both mole ratios investigated. Isothermal DSC analysis clearly
demonstrated that cure did not go to completion at all temperatures, with the ultimate
reactivity of both isocyanate and hydroxyl groups being inhibited by the onset of
diffusion control towards the end of cure, which was less evident for the excess
hydroxyl ratio due to a larger extent of conversion being achieved. Rheological
studies of viscosity increase and tan  changes revealed a complex cure process, with
primary and secondary hydroxyl reactivity being dependant on isothermal cure
temperatures, reflecting similar results obtained from isothermal DSC studies. Two
separate tan peaks were observed, which responded differently to isothermal
temperature conditions of cure, which were related to the different rate of cure of the
primary and secondary hydroxyl groups on the glycerol molecule. Future work,
investigating the difference in reactivity of the primary and secondary hydroxyls
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through FTIR analysis is proposed. The independence of tan δ on frequency (WinterChambon[4] theory) was used to determine the point where the polymer formed an
infinite network and was no longer able to flow. Gel times determined for the
glycerol-PMDI system were much higher than those achieved for the castor oilPMDI system at the stoichiometric ratio.
The polyol emulsion variables were systematically investigated for their effect on the
flow properties of the emulsion through rheological analysis and for their subsequent
effect on the curing reaction with PMDI, through volumetric carbon dioxide tests and
rheological tests. It was determined that the industry ratio of water to castor oil to
surfactant was critical, with small changes either side of this ratio affecting the potlife and extent of crosslinking of the mixture, even though no significant effect was
observed on carbon dioxide evolution. A relationship was found to exist between the
emulsion conductivities and the storage modulus values obtained at the gel point, in
particular for the water and castor oil series of emulsions. A greater incorporation of
the oil phase (lower conductivities) improved the extent of crosslinking and
increased the pot-life of the mixture. This was achieved for higher surfactant
concentrations, lower water concentrations and slightly lower castor oil
concentrations than that currently used by the industry. The non-curing components
used in the current industry polyol emulsion, were found to increase the level of
carbon dioxide evolved, due to the combinatorial effect of the dioctyl phthalate
plasticizer and the pine oil, shown in volumetric carbon dioxide tests. The viscosity
of the emulsions had no affect on the reaction between water and isocyanate,
although, lower viscosity emulsions aided in the application properties of the coating.
A 4% w/w addition of glycerol to the polyol emulsion was found to substantially
reduce the viscosity of the polyol emulsion, while retaining the emulsion stability. It
was also determined through rheological characterisation of the curing reaction with
PMDI, that the crosslinking reaction was delayed at this ratio; thus, a greater pot-life
was achieved. The water-isocyanate reaction was found to predominate before the
gel time, allowing carbon dioxide to be evolved before extensive crosslinking was
achieved at the gel time. Addition of the glycerol to the polyol emulsion also allowed
for minimal procedural changes during the formation of the polyol emulsion which
can be easily implemented by industry. In this procedure, the polyol emulsion was
formed in the same manner, with a fraction of glycerol added at the end of the
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procedure. Emulsion technology is an extensive area for investigation and in this
research project was only able to be analysed in its most simplistic form. Despite
this, an effective comparison of the emulsion variables was obtained, which aided in
the understanding and improvement of the curing reactions occurring in the coating
formulation. Future work would require a more thorough investigation on emulsion
structure, the effects of shearing and the effects of varying surfactants.
The current level of cement and calcium hydroxide in the fillers reduced carbon
dioxide evolution by 70%, which was not sufficient in preventing random blister
formation during curing. It was found that cement ageing with time did not impede
Portland cement‟s ability to reduce carbon dioxide evolution formed in the reaction
between the polyol emulsion and PMDI during curing. In contrast, it was shown to
have a positive effect in the reduction of carbon dioxide. The suggested
improvements to the coating could best be obtained by increasing the calcium
hydroxide in the fillers to 5.5% w/w while using a lower viscosity polyol emulsion
that includes the addition of glycerol. A 4% w/w glycerol addition to the current
polyol emulsion was found to extend the liquid volume which also aided mixing and
provided a practical and simple solution that could be implemented by the industry
partner. An increase in water content of 3.5% w/w was also a possible solution to aid
in reducing the viscosity of the polyol emulsion without significantly affecting the
coating‟s material properties, which were determined through Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis (DMA). These combined solutions reduced carbon dioxide evolution, and
provided a coating that was easily mixed and applied. Future work would require
investigations into the mixing/blending of the liquid components with the aggregate
mixture to establish correct particulate size in order to form a self-levelling version
of the coating. Effects of shearing on the application properties of the coating
mixture are therefore an important consideration which was out of the scope of the
thesis and should be considered for future investigations.
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1 PMDI
Oligomeric diphenylmethane diisocyante (PMDI) was used throughout the course of
the project, consisting of a functionality of 2.7 and viscosity of 200-250 mPa.s. It
was used as received from Dow Plastics (PAPI 20), with the typical composition of
PMDI given in Figure 1.A.

Figure 1.A Typical composition of PMDI[1]

Care was taken to minimise contact to humid environments by storing the PMDI
under a blanket of nitrogen. The characterisation of the PMDI was performed over
the course of a year (8-9 samples) to determine the effects of ageing due to
polymerisation and moisture. This was performed using 1H Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR), Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform InfraRed (ATRFTIR) and rheological analysis.
The NMR spectra were carried out on a Varian Gemini FT-NMR liquid nitrogen
cooled 300 MHz spectrometer using VNMR 6.1 analysis software with a Sun Unix
system workstation. Sample preparation required approximately 10 mg of the PMDI
to be dissolved in deuterated chloroform.

Chloroform-d

(99.9%) supplied by

Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company Pty Ltd was stored under nitrogen and used as
supplied without further purification.
The typical spectrum obtained is shown in Figure 1.B.
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A

B

Figure 1.B Typical 1H-NMR spectrum with peaks representing for A) aromatic and B) alkyl
protons[2]

The NMR shift at 7 ppm refers to the protons attached to the aromatic rings in PMDI,
while the shift at 3.9 ppm refers to the protons attached to alkyl carbons. [3]
The ageing process was followed by determining the change in the repeating unit, n
over time. This was performed by considering the ratio of the aromatic protons to the
alkyl protons in PMDI, with the repeating unit as shown below in Figure 1.C.

Figure 1.C General structure of PMDI[4]

If it is considered that the number of aromatic protons is equal to 8+3n where n is the
number of repeating units in the PMDI oligomer and the number of alkyl protons is
equal to 2+2n, then the ratio of the aromatic protons to the alkyl group protons can be
used to deduce n, as follows.
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(1-A)

Rearranging Equation (1-A) for n, gives Equation (1-B)

(1-B)

It was found that n varied from sample to sample, however, this was insignificant,
with an average value of n equal to 1.18 ± 0.08, which is less than 10% relative error.
ATR-FTIR was also performed by monitoring the isocyanate peak at 2270 cm-1.[5]
The area of this peak was determined for the samples used in the above NMR
analysis and was also found to vary for each sample; however, this was also
insignificant with an average area equal to 241 ± 3 units, which is less than 5%
relative error. Rheological analysis performed on the same samples gave an average
value of viscosity equal to 245 ± 4 mPa.s, which was less than 5% relative error and
within specification.
Therefore, no significant difference was observed in the bulk PMDI over time.
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2 ANALYSIS OF RAW MATERIALS
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed for the main materials used
throughout the project and are presented in Table 2-A. Onset temperatures of
decomposition and the total mass loss are presented. The TGA technique is presented
in Chapter 2, with samples heated up to 600 °C.

Table 2-A Summary of TGA parameters for raw materials

Sample

% Weight Loss

Tonset °C

PMDI

71.03%

185.6

Castor oil

99.46%

350

Glycerol

99.96%

186

Dioctyl phthalate

99.97%

252

Pine oil

99.73%

102

Silicone Oil

90.70%

405

nonionic surfactant

97.55%

316

Desmodur VL R10

60.59%
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ATR-FTIR spectra were collected for the main materials used throughout this thesis
and are compared to spectra obtained using the online spectral database SDBS,
which are shown below.[2] Very good agreement is observed with spectra obtained
using ATR-FTIR analysis when compared to the online database.
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PMDI Sun Jun 05 15:52:40 2005
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Figure 2.A IR spectra for A) PMDI obtained by ATR-FTIR compared to B) MDI spectra
obtained from SDBS[2]
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castor oil Sun Jan 23 14:57:50 2005
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Figure 2.B IR spectra for A) castor oil obtained by ATR-FTIR compared to B) castor oil spectra
obtained from SDBS[2]
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glycerol 1st bottle Sun May 22 14:20:03 2005
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Figure 2.C IR spectra for A) glycerol obtained by ATR-FTIR compared to B) glycerol spectra
obtained from SDBS[2]
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DOP Fri Mar 18 15:07:36 2005
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Figure 2.D IR spectra for A) dioctyl phthalate obtained by ATR-FTIR compared to B)
dioctylphalate spectra obtained from SDBS[2]
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